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LOCKE,

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
TREE 1, BOS TON.

order.
apHtt

power, built to

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract pi ices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly l'uurnished.
HORACE DODD.

American Printers’ Warehouse
19 SPRING

authorized to contract for advertising

C.

Brackett,

plasterers,

Centre
assortment ot
Flowers, Brackets, Trusses, Ac.
ap3
__eodtf

W. C.

GAS

Lnaget, Bn.

Enquire

Street.

at

Copying aud enlarging done to order.
new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and tbe retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles ana all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
^Motto-Good work at Moderate
may 20
Price*. Aim to Plea«e.

C.

88 MIDDLE

practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Countde'Jeod&wtf

er.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ARTIST,

Norway,

Portland, He.

—

also

KINSMAN,

JOHN

RAY,

EXCHANGE

STREET.

REHIOIED TO

Street.
ja!6d&w2m

BUTLER & LIBBY,

M. M.

Butler.

C. F. LIBBY.

de16dtf

2000 Tons Coal must be removed
from Maine Wharl in order to
make repairs.
Parties wishing to purchase large
or small lots will do well to call
and get onr prices belore purchas-

ing.

RANDALL & McALLISTER,

REMOVAL.
J.

C.

PETTENGILL,

Locust

E^"Agent for the Davis Washer.
Making Furniture to order and repairing promptly
attended to.
3J(g CONGBK8g NTIlKkT

AUSTIN,

White

AT

HODGDON
NO. 101

Blethex.

&

GREAT RE-

a

from

shall

our

Regular

We do not want to Dis-

help it,

and

prefer to

CHEAP

FURNITURE
and give

customers the

our

can

sell our

ben-

efit.
Please remember that
BE

We sell

we-

shall

UNDERSOLD by

any

Has removed her office to

SOCLE,

30_W

BIND,

BRASS AND STRING.

No. 12 Fluent’s Block.

ES'-AU order» promptly attended to by applying te
J. COLE, Leader and Business Manager.

3 P. M.
1

at 16
mlily

during

mh30eodtf

at

Brown Street or IP 1-4 Market
dtl
Square.

at the For ale Orphan Asylum, a
Protestant woman, capable and kind, as cook
and to do general h usework. Apply afternoons to
MRS. JAMES T. McCOBB, No. 42 Park St.

WANTED,

aprld2w
Lost.
Tuesday of last week between the Depot and
U. S. Pension office, a PENSION Certificate belonging to Mrs. R. L. Eastman. The finder will he

ON

rewarded

Office.

by leaving

IN

NEW

ENGLAND.

FIRST-CLASS

FURNI-

TURE, nearly all of Our Own

Farm of 130 acres within 2$ miles
of Portland. Oue halfheavily covered with timber and wood, balance
under good cultivation with suffici1-„-J-T ent pasturage. Well adapted for
milk or market g irdening. Good soil and southern
exposure. Good house and barn. About three acres
of Salt marsh goes with the farm.
A‘.so, farm or 140 acres witbiu three miles of Saco
Post Office, two miles from Old Orchard Beach, borders on th3 P. S. & P. R. R., and a station is to be
built within hall a mile of the house. Large amount of timber and wood.
One of the best brick
houses in the city of Saco, two-stories, modern built,
I in thorough repair.
Large barn and outbuildings.
Dry and healthy location. For price and terms enquire of
JOSEPH HOBSON,
Saco, Maiue.
March 13, 1874.
mcl6eod&wlml2

GEO.

at 7£ per centum per annum,
semi-anunally, on property worth $100,000,
fer
renting
$10,000 a year. This is a good opportunity to invest. Applv to WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Est.te Agent, Portland.
mc26d3w*
pay a

Ie

now

Second COOK wanted at 249

A

Congresa

dtf

young man,
years of
A. G. CROSBY,
AN
age. Apply to
mh23dtf3 Portiand Pier.

N

46

o.

fc5

Exchange

Morse &

St.
(12m

Bunce,

For Sale.
of the best residences on Free Street,
containing n rooms m vzuenmn oruer, neated
bv Steam, hot and cola water, hs*tb room,
water closets, good drainage.
A large proportion of
the purchase money can remaiu on a mortgage with
easy payments.
GEO. R. DAVIS,

MOne

Estate and Mortgage Broker.
eod3w

FOR

Wanted.
SITUATION as HOUSEKEEPER. Apply
at 14 Oxford St.,
marl73w*

It contains one hundred and fortv acres of land, thirty of which is
covered with a beautiful Grove.
The ba ance is the very best of tillage land. The buildings consist of

^

JgjTiSttuliBffi•-|iff

Sunny Side Hotel,
house, completely finished and furnish-

large,
throughout; large barn and farm-house, bowling
alleys, ic* house. aDd s dancing floor in the grove;
never failing well of good water.
The location of
thi« Island, with ite* advantages for fishing and boating, its beautitnl grove and building, renders it one
of the most desira le places among all the Islands
a

new

ed

for picnics and parties.
For further information apply to WM. SENTER,
No. 54 Exchange St., Portland.
mc9eodtf

Desirable Residence lor Sale at
Woodford’s Corner.
property is situated corner of Grove. and
Dalton Streets, about one mile from Portland,
consisting of a 24 story house, with an ell, piazza
iront, aDd containing 12 fiuished looms with an
abundance of closets, cemented cellar, cistern water,
and best kind ot furnace. A new stable, very convenient, 22 x 30. 4 acre land well cultivated and
finely arranged witn shrubbery grape and strawberry vines and different kinds of fruit trees. Enquire of
D. M. C. DUNN, 227 Middle St., Portland. mLl9dlm

Wanted.
hold
SMART,

of vacant

SALE.

west side
land,
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
A
This let has front of about 61 feet and is about
situated

on

the

194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn b How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.
a

For Sale
at

the

Having just purchased

with

a

first-class stock

a

new

of

gold mounted hearse

Caskets, Collins, Robes, Plates,

SOMETHING NEW !
FARRAND^IKIPROVED
Self-Folding

Tucker and

ble Hemmer.

The most

Adjusta-

useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.
Improvement overall Others,

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
hand, thereby making a great saving of time and
labor
It will tuck
any thickness of goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth. The Hemmer attached will
he ji any desired width Irom one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,
Mole Agent for Fort laud,
mb27d3m

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.
FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches
fmm Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parlorr with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15| acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, } acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and goal cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fiDe cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade tises. This isoneoi the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

A

mar21tf

G. Patterson’s Real

F.

BULLETIN,
money to Loan.
first-class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,

ON vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c.,
Commission.
or

on

Houses bought and 6ola. Applv to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Ci&ce 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

Real Estate in Cape
Elizabeth for Sale.
STORY Cottage at Point Village, containing seven finished rooms, good cellar, well*
&c. Lot 100x150. Price *1800.
Apply to J. LEAVITT, on the premises, or to F. G. PATTERSON,
13 Fluent Block.
ap4d2w

A11-2

Musical Goods Marked Down !
A

SPRING GOODS

Large Stock, consisting of

Organs, Violins. Accordeons, Concertinas, Flutes, Harmonicas,
Piano Stools, Banjos, Bows,
Trimmings, Flagolets,
Strings, Piccolos, GuiN
ars,
Claroncts,
music Folios,

Arrived for 1874

Cornets,
Files,

OF

And everything pertaining to Musical Goods.

A. S.

FERNALD,

c.

MERCHANT

Up Stairs.
_

mch7-lmo

TAILOR,

Book Store at 119 Exchange
Street, will be closed from March 20th
till sometime in
May. Nathan Dresser

Colby

and James Albert
Colby will then
re-open with a new stock and “Old Man”

Colby
M

wilt “go abroad.”
a

Hawes,

are

Rooms Wanted.
a pleasant part of the city, furnished or unfurwith
or withont board.
nished,
Address
E. B., 37 Brown St., Portland.

IN

mavl4tf

Wanted.
APOTHECARY CLERK,
ANtwo
three years experience.

one

or

reference,
mc3dtf

that has ha/1
Address with

In 50 and 100 yard spools, warranted ful y equal to any silk, in
the market, in quality, length and
finish, and a full line of Tailors’
Pure Dye Silk to which we particularly invite the attention of the
Clothing trade.
Onr lines of

Gloves and

reduesd price to close consignWholesale

Grocer*,
fe27

_•od&o2m*
medical.

the absence of Dr. E. Clark I shall
main at his office from 1| to 3G. A.
P. M.CLARE
fsbawiwntf

DURING

Hosiery,

unusually fall and attractive,
special attention being given to
this class of goods.

are

ly

We have manufactured expressfor us a line of

SHIRT

GUIZOTS

—

OF

FRONTS,

which are selling at prices that
have already made them popular.

—

We invite the

FRANCE.
Sold

trade,

es-

pecially those who contemplate visiting the Boston

only by Subscription. and New York markets, to

READ THE FOLLOWING.
There Is

no

chapter

of modern

examination

an

of

our

Stock.

The wide

and mature learning with which
he illustrates this favorite

subject,

the large spirit in which he conceives the scenes aud sequences of
history, the candor of his statements and high tone of his reflections, conspire to make this a
work of surpassing merit.
The edition of Messrs. Estes dc
Eauriat is admirable in all respects. The page is a comfort to
the eye and the illustrations are
wonder, ul in spirit and execution.
JOSHUA E. CHAMBERLAIN.
Brunswick, March 18,1874.

The new popnlar History of
France is an honor to the illustrious name of Guizot.
It has been
accepted as a classic even by the
political enemies of the author.
Yet it is a popular history, written
to interest aud inform all classes
of readers. There is no display of
erudition, no accumulation of dry
details. The character and deeds
of the great men of France and
the influence of decisive events
are developed with dramat.c power. The spirited engravings which
illustrate the American edition are
in harmony with the design of the
author. Such a work cannot tail
to he a constant source of

delight

and instruction to the possessor.
EDWARD W. HALL,
Professor of Modern Languages,

Merrill, Prince & Co..
146 Middle

Street,

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

mc23

dim

FINE ART SALE

T

Three 1 housand Dollars Worth of

OIL

PAINTINGS

The

AWAY

!

following Paintings will be given away in
1*. H. Holmes’s Fine Art Ssle t

No.

Subject.

Size.

Price.

Mount Jefterson.24 by 44 in.$200
Franconia Wts. from Campton .24 by 40..
185
View Near Monmouth, Me.20 by 36.. 160
Looking out Somes' Sound, Mt.
Desert.18 bp 34.. 125
5. L looking up Somes' Sound Mt,
Desert.17 by 30.. 100
6. On tbe Coast, Mt. Desert.14 by 23.
75
7. On tbe Presumpscnt River.12 by 20..
60
8. Autumn in the Woods.11 by 17..
40
0. Cattle in the Pasture.10 by 16
30
10. Pasture by th* Sea.8 by 12..
25
11 to 20. 10 Paintings at $«0 each.
200
21 to 170 150 Paintings at $12 each. 1,8^0
1.
2.
3.
4.

Total.$3,000
The above pictures are all
framed, the first
ten in heavy Gold frames. Wishing to close out my
stock of Paintings before the summer sketching four,
I will sell six hundred Oil Paintiugs. all nicely framed, size 9 inches by 12 inches, numbering from 1 to
600 for Five Dollars each, and shall distribute 170
larger pictures among the holders of the small ones,
giving the value of the money in the small pictures,
and one chance in three and a halfoi getting another.

nicely

The Pictures are for sale at Sc h a ns r her’a.
»P. H. MO I VIES.

A. S. L1IIAA S
The best and Only Reliable One in
the market.
is

Provision

Butchers,
dealers.
ITHotelindispensable
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
to

than its cost every Summer. Butcher?
in its best form, wiil soon find iheir meats
who
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current of cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigertested In
ator. The Patent upon this has been
tne U. S. Conrts and its validity established in eighcases.
teen
For LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c., apply to
save

SCOTT D. JORDAN,
AfiENT FOR nAINE,

No. 2 Park Street

Prospectus, &c.,

address

FRANCIS H. COFFIN
120 MIDDLE

ST.,

No. 80 Middle

St.,

to whom all applications should be made, and who
has full power to settle infringements,
mcbleodtf

the Entire Work Only.
For

or

GARDEN,

Entrance 248 Congress St (nearly op. the
V. S. Hotel) and 169 Cumberland St..

PORTLAND,

ME.

Wreaths, Crosses, Boquets
Cut Flowers

and

FOR ALL OCCASIONS ECRHISHED
AT KUUKT NOTICE.

UNDER

FALMOUTH

HOTEL,

PORTLAND.

A good collection ot Green House and Hardy Plants,
Shrubs, etc., may alwavs be found at tbe above Garden. A1 orders for Plants or Flowers promptly- atC. F. BRYANT,
tended to.
mb 12

FARM FOR SALE l

General Agent
mh31

for Maine.
e<xl2w

virtue of a license granted by the Judge of
Probate in and tor tbe County of Cumberland,
Admluis-rator of tbe estate of John Gooda.
me
to
win late of Baldwin, in said County deceased, I shall
sell at auction at tie late dwelling house of said deceased in saiti Baldwin, on Saturday, the ninth
dav of May, A. D. lt?74, at teD o'clock A. M., so much
of the real estate of said deceased as will pro.luce the
sum of three thousand three hundred and eighty-six

BY

ap4dltw3wl5

JOHN M. GOODWIN, Adm'r.

Clothes Cleaner !
op THE BEST O BABES.

DRY WOOD,
—

RICH

ALSO

SLABS AND EDGINGS,
FOR SALE

&

BY

—

JUDKINS,

118 Commercial, foot of Exchange Street,
eod7m
mli26
PORTLAND.

Thomas Brown,
64

FEDERAL.

STREET,

Clothes Cleansed and Repaired on
Short Notice.
Second hand Clothes Bought and Sold.
aptdtf

emetic.

a

somebody

was

playing

hear'a'y iol I* i t'£
outsuffm?^*’^^
out suflt ling
the voyage
He considers
as

on

55 totheTmagma-

much sea sickness to be
tion. A young man who
thought all mils
were purgative made uo the first
pill ore
he
could
find. It was opium and
scrlption

henbane—both

powerful

astringent*—but

his imagination produce! the result expected.
So too bread pills have produced the same
result. The lecturer did not say why a system of medicine might not be built up on the
iiuagiuation-cure and he certainly gave proofs
enough that such would succeed in many
cases.
Perhaps it is a necessary element of
any system.
He explained the so-called “stigmata” as
due to the imagination. Perseus become so
wrought up in thought upou Christ’s suffer-

ing

that they fir.d themselves bearing the
marks of like suffering, and be illustrate* this
by the story ol a mother who was looking at
her child that was
standing at a window with
the fingers just under the titled sash she saw
;
the sash come down with
great force and
crush the three fingers of the
poor child.
The mother remained unabh to move, baling immediately a pain ou the three fingers
at the veryplace where the child had been
injured. Her fingers swelled, an efiuslon of
blood took place and ulcaration followed and
she was a long time in being cured. He did
not attempt a denial ot the stories of the
marvelous annearances of the snots.
I’he lecturer told numerous other interesting anecdotes and closed with the declaration
that nerve force is limited in its own action
to our own body. It accumulates through
the system in rest, but <s produced by action,
and too niu:h rest causes production to
cease, so that the law ol health demand* a
certain amount of activity and exercise, but
in ail things—citing, drinking, doing, sleeping—we should maintain regularily.
This
principle underlies all the laws of health.

A Sad Story.

of

Go thy way.”—From Jack-in-thcApril.
Pulpit, S-. Nicho as for April.

N -E W

SPRING GOODS,

FOE WOOLEHS !

Catholic confessor. The priest came

a

and the result was

THE FOLLOWING

written

Douglas:

by

the

priest

CONFESSION,
at the dictation

of

Iu this my dying hour, aud in tbe full hope
that by doing so I will secure absolution from
my sins, I make free aud full confession of a
deed that has weighed upon nr mind like a
death-pall from the day of its commission. I
am tbe guilty wretch who outraged and murdered the girl Secure near Celina, O., in the
summer of 1872.
Heaven alone knows what
hellish motive Drompted me to do the d ed; hut
at the time, my brain was on fire from drink
and I was veritably a madman, past the power
to control my actions. The hanging of the two
men, McLeod and Kimmel, was as vile a murder as was ever perpetrated. 1 was one of the
mob that executed them. I urged them on to
it, for I felt it necessary to secure my own safety. f now know and f ,-el that in acting as I
did throughout this bonible affair I committed
sius of a most grievous character. I hope God
will pardon me, and that the publication of
this statement will relieve the families of tbe
men McLeod and Kimmel from tbe stigma of
dishonor resting upon them. 1 feel that 1 have
but a few moie moments to live, and with my
last breath 1 avow the truth of all statements
herein related.
Thomas bbadwell Douglas.
bis >4 mark.

Allen &

Monday

The Pleasures of Imagination.

was the chief topic of Dr.
BrownSequard's last lecture delivered in Boston
several weeks ago and now reported verba-

tim

in

New Yo’k.

He is

vented

as

a

misfortune.

Pbysicians

were

to succeed in performthe aid of hypnotism or
no
Braidism and
patient ever died from this
chloroform and either
the
while
tusesthetic,
process is oflen fatal. Had the latter been
postponed a little the former system might
have gained such a hold as to keep in use.
The mesmerized person is said to be able to
tell time when a watch is placed at the back
of bis Head. This is explained as due to the
innate consciousness of time tkat we all
have. Many persons can tell the hour on
waking always, and can wake themselves at
He suggested that the waten
a given rime.
behind the head was ot no help to the pa
tient and that a good test would be to put
one there that was out of time. Tho dreamer
would probably give the true time, not that
of the watch. The imagination can produce
acute
as in the
of the butcher who

pain

16th,

FINE WOOLENS

—

FOK OCT*

—

Custom Department!

acknowledged

clusions upon avast collection of facts which
taken even by themselves aside from the
theories that they establish, are exceedingly
attractive little stories. In this way a lecture
or a book on physiology, now comes to be
readable for everybody, a»d the highe. the
authority that teds the story, the more it interests. The lecturer, now reported, took
or n esmerism,
up the subject of hypnotism
and showed the power ot the imagination
The sec.et
over the body in that process.
lies in maxing the patieut believe that he is
unconscious and he then becomes unconscious. The lecturer looked upon the discovery of ansestbesia (he discreetly omitted
to say by whom) at just the time it was in-

just then beginning
ing operations with

March

—OF—

The more we learn about ourselves the
harder it is to comprehend the intricate
mechanism of the human mind and body
and the less is our faith in the old adage that
seeing is believing. The mystery of the
nerve system and the imagination, which is
by some persons supposed to be the source of
the so-called spiritualism, is a most interesting subject for investigation of this sort.

This

OPEN

An Entire New Stock

In this strange and unexpected manner has
the truth of the tragedy been revealed, relieving the friends of the murdered men of the
accumulated sorrow and disgrace which has
surronnded them, and, in an argument that
cannot be answered, added cumulative proof

to previous examples of the danger of surrendering the regular process of justice to the
adjudication of an excited mob.

Company,

WILL,

authority on snch matters, and, like all investigators of the present day bases bis con-

BRYANT'S

FLORAL

was driven from uner tbe
men.
Just before death

feet of the dying
Kimmel uttered out an incoherent statement
which was taken for a c raiession. McLeod
died haid, but scarcely a struggle marked
Kimmef s tragical exit from the world.
The
sickening scene found an appropriate finale in
a revolting quarrel between the attendant
physicians as to the disposition of the bodies.
These facts were fn lly detailed in the local papers at the time, and however much such
summary proceedings may have beeudeprecated by the more law-abiding citizens,do doubt
was expressed as to the guilt ol the men who
were hanged.
A curious sequel to tbe story
has within a few days reached here from Colorado. Thomas Bradwell Douglas died a few
days ago in Denver, Col., tor the cure of
which he had sought a change of climate.
Half an hour before he died he became very
much excited, and insisted upon the attend-

more
use it,

fully

them

Powerful
Eighty
Eighty of the hundred vomi ed nrofuselv in
consequence. A person who
was verv sea
sick on a vessel where

A little boy having heard a beautiful story
about a little boy and a hatchet, and bow, because the little boy wouldn’t tell a lie. be, in
time, got to be President of the United Stales,
was very much impressed by it.
Now, it so
happened that oo the last day of March, be
was just ten years old,
and his father asked
lina, Kirnmtl
him what be would like to have for a birthday
PROVED AN ALIBI
very naturally the boys answer
and was released. Tbe general supposition, I present,
was, “A little balcbet, if you please, papa.”
however, was that McLeod and the two KimTbe father bought Lira a little hatchet that
mel brothers previously taken into custody
▼ety day, and the boy was so delighted that he
were the guilty parties, and the attitude of
actually took it to bed with him.
sheriff
The
became
the people
threatening.
Early the next morning he got up, dressed
lor
to
aid
tbe
to
trcops
governor
telegraphed
himself, look bis little hatchet and went out
him in protecting his prisoners, but the disinto tbe garden. There, as luck would bare
patch was sent too late. Previous to that it, tbe first thing thal caught his eye was bis
messengers had been sent to the people of father’s favorite cherry-tree. “My eyes!' extowns and vil.ages miles distant, inviting all
claimed the little boy 10 bimself,"wnat a time
to be preseut in Celina on Monday, tbe 6th of
my father would make it a fellow were to
July, to w’tness the triple hanging. On that cut that tree!” It was a wicked tbou.bt, lor
day men, women and children came pouring it led him into temptation. There was tbe
into town by hundreds from all the surround
tree—tall, straight anu fair—standing inviting country, in holiday attire, with baskets of ingly betore him,—just tbe thing fur a sharp
m'ucn
tbe
air
of
attendand
luncheon,
very
little hatchet. And there was tbe hatchet,—
ing a circus or a Fourth of July celebration strong, sharp and shining,—just the thing tor
were
de
the
mass.
But
fully
they
pervaded
a favorite cherry-tree.
Iu another instant
termined to see lull justice meted out to tbe
tbe swill strokes of an axe were heard in tbe
criminals. A corps of lynchers had been care- still
morning air, and, before long, a small
iully picked, and at noon they formed in reg
boy was seen running toward the bouse. His
ular battalion order and marched to tbe jail,
iatber met him at the door.
followed by the mass of male and female hu“My boy, what noise was that I heard just
manity. The sheriff had taken up his posi- now ? Surely you have not been at niy fation in the second story of the jail, and like a
vorite cherry-tree!”
hero he resolutely refused to admit the mob.
The boy stood proudly before him, but
His unflinching nerve only rendered them the
With downcast eyes and flushing cheeks.
more desperate; axes were brought into re“Father,” he said, “I cannot tell a lie.
quisition; the doors quickly battered down. That chert y-tree is-”
The sheriff was easily overpowered and re“Say no more,” said the father, extending
lieved of his keys. Tbe prisoners were taken
arms.
“You have done wrong, my son; and
from their underground cells,placed in a wag- that was
my favorite tree; but you have
on and driven off under guard of corps ol exespoken the truth. I forgive you Better
cutioners. Preparations were made for the
execution of McLeod and the two Kiramels,
“Father!” he whispered, “April fool'. I
when a brother ot the murdered girl interferhaven't touched the cherry-tree; but 1 'most
ed on behalf of Jacob Kimmel, saying that
chopped the old apple stump to pieces.”
he was not fully satisfied ot the guilt of this
“lou young rascal, you!” cried tbe father,
He was was therefore released, but
man.
“do you mean to say you haven't chopped n.y
nooses wtre adjusted around the necks ot Mccherry-tree? April-tool your old father! will
Leod and Absalom Kimmel apdthe loose ends
you ? Take off yonr coat, sir!”
of the ropes were thrown over the plank. The
With a suppressed sob, that little boy obevcommittee of five selected to conduct the exeed. Then, shutting bis eyes, he h-lt his
cution were then called upon to carry out
fatbei’s hand descend upon his shrinking
their part of the programme, but they grew
form.
laint-liearted and refused. At this juncture a
“My son said the father, solemnly, as f e
party of Indianians voluntered and
stroked tbe little sboulder, “It Is tbe Fiist of

mc27d2w

Patent Pure llry Air Refrigerator

received for

Two years ago this community was shock
by the murder of a little girl in Mercer
county, O., followed by the pro opt hanging
ot the supposed perpetrators ol the crime
by
an .nfuiiated mob.
The ccunty, of which
Celina is the capital, adjoins the Indiana
state line. Ten miles from Celina, in
Liberty
township, at the time mentioned, lived a farmer named Seiderley, who had a large
iarnily
and oue of those who made up his household
was his orphan niece, Mary Belle St-core.
She was thirteen years o. age, very handsome, and a great pet with ad who knew her.
She was a constant attendant upon the country Sabbath-school located about two miles
from her uncle's residence.
On a Sunday
morning in June the girl attended school as
and
to
started
return
home about
usual,
noon.
Her aunt accompanied her a part of
the way, but slopped at the bouse ot a relative about three-quarters of a mile from her
sister-iu-law's leaving the little girl to pursue
her way alone.
Following the pathway
toward home she had to pass through a wood.
Here she was murdered, and a week alter tici
body was found with the head completely
severed from the body. The most intense
excitement prevailed, and the sheriff at once
offered a reward ol $500 for the arrest of the
perpetrators. Two brothers, Jacob and Absalom Kirumel, were arrested on suspicion
and locked up in the county jail. On the
next Friday the sheriff and an assistant visited Fort Wayne, and while riding along Calhoun street jumped irom a closed carriage at
the corner of Washington, seized two men
who were quietly walking along, conveyed
them to the carriage and drove rapidly off.
Tnese men were Alexander McLeod and Andrew Kimmel, two ped'ers in the employ of
A. J, Dillingham, rag and tinware dealer.
They were said to have been in Celina on the
day of the butchery and were regarded as
participants. When they were taken to Ce-

ance

GIVEN

Colby University.
Waterville, March 25,1874.

Guizot’s
Popular History of
France has our hearty approval.
JOHN RAND.
GEO. F. SHEPLEY,
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND,
J. B. BROWN,
D. W. BACON.
W. H. ANDERSON,
HENRI DCCOM.
ALBRO E. CIIASE,
and many others.

THE

DYING KAN.

PULLED ON THE ROPES

of more interest than that
of France, and no man more fit to

Subscriptions

INNOCENT MEN.

Wayne (Ind.) correspondence New York World,

while the wagon

history

SUPERPHOSPHATE
a

cele-

TIGER & TUBA SILK !

dollars.

SALE at

justly

BOX 015, Pori land.

CKOASD ALE’S

FORmeut,
by CONA'T A RAND,
153 Commercial Street.

SOLE AGENTS for the

bosom, without folding at the top,
gradually and closely fitting to,
and over the hips, is longer front
and back than ordinary Corsets,
and in fact, is the only Corset, cut
in this form.
He are also SOLE AGENTS for
the

Office. Portland.

77 miDDLE STREET.
”»cl2eodlm

91 Middle St.

Colby’s

k.

Spring Goods !

The most PERFECT FITTING
CORSET ever offered to the public.
The peculiar style of cutting
gives sufficient fhilness at the

FOR A SHORT TIME ONLY,

NO. 137 OXFORD S I'REET.

AT THE EMPORIUM

Estate

fall

Jacqueline Corset!

HOUSEKEEPER,

Post

SAID

FOR

New

active Woman to take charge of houseduties in a boarding house. Address

write it than M. Guizot.

SALE.

six miles

UNDERTAKERS,
89 Federal St., Portland.

18 to 20

eodlm*ttf

No. 42

CO.,

Street.

mc26

J. A. WELCH,

mhll

Pleasant Street.
Inquire
House from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M.
HOUSE
Portland. Oct. 13th.

A. WHITNEY &

at the Pension
mc31dlw#

POPULAR HISTORY

For Sale.

Warrant

every piece.

same

A Good ibancx to Invest.
A 11 A/(A WANTED, for five or ten years,

del7dtf

Farms for Sale.

now

PALMER’S PATENT

Female Orphan Asylum.

thp

J. B. DONNELL.

Portland.

We have in Stock, and are
prepared to offer to the trade
and complete lines of

We

git e steady employment to
Twenty-live Ship Carpenters at Yarmouth,
Maine.
JOSEPH A. SEABURY,
inar7dlmeod
Mutely 4 th 1874.

suitably

OF TWO

THE

ed

subscriber will

or

LOT

—

COMMERCIAL STREET

PORTLAND

MARTHA E. BECK Ik ELL, M. O.

Residence No. 3 Elm Street.
d2w
•Pi

FOR SALE BY

Cumberland Street.

MOBBING

LAW

March 24.

Ship Carpenters Wanted.

A

For Sale.
Enquire
at 29 Com"
House from 3 to 5 o’clock P. M.,
HOUSE
businecs hours of
inercial Street

Cbebeasne—Ihe Most Beautiful
of all the Islands of Casco Bay.

we

Nurses ir

as

IN

—

State of Maine of the
brated

THE

LYNCH

DANGERS OF VIOI-

THE

WAS AT FAULT.

Fort

Situations Wanted.

GEORGE RACKLEFF,
Woodford’s Corner.

107

AT

nf’lifT

WHOLESALE]

ap3dlw

honest and active

TWO STORY HOUSE at Woodford’s Corner,
ce $2500, Enquire or

mc20dtf

—

Address with references P. O.

Wanted.

SALE

Pr

—

charge

100 Tubs Choice
Vermont Butter.
“
“
New lfork
50
State)

ml]

to

FOUND

any ot our Hen If we

RECEIVED THIS DAY

(Over Dresser & McLellan’s Book Store.)

I
llonr., 10 to 13 A. M..

FOR

Rent
mhl6

Exchange St.

DUCTION

178 COMMERCIAL
STREET,
POKri.AND.MK
<]tt

49 1-3 EXCHANGE STREET,

Office

BE

CASH at

sell for

TAYLOR,

—

on

eodtapr8

mh!2

attornies at I ,aw.

mar5-3m

Wedges

LOWEST CASH PRICES.

L-

ISLETIIElk,

Aldex j.

Treenails.

Oak & Hard Wood Plank &

AT

Residence 154 Tearl Street.

Wit. H. Motley.

places

—ALSO—

Order slate at W. P. Hasting’s Organ Manufactory,
All orders
corner Exchange and Fedeial Streets.
promptly attended to.
C. M. LAKE.
C. S. AUSTIN.

MOTLEY A

tf

100.000 bent Rift l.orn.t Treenail*.
150.000 be.I Maned While Oak do.
40,000 be.I quality Canada Knee..

Fresco Painting, House Painting
and Paper Hanging.

febl7d6m

OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOUSE.

mc4

Sew and Second Hand Furniture, Crockery, Glass Ware, &c.

&

CAN

to act

woman

WHICH

AN OHIO TRAGEDY IN

LANT8’ “JUSTICE” ILLUSTRATED

ll.
eodtf

Hall,Post

FURNITURE IN MAINE

A Valuable

NO. 60 COMMERCIAL STREET,

pealeh ix

LANE

Largest

Stock

and all articles in the undertaking line are ready to
serve the public in good style, promptly and at fair
prices.
N. B.—Round end caskets of all 6izes, covered
with white or black broadcloth.
Careful personal
attention given to preparing the dead for interment.
N. W. Morse,
Louis Banco,
RESIDENCE, MO. 6 DOW STREET
mc30dtf

Law,

PORTLAND.

The

No.

—

Gas & Water Pipe Fixtures.

ST.,

vodSw

FURNISHING

Gas Chandeliers,

128

HI1DDLB

B. ADAMS A SON.

styles of Card

For all of which no
perfection* of the Nkin.
jxtra charge will be made. All work warranted to
mcbl8dtl
ylease. Call and examine for vourselves.

Office, No. 20 middle Street,

91

house is in the very heart of the city,
close by the City
Office, High School,
Churches, Portland & Rochester R. R. Depot,
Marginal Way, &c. You don’t have to walk a mile
or two to depend on the Horse Cars to get to th. se
or to the business part of the city in bluster*
mg winter weather. The House contains nine pleasant rooms, and has gas Sebago, furnace, &c., &c.
Will be vacated and ready to examine first of April.

ocl3dtf

Picture*, Rembrant, Medallion, Are., from
Retouched Negatives.
By this process we
Get ri«l of Freckle*, Mole* and other im-

MAGNUS A. R. LlNDBEftG,

(Casco Bank Building)

CHEAP.

VERY

mb9S

316 CONGRESS NTKEET,
is prepared to make all the various

Law,

GOODS

Hanufacture, and will

GEO. E. COLLINS,

Portland.

at

US

DEALER

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
Will

DENTIST,

Counsellors

OF

NOT

STREET,

(in Canal Bank Budding,)

DR.COLEMAN,

&

HOUSEKEEPING

Prices.

FORTE AND ORGAN
fe21dtf
Stockbridge’s Music Store.

one

A

For the next Sixty Days

FABNgWORTB,

C.

SALE.

The Desirable and Conveniently Located
House. No. 26 Chestnut Street.

MThis

WARES !

be was told that the hook was la his (leave
and not In his flesh.
It can produce aston
lsbing physical results too. A nurse in a
hospital gave all her pate nts a little perfectly
harmless n tdicine aod then told them that
*?rry to fl,ld she had made a

misi»u! ”7

—

30 Feel, more or Less.
I P. SMITH, lOO Exchange

SMALL place, three miles from Portland, pleasantly located on what is known as the Foreside road, consisting of a story and a half Hjuse
with ell, good barn with sheds attached, together
with ten acres of good land. Said buildings are in
good condition as to wood work. The above desirable property will be sold on easy terms. For particulars inquire at 21 Merrill, corner of Turner slteet,

In short, all kinds of

Mo. 46

ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,
S.

All the

Portland, Jan. 15,1874.

other

tf

PIANO

MB.

Exchange

d3m

The

Teacher of the

PHOTOGRAPHER,

at

all

Geo. A. Wrhitney & Co.’s,

WATER

ap21

LAIHSON,

Portland Tea Ntorc,
2tawtf
mcb7

and

man

law.

Great Bar-

Eoses;

^

PIPING.
E.

Vice Consul of Sweden &

Glass

and
ONE
City Hospital.

BO*

near

Little

CLARK,

AND

Ac.

Street,

Oil Cloths,
Window Shades, &c.,

—

3 Doors Cast of Temple 8t.«

»»“All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-?69TT&Stf
hoxed and matted.

PORTLAND,

CARPETINGS,

FEDERAL STREET,

103

MANUFACTURER OF

Attorneys

—IN—

Wanted.

gain.

FOR

AND

STARTLINO CONFESSION OF A

A

Terms

a

SMALL

aprleod*2w

Wanted.
TENEMENT of six or seven Kooms, by a family of three, no children. Should prefer western
part of the City. Address Box 747. City.
ap3tf

IN

A

exceed
corner Casco

An expel fenced DRUG CLERK.
Address Box 1934.

Real Estate Agent. Gamc2td3w

for Sale at

family of

a
not to

Pleasure Boat Wanted.

Deering (Stroudwater Village) containing 118
Vats, mostly covered. The buildings are in good
repair. The Tannery is supplied with water by two
aqueducts, the best of water for manufacturing purthe location is very good lor purchasing
ides and bark, being located within a lew rods of
the Canal aud the Portland and Ogdeusbnrg RailThere
road. The bark is ground by water power.
are about 20 acres ol land; the purchaser can have
There is no doubt that the
one acre to the whole.
town would < xempt the capital ol the Tannery for
A large portion ol the
some years from taxation.
purchase could remain on a mortgage.
For particulars enquires of GEO. K. DAVIS, Real
Estate Broker, or Jonathan Smith, on the premises.

—OF-

LAW,

AT

lot with a stable, plenty
to WM. H. JERhlS,
boon Block.

Apply

Tannery

1V74.

The Wrong: Men Hang.
—

WAKTm

I2firishtd rooms, good
A Cumberland St.,couiains
of water.
favorable.

febio_

Suite, Lounges. Spring
Bede, Mattresses,

No. 152 Middle

Derring

commissioner of deeds for the several States,

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

Chain,

6

84 1-3 MIDDLE STREET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

XJ IP H O LSTERER

1-2

140 EXCHANGE STREET

NO.

J. H. HOOPER,

42

Will give our customers some of
Ihe Boston firms Best Bargains at

has removed to

Splendid

Bed

and Small Profits.

O’DONNELL.

COUNSELLOR

House and Lot for Sale.
GOOD 2i story HOUSE on Hanover St.,

marl6

_

JAMES

and

Whitewashing,
Coloring.

House for Saie in Knightville.
1 “I O STORY HOUSE in good repair; wood
L la^ bouse and stable attached. Enquire of
J. F. FuWLEIt, 7 Commercial Wharf.
ap2(12w*

LIBBY,
NO. 1 PORTLAND PIER.

YOUNG ADAMS has had long
experience in the Carpet Depart
ment ol ihe celebrated House ot
Jordan, Marsh & Co., ot Boston,
and has come to Portland deter*
mined to adopt their rule here, viz.,

I respectfully inform my patrons, that I will be
happy to attend to any jobs which may be entrusted
to me, large or small, and that no one is authorized
to take jobs in my name.
mc6d3in

NO. 6 SOUTH STREET.

ALBION BLACKSTONE.

ADAMS & SON

Quick Sales

premises,

the

on

apr4*2w

H. T.

kinds of Ware.

CIIA S. J. 8CHUMACH EE,
Fresco Fainter,

STUCCO & MASTIC WORKERS,

No.

to call on

Crockery,

LANE.

Office at Scluiuiacher Bruj..
Block.

a halt
ourt,
between Chestnut and Cedar streets, 7 rooms, Sebago

Enquire

PRESS.

HOY HAY H0RH3U, APRIL. 6.

“P3_tf

Sale.
dfc QAAA WILL buy a god story and
4J]7 rftalvJA/vF house situated cn Halls

mc21

But as talk is cheap, we will
jast hint to all in warn of Carpets
this spring that they will do well

feliidGm

prices.

oc7tf

CARPETINGS !

KIMBALL, Boston.

C.

and board at 75 Free street.

rooms

VERY CHEAP !

Every kind of Printing Material on hand or made
to order.
Every thing used in the art of printing
furnished at short notice, and at the lowest cash

Sheridan, Griffiths & Brackett,

Attorneys

or

ard’s Patent Boiler.

DOBD’S

&

Gentlemen and their wives and two
three
TWOsingle
be accommodated with
gentlemen

DFACTDREK8 OF

MAH

KARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAK ENGINES.
Agents (oi R Ball’s Wood Working Machinery, and Blanch-

Bates & Locke are authorized to contract lor adver
Using in the Press.

HAVE

STREET.

Makers and Blacksmiths.

YORK.

& CO.,
99 Commercial (Strcel, Thomas Block.
tf
ap4

before purchasing.

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler

o\
D. R. Locke, o Locke &
& Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.
Messrs

COBB

Rooms To Let.

STREET,

MAY

Enquire of

For particulars call

MACH I NETWORKS

J. H. Bates, late
S. M. Pettengill

middle
aprld3m

4w*

PORTLAND

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

tt

To Let.
tenement in House No, 114 Spring Street.
Inquire of MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle
Street.
fe4dtf

Is the rerdict of all buying from
our new line of

Portland. Me.

Jvl7

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description,
Type Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 P;«rk Row, New York. Messrs. Rowell & Co. are authorized to contiact ior advertising
in the Press.

135

fe23_

KEILER,

SO. 833 CONGRESS

ADIGBTIMNG AGENT*

J. II.

TWO

FRESCO PAINTER,

in the Press.

GEORGE P. ROWELL. A CO.,

ameled

For Rent.
genteel Tenements on Green Street, contain
ing six rooms each Sebago water and gas. Enquire or J. C. WOODMAN, list Exchange Street.

OAHOONBLOCK.

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in all
Newspapers in the Uniied States pud British Provinces. Messrs. Pettengill & Co. are authorized to

successors to

Suitable

FURNISHED

pleasant

(BKLllWCITV BCILDINC, Up Stain..)

AGENCV,

Jackson &

rooms.

Boom to Let with Board.
front ROOM with board, at 38 State
no4dtf
Stieet, comer of Gray.

DENTISTS,

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,

■cDnragk

TWO

can

DBS. QUINTERO BROS.,

S. Iff. PETTENGILL & CO.’S

Patent

MARKS

A

SMITH, GAGE

&c.

unfurnished Rooms for Gentleman and wifet
without children. At No 4 Locust St. mc28tf

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
tecuteri, and at the lowest prices
ap22 tc

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

Far lor

Rooms to Let With Board.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING ROUSE.)

authorized to contract tor advertising in the Press.

Whitening,

dec.

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

Craig,

M.

Book, Card

No. 5 Washington Building,

BUSINESS CARDS.

Congress Street.

at 326

THE

_MISCELLANEOUS
FANCY GOODS

apldlw*

House Wanted.
HOUSE with eight or ten rooms for

three without children. Rent
$500
Apply to CARTER BROS.,
and Congress streets.

For

LOWER

WM.

PRINT-

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

Mr. Dodd is
in the Press.

CONCTETE

FOR

aprleod3m

WIIEELEK,

WAS HIE G TON S

ME.

WALKS, DRIVES, STREETS,

fiaper

121

Furnished
apltf

SUPPLY CO., Room 15 Fluent Block.

ADVASCeT

PERMS *8.00 PEK ANNUM IN

a

ACRES of Land, having 80 rods frontage on
the kb ain street, at. Allen’s Corner; apart of
this is in a high state of cultivation. The whole can
easily be made to cut 30 to 40 tons of Hay. This is a
good investment, as it will pay a large interest now,
with a prospect that in a few years it can be cut up
into house lots and sold for ten times its present

jn24*lw then tf

Street,

PORTLAND,

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

ROW, NEW

To Let.
front rooms

To Let.
BOARD, large pleasant

Whitening, Coloting, White washing. Cementing, &c.

Agents to sell standard goods; unlimited
LOCAL
sales at 100 per cent, profit; also
few travelEstate in Beering.
AGENCY
Portland and vicinity.

Valuable Beal

value.

or

Dealer in Wood and Metal Tyre and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
in the United States or Canadas at publishers*
owest prices. Send for estimates. Mr. Evans is authorized to contract for advertising in the Press.

34 PARK

KNIoHT.

for families
single gentlemen.
JPlasterer, Stucco and WITH
At 52 Free Street.

T. C. EVANS.

&

S. S.

wanted. Enquire or adMRS. L W. SAWYER.
No. Yarmouth, Me.

mc31deod2w*

Nfastic Worker,

ADVERTISING AGENCY Ac
EKN’ WAREHOUSE,

30J High St.,

At

TWO
dress

JOST,

mc9

Advertisements in all Newspapers of
all cities and towns of tbc United States, Canadas
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston. Mr. Niles is
authorized to contract lor advertising in the Press I

HATES

nolOeodtf

good BOARDERS

Office at F. F. Hale’s. Cor. Cross
and Free streets.
All Orders left there will be promptly attended to.

Contracts for

advertising

Pleasant Rooms With Board,
Board.

FRESCO PAINTER,

S. K. MILES,

contract lor

D.

LET!

0,1874.

Wanted.

SALE.

T

TO

APRIL

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

ESTATE.

FOR

a

W. C. SA WYER & CO..
22 Market Square.

REMOVAL.

AGENCIES

ADVERTISING

mh3dif

rooms

ap4*eod2w

HOLYOKE’S WHARF,

~~

s

or

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
masts and Spars. Deck Plank and
all kinds oi Hard Wood sawed to

a

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space,
engtli of column, constitutes a “square.
$i 50 per square daiiy first week; 75 cents per
W ick after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day after tirst week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 centa; one
week. $100; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Main* St at*
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square lor first insertion,
and 50 cauls per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

€. J.

unfurnished
to let in
FURNISHED
central part ot the city. Enquire of

Order

THL MAINE STATE PRESS

10G

Rooms to Let.

—DEALER IN—

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in

ADVERTISING

SIMONTON,

W. H,

109 Exohang* St. Portland.

At

MORNING.

MONDAY

13.__PORTLAND,

—

» ALL THJE

—

New and Latest Stales.

Tojwhich the inspection of

the

public is invited.

alien & CO.,
87

MIDDLE

STREET,

case

in trjiug to hang a piece of meat to • book
and, suscaught his owu arm there instead,
uuttl
pended in air, shouted wildly with pain

OPPOSITE CANAL BANK.
Belt

nitm

THE PRESSj
MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 6. I874'
Grant and his Defaaiers.

Pwfticli

It U fearful to *ee what a iiolJ
and that of the basest and
!j|reaJv
debauches voters anil l uys vj\ |3 0neged that
gained upon the country.
iugeugible to p0.
the President has
sonle other Presi*
*
cum ary cons>deration*
*
*
dents have been.
about the trutb or {algc.
no1
VVe know
es_wo a|mogt take it for
hood of these
fa,gp_but we do
^
it is disgraceful that things should
there is any posthat
a
pass
have corne to such
for snob charges to be made.—[Boston

ranket^

cu^g

fnn^that

sibility

Congregauonalist.
We clip the foregoing from an exchange,
as a specimen of the worthless newspaper
a
currency which has been undergoing steady

inflation for the past four mouths. In November 1872 there was a whirlwind which
but
swept all this trash into the waste basket,
on
latterly a swarm of rag pickers have been
such
find
we
a
as
result,
their travels, and,
rubbish as this, mixed in with a great deal
that is
working its way into the circu-

fouler,

last as

lating medium of public opinion
dupes cau be found to accept it.
It is had enough for “Independent” jourand defnals, whose stock in trade is scandal
to this sort of stuff,
currency
to
amation,
give
but for a re igious journal, distinctively deas

voted to the

cause

of Him who denounced all

speaking and the bearing of talse witness,
simply shameful. It was not probably
inspired by anything of malignity but resulted from a careless credulity which took the
unsupported aspersions and insinuations of
men who ar6 malign aut as a basis of truth
from which to moralize, not reflecting that
in a matter involving the personal integrity
of the Chief Magistrate of the Nation,—the
evil

it is

foremost man of all America in the view of
the world,—only the most positive andconcluwhich is made.

alleged!” That is the favorite phrasethe gossiping journalist. It is equivalent to the “they say” of rural Paul Prys
and village tattlers. It is a peg on which a
writer, not quite so bereft of moral principle
as to have grown fond of lying directly, can
hang as many malicious fictions as he can
“It is

ology of

carry in his memory or coin from his brain.
There is an exquisite simplicity in the Congregationalist’s confession that it knows

subject which forms the
arraignment of the highest officer
in the uation. “But we do know,” it adds,
“that it is disgraceful that things should have
come to such a pass that there is any possibility for such charges to be made I” Disgraceful indeed! Nobody can deny that! But to
whom?
Did the Congregationalist never
read that Adams, Jefferson, Hamilton, Madison and even Washington were assailed in
their life times with toirents of personal vituperation and aspersion compared to which
nothing

about the

basis of its

the abuse of President errant is tame and
mild? This was also “disgraceful!” Not to
its

it

objects, however,

but to its authors.

to the

Congregationalist

ever occur

good fortune to enjoy some
personal acquaintance with the President of
this Republic, and our opportunities for acquiring accurate information respecting his
character and daily life have been sufficiently
favorable to warrant us in expressing the
Immovable convictiou, that no statesman of
the century, has surpassed him in integrity
It has been our

and rectitude of purpose. We are not among
those who regard honesty as so exceptional a
trait as to entitle its possessor to canoniza-

experience has satisfied us that a
vast majority of mankind are honest and that
dishonesty is notably exceptional. We
should be sorry to lose that faith, for without it our hope for the race would vanish.
Our

if we were called upon to name the
among all whom we have ever seen and
known whose individual uprightness seemed
to us of a higher type than that of Gen.
Bu(

man

Grant we should be

obliged to admit our inability to meet the requisition.
If people will slop to reason a moment
they will recall in corroboration of our views,
the pregnant fact that Gen, Grant has filled
a larger space in the public ey« than any

day of the capture

of Donelson, Feb. 17, 1863 to the present
hour—that circumstances have directed towards

him

the

closest scrutiny, and the
severest standard of judgment—that he has
lived in a glass house, at which every evil

minded person might thiow stones with impunity—that he has run the gauntlet of innumerable military and, worse still, two
Presidential campaigns—that he has been at
once the most conspicuous and the most eminent actor in the

grand

historical

drama,

memorial of his
fame—md yet in a capital where the spies
and Informers who furnish spicy chatter for
readers who must be amused, swarm like the
which will constitute

the

locusts of Egypt—where straining eyes stop
up the keyholes, and eaves, droppers lie concealed in every tavern and dwelling—where
the footsteps of every cabinet minister are

dogged,

and ali the

impudently

members of his

shadowed—there

can

be

family
nothing

established, discrediting

his blamelessness
except such wretched drivel as we have
quoted abovt. His civic career has been
characterized by Unostentatious modesty, ingenuous sincerity, inflexible rectit„.de, and
sturdy patriotism.
Some errors have undoubtedly been made
in the matter of
to
but

appointments

office,

when we consider
the vast number of officials for the
country and the impossibility of

personal knowledge of the several
cases on
the pa-t of the
President, it seems really
wonderful that so few mistakes
a

pecially

occur

es-

as a

large part of the information
upwhich action is taken must be
derived
from parties having personal iute-ests
to sub.
serve which may influence their
judgment
It should be remembered, too, that the
power
of dispensing office is but one element of
many which make up the whole of residenon

tial

duties

and

responsibilities,

and

General
ot

at

that

time

these

justices had
been agreed on for several days and were
seut to the Senate the same day on which the
lejal tender decision was announced, but a
tew hours earlier, and that President Grant
knew nothing of it until after the nominanames

tions were sent to the Senate.

Gov Dtx of New York has notified

a

sher-

murder, that
he must make the execution as private as
possible, only having twelve jurymen to act
iff who is to execute

a

for

man

told of
the wholesome example of the gallows will be
lost. The champions of the moral teachings
of the halter should make war upon the New
York Executive.
as

Thus all we have been

witnesses.

The Biddeford Union and Journal develops tendency to display its acquaintance
with Dickens’ writings by comparing its
neighbors with well known personages created by the great novelist. If we were driven
to express our notion of the Union and Journal's uolaole characteristic, we should say
that it is, like Joey Bagstock, “deep and deevilish sly.”
The

Lewiston Journal says that W. J.

Corthell, Esq., of Calais has
by Superintendent Johnson

been

designated

to assist him at

teachers instslutes and otherwise

cooperate

with him in directing the educational interests of the State. An excellent appointment.
Current Notes.
The Boston Transcript says that the Presiilout —tuutl oxorcise great care in selecting
the successor of Secretary Richardson. Yes;
but he hasn’t got clear of Richardson yet.—
There’s the rub.

Washington correspondent of the
Springfield Union is authority for the assertion that the Washington memorialists have
decided to abandon their charges of corruption against Governor Shepherd aud his associates of the District government, being convinced that they will be unable to substantiate
them. They will now devote their attention
to the other charges which are of recklessness
in changing grades and paving streets,and in
favoring certain contractors
Gen. Hawley writes to bis paper that his
advice to his friends is, in substance, to do
the best they can at the coming election, and
“then select^, good man for the Senatorship
and put him in.” He concludes as follows:
“In alternate years we unfortunately hold an
election iu the midst of tumultuous Congressional debate and legislation. By the end of

care

ghouId be taken not to allow comparatively
unimportant faults to obscure great virtues.

Gen!

We have no reason to expect that
Grant’s great merits will receive just
recognition during his lifetime. That good fort-

une rarely befals
any man, and lias never
happened to the incumbent of a public station. The penalty of high
place is indiscriminate abuse.
But it is to he hoped
or the credit
of human
nature, that when he
ro'1C9
State the tongues and pens

°K'S^e
il art/10.* Wae Wlttl '*suc*1 uncurbed license
nothushed from very
•hame will
shame,
win'iwH*1*ai’
be drowned
benea li the
of

Maine Industrial School.—The Board of
the Maine Industrial School for
The resigGirls met in Hallowell Thursday.
nation of Mrs. James E. Femald as trustee,
was received and accepted, and Hon. Bcnj.
Kingsbury, jr., of Portland was elected to the

the session we shall find that the

have lifted,

clouds will

many of the wrongs will have
aud much good will have been

New York Times says that the Democratic
State refused to appropriate money to build school houses.
The

The meeting adjourned to meet at
the capitol in Augusta, Friday. At the meeting Friday it was decided to build a brick building three stories high, and the executive committee were instructed to procure plans and
specifications and advertise for proposals for
building at once. The Dumruer farm in Halvacancy.

lowell has been conveyed to the trustees, aud
evidence has been furnished, satisfactory to the
Governor and Council, that sufficient money
has been received to make the State approptiation available.
The Board adjourned to meet
in Hallowell the 25th inst.

Launching at Kennebukkport.—Saturday
Capt. Nathaniel L’ttlefield launched a most
beautifully modeled,double-decked, three-mastad, centre-board schooner of about 450 tons,
named Ellen Tobin and owned by Capt. Chas.
Barnett and other parties in Jersey City aud
New York. This schooner has been built under the daily superintendence of Capt. Barnett, and the inspection of the agent of the
Ship-Master’a Association, both of whom have
used their unrestricted means to secure a firstclass vessel. The frame is-white oak and the
The
plank and ceiling of southern pine.
length of keel is 124 feet, beam 32 1-2 feet, hold
14 feet. She will be commanded by Capt. S.
E. Burnett of Jersey City.
Coboner’s Inquest at Brunswick. —Coroheld an inquest
ner J. S. Gould of Portland,
on the body of Eaoc'n Eliot, who was run over
by train No. 45, Maine Central railroad, on
Friday afternoon, aud instantly killed, when
the following verdict was rendered:
That Enoch Eliot came to his death by accident in Brunswick, on the afternoou of April
34,1874, by being run over by passenger train
No. 45, on the Maine Central railroad, while
said Eliot was carelessly walking on the track
of said railroad, aud that no blame rests upon
the employes of said railroad, ou account of
said accident.
Mr. Eliot was 79 years of age, and was the
falher-in-law of Judge Humphreys of Brunswick.
Gen. Dyer is lying very ill at Washington,
most of the time unconscious.
The ladies of Leavenworth, Kansas, are
pledging themselves to disDense with newspaper bustles and false hair if the men will stop

drinking.
John Ruskin is organizing a band of Oxford
under graduates to work with pick and shovel
in. beautifying the environs of the town of

Hincksey, England.
Bradlaugh is stumping England, and to larger audiences than ever before, although, as usHe is
ual, the newspapers never report him.
enthusiastic in his praise of America.
It is stated that Mrs. Fanny Crosby, who
wrote the favorite hymn “Sweet Hour of
Prayer,” is living in New York with her husband, and is extremely poor, nearly blind and
very old.
The guarantee fund of 8200,000 on the Peace
Jubilee has all been used up, and probably
860,000 more will not satisfy the demands that
have a show of legitimacy. Who next wants
to go on a guarantee fund? asks the editor of
the Boston Common wealth.

STATE

NEWS.

to

popular

education.

ANDROSCOGGIN

Washington News and Gossip.
QUIXOTIC SCHEMES.
The transportation committee bas held daily
or nightly sessions fur some time
past and is
ready to report. There will probably be four
recommendations: one for extensive improveof the Mississippi River,including a canal
Fort St Philip, the improvement of the
Ohio, the enlarging of the water ways connecting the upper lakes with the ocean; and acanal
either by way of James and Kanawha rivers,
or through Georgia from the Tennessee River.
It is between these two canal lines that the
committee is nut yet decided. There is alsu a
proposition under consideration to recommend,
instead of either, a double-track railroad from
tbe Ohio tu tbe seaboard. It is not the intention to ask for present appropriations, on ac
count of the financial condition of the country.
The committee’s estimates for the whole are iu
the neighborhood of $100,000,000.

ment
at

There was a very curious passage in the
House with respect to an immemorial usage
by which the House bas set apart a front bench
iu the gallery for the use of the Speaker, to be
nsed in his discretion (or bis family, or for visiting strangers of distinction, to whom it is
proper to extend the courtesies of tbe House.—
The custom is much older than the present
House building itself. A Western member,affiliated with the Grangers, some days since endeavored to force bis family into that seat, and
The member conwas prevented by tbe usher.
sidered that the liberty of an American Granand
was
consigned, in very
infringed,
ger
coarse language, the door-keeper to the “Demnition Bow Wows,” and made himself conspicuously disagreeable about it. The subject having beeu called this morning to the attention of
tbe Huuse, the House with but one dissenting
voice, that of this Granger, McNmta himself,
declared it to be the seuse of tje House that
that bench should be forever set apart for the
purpose indicated, in accordance with the immemorial usage. The Granger, who was very
vehement upon the floor at what he called the
infringement of his liberty as a Congressman,
was overwhelmed with coufusion and the hisses
of the House when, at the end of his vulgar
protest, Speaker Blaine invited him to preside
overthe House as Chairman of the Committee ofthe Whole.
The

Insane

Hospital.—At the recent
meeting of the Trustees of the Insane Hospital, the proceedings were of unusual interest.
Col. H. A. Shorey of Bridgton was
elected Secretary of the Board. The contest
for Steward and Treasurer was very close,
there being three candidates, Messrs. Lakin of
Bangor, Stone of Bridgton and Moore of Buckfield.
Mr. Lakin was elected on tbe fifth

ballot by

one

majority.

Under the act of the last Legislature (Chapter 113 public laws) sixty-four persons have
been indicated as demented and imbecile and
not properly insane persons.
In conformity to
the spirit of the act these persons will be returned to the cities and towns which committed them, the greater number being paupers. Of these seven belong in Portland, ten
in Bangor, three in Lewiston, three in Bath,
and the balance scattered all over the State.
We have names of the persons so designated
but considerations which will suggest themselves to every one lead us to omit the publication of them. It is said that the greater part
of these unfortunate persons will be returned
to tbe almshouse or poor farms of the cities
and towns now supporting them in the hos-

pital.
Among them is an old lady who was born in
a Revolutionary camp and has been an inmate
of the hospital twenty years.
b the Shylwck?
uses your columns to
make invidious comparisons betwixt ths Maine
Central and Boston and Maine Railroads in the
matter of freight charges, misstating the facts
thirty-three per cent, to the detriment and disIt will be
advantage of the Maine Central.
well to recollect that the Boston and Maine
railroad, whether it charges more or less, charges euougu to pay its owners an eight or ten per
cent, dividend on its stock.
It is is the general
apprehension that that concern gouges the
publ:c the worst which takes out of them the
biggest annual tax for profit. Precisely this is
what the Boston and Maine does amongst all
the railroads in all this region.
Dirigo.
The ‘‘Shylock” is a leading furniture manufacturing and dealing firm in this city whose
Which

Mr.Editor—Somebody

business is somewhat affected by railroad rates.
As to “misstating the facts” we have only to
say that a Bangor furniture firm in a letter before us to (he firm above named,says that“$1.88
is the regular freight on extension tables” from

Bangor to Portland,but all we could get off you
have the benefit of.”
If statements of this
kind are “inyid'ous
comparisons” it is no fault
of ours. It is no funeral of
ours nor have
we
the least interest in the
railroads, but as to
“gouging” it seems that the friends of the road
whose regular charge for an article
is $1.88 for
130 miles can’t shout
“gouge” very loud to a
road which charges for the same
merchandise
fifty cents for 110 miles.
Business Changes. The following are recent business changes in the State.
Portland.—John T. Rogers, coal and wood,
TOld out to Rounds &
Dyer; Charles F. Rounds,
Win. W.

Dyer.

Ch® TDwinilf
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Dwine11’ erocer8> dis:
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&C°” Sen’l store;
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soU
E
Scribner Bros. & Co.,
waves
furniture, dis; now S.
popular indignation. And when
B. Scribner & Co.
hh name
and lame are consigned
Mount Desert.—S. K. Whiting & Co., gen’l
store, dis; now H. Wb'tin>*
judgment of posterity he will live
Rockland.—J. S. & E. V. Wall, grocers, dis;
tone page as one of the nation’s
no# E. V. Wall.
greatest benI
Ezra Eaines & Co., granite quarry, dis; now
efactors.

.TuUoY

on“Eehis-

I Eames&Waite.

Da*

KNOX COUNTY.

A little

daughter of Capt. Achorn of Rockland, came near being stifled to death a few
days since, by getting into a trunk and pulling
the lid down, on which rested a pile of bed
A crowded temperauee

meeting was IieUl at
Camden, last Tuesday evening, and resolutions
were adopted to stop the traffic in
intoxicating
liquors in that town.
A case marked “matches” directed to a well'
known Boston drummer, was seized at the
Rockland depot, last Friday, and found to contain five cases of Hennessey brandy.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

A few evenings since Mr. Horaco Pitcher of
South Waldoboro, was upon the bay mow in
the barn, holding a horse’s head, for the purpose of administering medicine,when the horse
started in such a manner as to precipitate him
from the mow to the floor, breaking his nose
and otherwise bruising his face.
He was iusensible twelve hours. The News savs it is the
second time Mr. Pitcher has broken his nose
A hearing was had last week before the Governor and Council on an application for pardon
of three men from Lincoln County, convicted
of rape. The Council referred the case to the
committee on pardons for investigation.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

Reporter reports that large supplies
maple syrup are arriving at Skowhegan.
The

of

The Reporter says that the shovel handle
factory of A. B. Turner of St. Albans, was
slightly damaged by fire on the afternoon of
the 31st of March. But for the timely assistance of the citizens the building and its contents, including 8000 dozen of shovel handle
blocks, must have been consumed. Loss about

8200.

The Reporter says that Benson, who escaped
from Norridgewock last week,has been retaken
and is now safe in jail again. It appears that
the officers had well grounded suspicions that a
certain person knew of his hiding place, and
threats, well put, made this persou divulge,
and Benson was found just wnere his friend
said he was.

The Docter can give the best of recommendations
In this city and vicinity. Come and see, free. Ad-

vice free.
The Doctor will tell you all your diseases without
any information from you.
ap4sn2t*

SPECIAL NOTICE.

A. V/.

DR.

FRENCH,

wishes to inform his friends and patrons that the
partnership hitherto existing between himself and
Dr. Johnson is dissolved, and that after April 1st he
may be found at his new Dental Roms,
*91 * ONGKESSj
three doors above the Preble House.
ap3sn2w

STREET.

THffiMOST

Wonderful Discovery
the 19th Century.

of

DR. S. D. HOWE’S

ARABIAN

MILK-CURE
—

FOB

—

CONSUMPTION,
And all diseases of the THROAT, CHEST and
LUNGS. (The only Medecine of the kind in the
world.)
A Substitute for Cod Liver Oil.
Permanently cures Asthma, Bronchitis, Loss of
Voice, Shortness of Breath, Catarrh, Croup, Coughs,
Colds, &e., in a few days, like magic. Price $1 per
bottle.
ALSO
T>R. S. r>. HOWE’S

Tonic

Arabian

Blood

Purifier,

DIFFERS from all other preparation* iu its

which

INMEDIATE

ACTION Upon the

EIVEB, KIDNEVS AND BLOOD.
It is purely vegetable, cleanses the system of all imbuilds it light square up, and makes Pure
Ich Blood. It cures Scrofulous Diseases of all kinds,
removes Constipation and regulates the Bowel*
For
“GENERAL DEBILITY.” "LOST VITALITY,”
and “BROKEN DOWN CONSTITUTIONS,” I
“challenge the 19th century” to find its equal.
Every Bottle is Worth iu Weight in Bald.
Price $1 per bottle. Sold at retail by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.. Wholesale Agents, Port-

Surines,

land.

DK.H. B, HO WE, Sele Proprietor,
161 Chambers St., New York.
marTsn WS&M3m& weowl 1

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruption* from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting to it
a

MARBLE PURITY.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERRECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
one

door above

au26snti

Brown, Portland, Me.

COUNTY BONDS.

CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTBICT BONDS.
BEAU ESTATE NOBTGAGES.
All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

CHARLES JH. HAWKES,
90
Junta

MIDDLE

STREET.

sntf

~

TO

LET.

One large Store House on Custom
House Wharf, suitable lor heavy storage
or Fish packing.
—als Ci-

One store suitable for Grocery or other
light business, with dock prlvUege.
Apply to
GEO. W. EDDY,
91 Middle Street. Boom 7.

mh27

sntf

OBSTACLES TO MARRIAGE.
Happy Belief far Voang Hen from the effects ol Eriors and Abuses in early life
Manhood
Reslored. Impediments to Marriage removed. New

method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars sent free, in sealed en-

Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No.
2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.,—an Institution
having a high reputation for honorable conduct and
professional skill.
fe6sn3m
velopes.

SPRINGER

has removed her Studio to
ROOM

3,

CLAPP’S

Mayor.

A house owned by Mr. John M. Goodwin,
situated near the lower Steamboat wharf, in
Calais, was totally destroyed by fire A* onday
last. The loss is partially covered by an insurance of $900.
YORK COUNTY.

The York National Bank of Saco has declared a semi annual dividend of five percent.—
The Saco National Bank has made the same
dividend.
Mr. Richardson, formerly baggage master at
Reading, Mass., has been appointed station
agent at the Boston & Maine depot in Biddeford, and has already entered upon his duties.
TkePill Down Practice.
Death laughs when he sees the weak and feeble
bled, blistered, salivated, opiumized, or griped with
violent purgatives. He kuows that under such
treatment they cannot long survive. In direct conflict with this pull down practice is the principle
upon which Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters operate.
The eflecl of this incomparable vegetable restorative
is to build up the system and invigorate the constitution. It imparts appetite and assists digestion,
enriches and cleanses the blood, regulates and
tones the liver and the bowels, ana establishes and
pernetnates a healthy habit of body. By a happy
combination of vegetable extracts—tonic aperient
and anti-bilious—with a pure stimulant, these effects

simultaneously produced.

There is no prescription ot the pharmacopoeia that has the same scope.
You may And among its tormulaB scourges for the
bowels, slim uiants for the stomach, sedatives for the
nerves, but no grand combination medicine that, like
Hostetter’s Bitters, is at once a tonic, an aperient, a
corrective and an alterative.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

BLOCK,

Where she will receive pupils in Object-drawing and

Painting,

as

usual.

mai23

sntf

LORINC,
PRACTICAL
Largest

TRUSS

FITTER I

assortment of Trusses

In

the State.

Corner Exchange and Federal Streets.
mc21sntf

MARRIED.
In Mt Desert, March 21. Charles Robinson of Mt.
Desert and Miss Eldora Butler ot Tremont.
In Brooklin, Dr. Sidney Smith and Mrs. Margaret
G. Foreban.
In Farmington, March 21, Wm. L. Luce and Miss
Addle S. Viles, both of Industry.
In Rockland, March 24, A. C. Morey and Mrs. Callie G. McKeUar.

city, April 5, Capt. George Haskell, aged 73

[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clk,
from India street Church. Relatives and friends are
invited to attend.
In Deering, April 3, of scarlet fever, Edmond F.,
son of Frank D. and Alice Hanson, aged 4 years 4
months 18 days.
In North Yarmouth, Lottie G. Hamilton, aged 15
years,—daughter ot Hannah G. and the late Wendell
Hamilton.
In Danville, March 25, Mrs. Lavinia. wife of Jas
Hicks, aged 59 years.
In Lewiston. March 26, Mrs. Ann, wife of John
Farrell, aged 41 years 8 months.
In Bremen, March 10, Capt. James Johnston, aged
90 years.
In Jefferson, March 13, Mrs. Hannah Bond, aged
83 years.

INHALATION,!
C. MORSE M. D.
apr4

lm

THE

EUREKA

FAMILY

BREAD!

Has been tried and is said to be fully equal to the
Beat Bone Made Bread.
Ask your Grocer
for it. For sale from our Carts and from Bakery,
33

ANDERSON

STREET,

RICE ft € ALDER WOOD.

Jr-30tmtf_
AZOLUTO

TOILET

POWDER.

Headers the

Face. Neck aad Arms sett,
smooth and fair.

Warranted free from poisionons Ingredients and
harmless to the skin or cumplexion by Prof. Hayes,
state Assaver, and Prof. Babcock, both well known
Chemists of Mass. Azoluto is put up in square
I ackages, white lor children, and all skin irritations.
25 cts by maH 30 cts. Also pink or flesh color for
the complexion or lace, 35 cts., by mail 40 cts.
Sol l
by all Druggists, or address M. S. BUKB <& CO., 10
Oak St.. Boston, Mass., Agents for U. S. fel6sn3m

Wilbor’s font pound ot Pure Cod
Liver Oil and Lime.
The advantage of this compound over the plain Oil
is that tlie nauseating taste ef the oil is entirely removed an-1 the whole rendered entirely palatable.
The oflensive taste of the Oil has long acted as a oromiuent objection to its u e; but In this form the trouble is entirely obviated. A host ot ceatiticates might
be given lierc to testily to the excellence and success
Of •’ H iIbor'a Cod Liver Oil and Lime. But the lact
that it Is regularly pr. scribed by the medical faculty
is sufficient. For sale bv A. B. Wilbor, Chemist,
Boston, and by all druggists.
apleodlw sn

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d, sch M A Rice, Rice,
Edgartown ior Woodridge N J. <
BOSTON—Cla 3d, schs C H Dow, Childs, Savannah ; Crown Prince, (Br)
Branscomb, for Portland;
N&thl Stevens, Haskell. Rockport and New York.
Ar 4th, brig Kodiak. Peters, Cardenas; sch E A
*
Elliott. Sproul, Winterport.
Cld 4th, sch Harry L Whiton.Rich. Mobile.
SALEM—Ar 2d, sch John Balch, Lunt, Portland
lor New York.

PORRlGlf PORTS.
At Singapore Feb 12, ship John Clark, Peterson,tor
London.
Sid Feb 13, brig Madawaska, Smith, Rangoon, to
load rice for England.At Bombay Feb ;23, ship Lydia Skolfleld, Forsaith,
for Falmouth, E, Idg.
Sid fm Table Bay, CHG, Feb 11, barque
Hawthorn,
Brown, Boston.
Ar at Fayai 12th ult, barque City oi Bangor, Menzies, Amsterdam for New York; 13th, Robert Dixon,
Smithwick, Savannah for Liverpool, (put in to repair
leak, and sailed —.)
Sid fm Cadiz 12th ult, barqne Lavinia, Dyer, for
Matanzas; brig C C Sweeney, Cole, New York; sch

Ar at Havre 1st

inst, barque Halcyon, Hardy,

AT

NEW

THE

Grand Opening,

Staples Dry Goods Store,
is

Valparaiso.

20th

Baltimore.

ult, brig

C

such

Having

as

Alpacas,

Ar at Caibarien 25th nit, sch Juliet, Small, from
St Thomas.
Sid ftn Havana 25th, brig Geo Wheelwright, Howard. North of Hatteras.
In port 28tb, barque Caribou, Kenney, for NYork;
brigs Prairie Rose, Griffin, for North of Hatteras;
Nigreita, Stubbs, for New York; Clara J Adams,
McFaddeu. for Baltimore; schs Abbie Pitman, Lambert, for North of Hatteras; Nellie Chase. Dalling,
and Allegro, Keller, for Philadelphia; Post Boy,Robinson, for Baltimore; and others.
Ar at Matanzas 25th nit, sch Emily Curtis, Barbour, Philadelphia; 27th, brig Victoria Amelia, Landry, Portland; scb J Borden, Patterson, Sagua.
7iMlAcun
Kiri OMh. hriSH
DTorth
ol Hatteras; Long Uoaob, Blair, do; sch John
Bird,
Smith, do; Cephas Starrett, Babbage, do; 27th, brigs
Flora Goodale, Goodale, and Valencia, Richardson,
do; sch Geo Walker, Cole, do.
Ar at Cardenas 23d ult, barque J E Woodworth,
McN illy. St Thomas; 26th, sch Almeda, Smith, from
St John, NB.
SI l 22d, sch Kate CarltOD, Grant, North of Hat-

Trade

and

AT

They

AND

will last

PORT OP PORTLAND.

Malnrday. April 4.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Prussian. (Br) Dutton, Liverpool—
passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
Brig Marshall Dutch,Turner, Philadelphia—coal to
James & Williams.
Sch Oriole, Baker, Philadelphia.
Sch E E Stimpson. Randall, Boston.
Sch Emperer, Webber, Deer Isle.
Sch Ida C Spoflford, Ingalls, Jonesport, to load lor
Calais and Eastnort.
Sch Cottage, Conley, Westport.
Sch Huntress, Roberts, Vinalhaven tor Boston.
CLEARED.
Steamship Circassian, (Br) Wylie, Liverpool—H &
A Allan.
Brig Ellen F, (Br) Evans, St John, NB—J Port-

!

Burglars

—

We have
over

placed

erson.

*

we

propose to

We shall be obliged to close

Store during Wednesday Afternoon to enable us to open a NEW

78 KIDDLE STREET.
ap6

INVOICE of

i«3t

WM. SENTER & CO.,

Childrens

Exchange Street,

Kennedy
The

Capt

following sales are reported;—Barques Rebecca

Goddard, 413 tons, built at Medford in 1860 metaled
In 1870. at #18.000; Sagadahoc, 520 tons, buile at Bath
in 1865, metaled in 1872. at #17.500;
Masonic, 539 tons
built at Stockton in 1864. metaled in
1871, at

MEMORANDA.
The iron brig Novelty, (or Boston Tank Notion) of
and from Boston for Cardenas,
sprung aleak and was
abandoned 2d. lat 39, ion 70. The crew were brought
*
to New York by barque H L Gregg.
Sch Abbv Weld, from Belfast for New York, went
ashore on Steep Rocks, Hell Gate, 2d
inst, where she
remained. She carried away Jibboom and bowsprit
Just before going on.
Sch Maracaibo, Tobin, carried
away jibboom by
collision with sch Malabar, of Bellast, 2d
inst, off the
Battery, at New York.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 28th, ship L L Sturges, Linnekiu, Liverpool.
FERNANDINA—In port 27th, schs Georgia Clark,
Bartlett, and Etta M Barter, Ba ter, for New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 2d, sch Loretta Fish, Watts,
Bath.
DARIEN—Ar 24th, Bch Stampede, Dow, Charleston.

Cld 27th, sch Mary Collins. Collins, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Cld 30th. sch Walton, Gott. for
Brunswick, Ga.
Ar 2d sch A Havford, Shute, Baltimore.
Ar 3d, schs R Pillsbury. from Rockland; Maud
Barbour, Davis, Boston; Kate Grant, do; Lilly B
French. Sullivan, do.
Sid 31st, sch Brave. Foss, Bridgeport.
Sid 3d. brig Abbv Watson, Hooper, New York; sch
Nellie Carr. French, Georgetown, SC.
WILMINGTON-Ar 31st, schs Franconia, Leavitt,
Bath: Mary Farrow, Ross, Belfast.
RICHMOND—Sid 1st, sch Cbas Comery, Creamer
Tbomaston via Chicabommy.
NORFOLK—Ar 1st, schs Mary Ella. Staples. Marblehead; island Belle, Woodard. Rockland.
FORTRESS MONROE-Passcd in 4th, brig
M
Ua M
8 Etta
Tucker, from Eleuthera.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d,

brig Malaga, Carlon from
0

Matanzas; Henry Trowbridge, do.
Cld 2d, schs M E Henderson, Spear, for Havana
Gertrude Plummer, Hall. Portsmouth; II T-r —'
ownsend, Clark, Hurricane Island.
Ar 3d, schs S C Evans,Yates, Rio Janeiroleazer.
Had lock, Portland.
Cld 3d, orig Harry. Sedgeley, for West
Indies; sch
H Means, Carle. Charleston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 1st, sch Wm Arthur Mc"
or’ Ms
Duffle, Maiblebead.
Ar 2d, schs E A Bartlett, Smith, Rockland- Marv
A Harmon. Mablman, Providence; E&L’MartV
Marts, Woolwich; Geo Taulane, Adams,
a. Bncksnort
"ucxsport,

Lark, GuptlU, Calais.

Clothing!

WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY*

Ladies be

Would invite attention to the great redaction in
the price of the well known movement marked

and

sure

come

to

for Onr

Children'Cry

We shall open

__apr6-2w
Wanted.
GOOD COOK at Francis Fessenden’s, Corner
of Deering and Mellen Streets.
apfidlw

examine

onr

Clothing

onr doors at

!

prethe
and

garments and prices.

Spring Goods,
Music & Balloon Ascension.

JUST RECEIVED

We have engaged the services of
world renowned Portland

the

Per Steamer Austrian,

Brass Band. (i. Cole. Leader) who
will tarnish music lior the occasion.

Direct from England.

We are negotiating with Prot. Atganzie for a Grand Balloon Ascension from the roof of the Building,
which will take place if we secure

Open To-day

his services.

Choice Invoice ot

and

Spring

Come One, Come All to

Summer

our

consisting of

333 middle

Broadcloths,
AND

Eastman Brothers

—

AND

hare just receired

choice line of

consisting

of

Silk Warp Melange,
Pure Mohair,
Grandrell Mohair,

Jap. Stripes 4-4,

many

NOVELTIES

VERY CHEAP,
and

—

PATTERNS AND COLORS.

full line of

a

GREY

SUITINGS,

from the Cheapest to the Best.

We hare also a large assortment

French & American

We have made

Woolens in

Specialty

a

of

Spring Goods

ALL THE

and

& Mens’ Wear.

Boys’

Patterns

OUR

WHITE

secnred the services
first class Cutter, are prepared to make

—

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
dtf

Large Draft Horses.
CAR LOAD of excellent Draft HORSES weighing from 1,300 to 1,500 lbs. Shipped Irom 111.
will arrive and be for sale at

A

28 Franklin Street. R.

Tuesday

or

Rand, Agent, on

Wednesday

next. The following week he will receve t wo carloads of medium-sized Driving Horses weighing from
900 to 1100 lbs which will be sold very cheap for cash.

apr6__dtd

CONGRESS HALL,
Sheldon Springs, Sheldon Vermont
Eight

miles East of St. Albans.

Mineral water and baths. Pure air. Excellent Table.
Write for Circulars of terms and rooms.
Address Dr. S. S. FITCH, 714 Broadway, New York,
25 Tremont Street, Boston, or at Congress Hall.
Board very low.
Open May until December.

aprfieodSmo

IN THE MOST

see onr

la full of all

New Goods

Housekeeper could

a

wish.

|

and Fashionable manner
and at Reasonable Prices.

Call and

Domestic Department

ORDER
—

GOODS

-AMD-

Last but not least comes our

Up-StairsDepartment
COMPLETE

Orin Hawkes &

Co.,

nal

290 & 292 Congress Street.
mh3°_di«2w
TO
I

Delcalcomania

Pictures !
AND OTHER

TRANSFERING GOODS

for sale by the dozen

or

single; likewise

a

sortment of

large

new nuunery.
The floral decorations at St. Stephen’s
yesterday, were all furnished from the window
and
conservatories
of
gardens
members of the

parish.
The sacrament of baptism was administere d
at the Cat^olio Cathedral to three
infants yes-

terday afternoon,
The annual Parish meeting comes of at State
street church this evening at
7.30, o’clock.
The Rev. Dr. Pise administered the rite of

“TALMA” in Drap-de-eta,

Spring Redengote
—

SPRING

HATS AND BONNETS
cents upward. All other Millinery and Fancy

J. C.
ap4d3t*

BROWN,

94® C.n*w»> *».,

ICK
CARGOES*~OF
I C E

F.rtU'ad.

PURE

Furni.hed and Shipped
by

SALEM LEAD

CRAHI.

COMPANY^

Warranted PURE VHITi.

AND

—

Grey Suits.
We

can

show the best line ot

Shawls

■

“ t
IS WB°^New
*V&r^st:
TAPK»
S'*wide,on
reelsfor Curtain
St!cks.A1>

we ever

and in prices that
can’t fail to suit.

had,

Please give ns a call before purchasing elsewhere.
No trouble to show Goods.

En8land

onI?eelAl®Bun?e®OW,fr0m2Jt0
***•

8

nine

infants

at

the

St.

Paul’s

Neely administered

the rite of confirmation to
four candidates at SL Paul’s, and afterwards
addressed them very affectionately and earnestly upon the new relations which they had as
sunied.
The sparks from the fire yesterday set a fire
in the Oaks, which looked at one time as if it
would do much damage.
Marshal Parker reports the city yesterday,
quieter than it has been for a long time.
But few ladies in this city observed Easter
Those who
by appearing in spring bounets.
did don new head-gear had evidently “been to

Bosting.”
Snow began to fall fast and thick about 11
o’clock last night.
The children are
Easter eggs.

delighting

themselves with

Button-hole boquets were very generally worn
by gentlemen yesterday.
The annual meeting of the Portland Dispensary is held to-dr.y.
The City Council holds its regular
monthly
meeting this evening, and the coroner’s jury on
the defunct School Cominitte will bring in its
verdict.
There was an alarm of fire at Libby’s Corner
last evening, caused by smoke issuing from a
barn belonging to a Mr. Go3S. The flames

extinguished before any damage of

ac-

count resulted.

inches wide-

of any size or thickness.
market prices for goo-is of exual qualit y.
Address SALEM LEAD CO., Sale-u Mass.

At lowest

S&W*lnr3ml2

Stare and Three Honeea Burned.

The alarm of fire yesterday afternoon from
box 47, was caused by the discovery of fire in a
stable on the corner of Grove and Portland
atroeta
The fire spread with such rapidity that
a two story house on one side and a shed on the
other, were burning briskly
when
the
steamers got to work.
Auother house in the
rear was badly flooded with water.
The buildings were owned by Eliot F. Clark, and occupied and insured as follows: Store occupied by
Eliot Clark, Jr, as a cigar
and

manufactory,

a dwelling, valued at
$900,
insured foi $000. The two story bouse was occupied by James Jeuks (Slim Jim) and Webster Hall, and was valued at $1?00, insured for
$800. The shed was occupied by Mr. Ross and
a Mr. Rufton,
valued at $1000. not insured.
The stable was occupied by Mr. Clark, and was
valued at $800, insured for $200. The insurance
on the house was in the
Traders, Mechanic of

Lowell, Mass., agency of S. H. Webster, The
remainder of the insurance was m the agency
of J. C. Jenks, who is out of the city. A house
in the rear occupied by Michael Burke and C.
Oliver was wet so much that their families bad
to move out.

The house next to the store was
was also burnt to so
extent in the rear.
The fire turned several
families out of house and home. None of them
saved much furniture. The fire was
supposed
to have caught from a spark on the roof as
the
first Indications of the fire were flames
issuing
from the roof.
A remarkable coincidence in
connection with this fire is that
twetny years
ago, at nearly the same time of the year, and
on Sunday, Hunt's tavern was
burned on the

occupied by Ciark and

same

spot.

Real Estate Transfers.—The
are real estate transfers recorded in

during the past week:

following
this city

Lot of land with buildings thereon, between
Bramhall and Arsenal streets,
from Oren

Hooper
84,100.

to

Sarah

Jordan.

Consideration

Lot of land with buildings thereon, on South
side of Portland street, from Charles W. Ballard to Matthew Burns. Consideration,$700.
Lot of laud with buildings thereon, on Lewis
street, from Edward P. Chase to Julia A.
Chase. Consideration, $3200.
Lot of land on easterly side of Mayo
street,
from William H. Wyman to Caroline S.

Consideration, $12.

Wy-

Lot of land on easterly side of
Vaughan
street, from A. G. Schlotterbeck to Valentine
L. Kieler. Consideration, $1300.
lot of land and buildings thereon, on Congress street, from Alpheus E. Grover to Susan
T. Grover and others. Consideration, $5800.
Fire Inspection.—In Saturday’s edition a
to the City Council was published asking for the inspection of all new buildings ia
course of construction, and of a stated inspection of all buildings where fire is kept, either
by the chief engineer or by the city marshal.
The petition has already two hundred signatures, among them the names of the heaviest
firms and largest real estate owners in the
City. The measure prayed for is one which
will at once commend itself to the good judgment of our citizens. A thorough system of

petition

fire inspection may save many thousand dollars worth of property, and is of great benefit
in that it gives the commuuity a feeling of security. The system is in force in many cities,
large and small, and has worked
wherever introduced.
It is hoped the city
council will bestow caieful consideration upon
the matter.

Police Notes.—Saturday morning officer
Place went into the McGlinchy block on Foie
street to still a disturbance, when the whole
family set upon him with stove wood, etc. He
knocked dowu two of them and took one to tho
used doing
station, although he got quite badly
it. A force from the station went down and
His name is Clark.
wife
got the man and his
was his
son.—
The man whom Place arrested
Yesterday officers Burnham and Merrill arThe whole family now
his brother.
rested

Cashmere

IN STRIPES

deOdlatf_°

to

church, Saturday afternoon.
Free street parish holds a meeting to-morrow

admirably

as-

sold at the LOWEST POSSIBLE
PRICKS FOR TWO WEEKS.
Dress and Cloak making done to order.
Store open evenings lo accommodate customers
who cannot come in the day time.

Cloths,

and the Universal

THEJPUBLIC.

invite jour attention to my selection oi

WITH

Jackets. Basket and Diago-

from 25
Goods to be

AGENTS,
apr6

TO

Tasty

15 EXCHANGE ST.

We have on hand a large stock of second hand Safes
of different styles and makes.

yesterday, were
buildiug of the

man.

having

GARMENTS

the 30th inst.
at the Catholic churches
very large.
They go to the

on

offerings

by Frank Hooper as

DRESS GOODS!

—

These Goods, imported by ns expressly for onr Custom Trade,
were selected early in the season
while the lines were unbroken,
and among them, may he found

IN

a

SPRING

Spring Overcoatings.

—

ROW.

aptSM&T

Fancy Weaves,
English Snitings,

Scotch &

CO.,

Street,

MUSSEVS

Worsteds in Diagonal

and
of a

Are the best in use, and have defied all attempts to
open them by experts or burglars. These Safes and
Locks have always taken the first premiums, orgold
mednls. against all competitors at all Fairs or £xhitions. They are the best Safes and Locks manufactured, a« can be satisfactorily proven. Over 100,000
dow in use, and not an instance can be shown where
the Safes Have not faithfully performed their guardianship. We challenge the world to snow a record
equal to ours Sample Safes ana Locks can be seen
at our Rooms,

The Easter

A

C. D. B. FISK &

OF OUK IMPORTATION*

8PRINO- TRADE,

pliances known to burglars.
HALL’S Patent Combination Locks

popular lecture

VIBE YESTERDAY.

ADAPTED FOR

Mannfactureis of Concrete Fire and Burglar Proof
Sates, and Hall’s Patent Victor Premier and Crescent Champion, Security, Novelty and Chronometer
Combination Bank Locks. Our Improved Burglar
Proof Safes are made upon Hall’s Latest Improved
Patents, and are constructed of welded iron and
steel and crystal s' eel and plates secured by Hall’s
Patent Drill Proof Steel Conical Arbors, thus preventing wedging, drilling, stripping or any of the ap-

The alarm of fire Saturday noon was from
Barton’s grist mill at the foot of Green street.
But little damage was done.
Quinn & Co., have contracted to build a set
of iron masts and yards for Capt. S. C. Blanchard’s new ship building at Yarm tuth.
The celebrated “Thomas Ostriches’’ appear
at the hall of Arcana Lodge this
eveuing, and
lots of fun may be expected.
John B. Gough delivers a temperance lecture
before the M. L. A., on the l'Jth inst., and a

WOOLENS,

—

temperance meeting this eveStevens Plains, to

which th* public are invited.
The Rev. C. B.
Pitblado will deliver the address.
Rev. C. F. Dole will be installed pastor of
Plymouth church Wednesday, April 22d.
The Rolling Mills employes say they have not
accepted the reduction of wages made the first
of the month,

were

Mammoth Wardrobe!

W. of E.

a

to act upon the resignation of the pastor.
At four o’clock yesterday afternoon, Bishop

cisely 7 o’clock and we inrite
entire population to come in

A

A

p&“,T22

evening

the Opening.

“AMERICAN WATCH CO.’’
which has been reduced nearly one half in price.
This movement is adjusted to heat aud cola, and
with the reduction mentioned makes it the best and
cheapest Watch lor the money made in this or any
other country.
We hare them in Gold nnd Silver, open
face nnd hnnter cases.

We

the

Morgan’s Hall,

at

baptism

AGENTS FOR

Shades, Colors

Monday, April S.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Franconia Bragg, New York—passengers
and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Herbert J Olive. (Bi) Jones, Pernambuco Feb
24th, with 7000 bags sugar to John Porteous. Reports
heavy weather on the passage, lost mainsail, and
split other sails.
Sch Canton. Rankin, Kennebunk.
Sch Afton, Perkins. Kennebunk.

BuSker

onr

—FOB—

Co.

WillartT

sell at prices

LOWER THAN THE LOWEST!

HORATIO STAPLES

IN

Sch Silas McLoon, Spear, Now York—A D Whldden.
Sch Baltic, Parker, Oysterville, Mass—James &
Williams.
Sch D Talbot, Amesbury, Camden—C H Chase &

The tug Willard Clapp, which was launched on Friat Back Bay. is a nicely modeled and very
strong craft of about 34 tons, and is to be employed
at this port for watering and towing vessels
She
is owned by Capt
Clapp,
Bros, and
* t0 b* aIKler thC
charge of
John

counters

Children’s Garments,

RAGES

WOOLENS

Mary J Ward,.Ward, Georgetown, DC—J Nick-

day night

on our

One Hundred Thousand dol-

cons.

Sch

ning

ON

Wednesday Eve., April 8th.

Yard,

which

New

for

Brief Jotfiugn.

AT THE SAME PLACE.

54

defendant

OPENING,

The Black Silk Epidemic.
Men’s, Youth’s, Boys’ and

Positive Security Against Of

Fire and

a

lars worth of

STILL

providing

1868

el
b
eaioy
Inh. of Hamlin’s Grant, 60 Me ls» *
It does not appear that the' nhdntift wo.
at the instance of the
he wasl put.upon its quota, though he was a resklent
thereof at the lime ol bit) enliKtnmnt.
The giving of the order in nuit to the plaintifl
by
the assessors of the defendant plantation does not
rentier it liable to pay him any portion of the trust
fund received from the State to which he Is not oth-

There will be

“Pretty Quick.”

—

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Spring

—

25 cents Per
—

Hamlin’.'

Inhabitants ot

*ar 'lt'*"” anil their reimtheUnil t’al gives
no rigf.ts ami confers
a">' «<>'•*«. not furnish
rue
inml
'l"110
munfctnalitl
s resiwcttvelv.
Pearson
vs.
r a

propose inaugurating

—
—

vs.

nonsuit.”

erwise entitled.—{IHckerton, J)

Japanese Silks,

Cld 28th, brig Hyperion, Clark, New York.
Ar at Nassau, NP, 12th ult, brig Hiram Abiff, Per-

[Latest by European steamers.]
Liverpool 19th, Richard III, Hubbard, from
Charleston.
Cld I9tb, Alice Reed, Kelleran,for Savannah; 26th,
Snmner R Mead, Wood, Baltimore.
Ar at Cardiff 19th, H S Santord, Johnson,
Havre,
(and ent oat tor Hong Kong.)
Cld I8tb, Lathly Rich, Mitchell, Hong Kong.
Ar at Deal 20th, Ne Pins Ultra, Borden, London
for New York.
Sid fm Portland Roads 19th, Sontag, Herriman,
(from Leith) for Montevideo.
Ar at Queenstown 20th, Helen Angier, Staples, fm
Matanzas.
at Calcutta 19th
ult, Mt Washington, Titcomb,
.Ar
Maulmain.
Ar at Batavia Feb 7, Idella
Berry, Berry, Passaroeang.
Sid fm Havre 18th, John Watt, Morse,
Key West;
Gen Shepley, Hutchins, Tybee;
Corsica, Vesper, for
Sandy Hook.

we

immense

an

GRAND

teras.

kins, Cardenas for Baltimore, leaking badly; 17th,
barque Lizzie Merry, Lawrence, New York.l
Ar at St John, NB, 2d inst, ship Sierra
Nevada,
Grozier, Kennebuuk; sch Star, Clark, Portland.

OXFORD COUNTY

Frederick M. Bartlett

bursement bv

made extensive prepar-

ations for

Poplins

C Colson, Payson,

Ar at Cienfuegos 24th ult, brig Gir sey Queen, Morgan, Philadelphia; sch EM Storer, Watts, St Tho-

La* D.riaiaa.*
The following case at Law has been decided by the
Full Court:

eoualizafifmTr ,8tat,nt® of

APRIL 8, 1874.

Spring Dress Goods,
i

Dieppe 3d inst, ship John Bnnyan, Gil-

land, ready.
Ar ai Si Jago

CITY AND VICINITY.

Grant; ‘‘Plaintifl

At ai Niau
more. New Orleans.

Ar at Reval 1st, ship Guardian, Ames, from New
Orleans.
Ar at London 2d inst, ship E W Stetson, Moore,
New York.
At Buenos
Ayres Feb 13, barqne G M Tucker,Pink
ham, for New York 5 days, with full cargo.
At Montevideo Feb 13, brig Hennon, Hichborn, for
New York; and others.
At Sagua 20th ult, brig A J Ross.
Wyman, for Port-

EVE.,!

WEDNESDAY

devoted to Choice Style.

PRESS.

MONDAY MORNING, APRIL. «. 1874

—

from

MABINE NEWS.

...........5.31
San sets.6.31

—

THE

Grand Opening,

Kensett, Downing, Cuba.

Sid ftn Liverpool 1st inst, ship Pactolns, Tobey, for
United States.
Ar 2d inst, Louisiana, Oliver, New Orleans; Virginia, Barker, do; M A McNeil, Jordan, do.

Moon rises.11.35 PM
High water.2.15 PM

Miniature Almanac.April 6.
sun rises.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

One Entire Counter

Rockland.

SPOKEN.
March 13, lat 36 58, Ion 30 50, ship St James, from
Cardift for Rio Janeiro.
March 5, lat 31 30 F, Ion 36 W, ship Wm
McGilvery
Nichols, from Calcutta for Dundee.

#14,500.

Common sense says there is but one
way by which a disease of the Lungs can
be reached, and that is, through the
Medium of

Calais.
SOMERSET—Sid 2d, schs J H Burnett, for Gardiner; Mary Langdon, Bennett, and Majestic, Dodge,
New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 2d, sch Lizzie Poor, Dickey, Belfast for Baltimore.
FALL RIVER—Ar 1st, sch Reno, Foster, Machias.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 3d, sch Richmond, Guptiil,

NEW

Ar at

DIED.
In this
years.

New York for Boston; Gen Howard, Elizabethport
for Salem; Harp, Wyman, Hoboken for Castine; L
W Wheeler, Wheeler, do for Boston.
PROVIDENCE— Sid 2d, schs Nicola, Randall.
ana scio, smun, isew vork.
WlcKFORD—Ar 1st, sch M L Newton, Hammond

mas.

HEMOVAI,,
MRS.

Cld 2d. brigs Geo W Chase,
Patterson, Cardenas:
Dauntless, Coombs, Caibarien; schs Fred Smith,
Smith, do; O.iver Dyer, Falker, Saco; E A Hooper,
Hooper, Savannah.
Ar 3d. schs Abby Dunn,Fountain,
Matanzas; Kate
E Rich, Conover, Portland; Active, from Kennebec.
Ar 4th, ship Alexandria, Blown,
Antwerp.
Passed Newcastle 2d, sch May Munroe, lor Portland.
tm
Sid
Delaware Breakwater 3d, schs Charlie Morton, for Cuba; Wiuner, {from Clenfuegos.i tor New
York.
Sea» Hatch, New
Y2RR.7AL 2<1» brigB
Bedford; Matilda, Coombs, aud Reporter, Ryer, Providence; Milwaukee, Mitchell, Fall River; schs Jennie Paine. Stevens, Kennebec; Adrian, hunt. Rockland for Richmond; Geo B Ferguson,
Ferguson, Belfast; Sunbeam, Bunker. Calais; Tabmiroo, Clay,
Bucksport; Kelpie, Bryant. Machias; A K Woodward, Woodward, Boston; D M French, Childs, Boston; Cambell, Eaton, Fall River; Leontine, Pratt.
Rockland; J W Drisko, Haskell, Rockport; Venilla!
Allen, Rockland; Carrie Jones, Colcord. and Empress. Kennedy, do; Nile, Metcalf, do; Rival, Dunton. Westport; Malabar,
McCarty, Bellast; Josiah
Wbitehouse. Farubam, Rockport ; Cbilion. Grant.
Providence; David Faust, Smith, Bucksport; SC
Hart, Merrill, from Providence; Duroc, Kendall, do;
Iona. KendaH. New Bedford; N
Berry, Winslow,
Fall River; Joliet, Lawson, Portland; AKWood*
Boaton; Fleetwing, Hall, New
^Vr00dxMari,1
for Virginia.
Bedford
brig H E Gregg, Dyer, Matanzas 12 days;
;'r?d’
E A Dehart, Piukham. Baracoa 12
sells
days; Amia
Lelaud, Homer, and Ocean Ranger, Whitney Portland; P L Smith, Upton, and Terrapin, Wooster, do;
John James, Frye, Belfast tor Philadelphia; Sarah A
Reed, Reed, Calais; R M Brookings, Brown, Bath;
A H Lennoz. Gray, Boston; Porto Rico,
Wentworth,
New Bedford; Rorei, Manson. Georgetown; M L
Varney, Eastman, Portland; Paragon, Darby Belfast; Malabar, McCarty, do; Darius, F.ddv, Conant
Bucksport; J 0 Rogers, Rowe, Kennebec;' H Curtis,
Haskell, fnr Deer Isle tor Philadelphia; Wm Carroll
Nichols, Bucksport; JH Deputy, McMahon, Bath;
Mary Sands, Percy, do; Webster Kelley, Haskell.
Boston; J Price, Nickerson, and Rescue, Kelley,
Portland; Chas E Raymond, Lord, do ior Baltimore;
Silver Spray, Chadwick. Tbomaston; Edw Kidder,
Grace, Boothbay; Cherub, Fletcher, Bath; Abby
Weld, Yates, Belfast; Senator Grimes, Philbrook,
and Alice M Allen, Brigham. Portland; A'lie Oakes.
Pillsbury, fm Rockland for Richmond; Ida & Anna,
Cook, St George; Grand Island, Miller, Lane’s Cove
D Jones. Atwood, Georgetown, Me; Leontine, Crockett, Rockland; Wm Stevens. Elwell, Belfast; Helen
Thompson, Thompson, and Wm Capes, Kelley, from
Portland; S 0 Evans, trom Bath; Kate Lilly, Hutchins, Bath; Lillie Rich, lrom Rockport.
Cld 2d, brig E H Rich, Paine, Guantanamo; schs
Mary Helen, Sanborn, for Barbadoes; U H Eaton,
Young, Jacksonville.
Cld 3d, ship Carrier Dove, Merriman, for Bremen;
barque Yurnuri, Carlisle, Matanzas; brig Katahdin,
Saunders, Lisbon; schs F N Tower, Adams, for Port
Spain; Jennie Rogers, Rogers. Boston.
Sid 3d, barques B Webster, for Stetin; Carrie Wyman, for Cadiz; brig Rachel Coney, tor St Pierre;
schs Harry Percy, for Rockland; M B Mahoney, tor
Castine; Jennie Rogers, and Florida, lor Boston:
W B Darling, for do.
Passed through Hell Gate 2d, W S Baker, Bearse,
Baltimore for Kennebec; Alice T Boardman. Boyd,

New Orleans.
Ar at Antwerp 1st inst, barque E C Beal, Bailey,

To learn the Apothecary business. Addre.fi, wilb reference,
BBIGGIST, B.x 16VT.

COUNTY.

William Duren, Esq., has been nominated by
the Republicans of Calais for re-election as

are

Formerly of Boston. Mass., wUl be at the ADAMS
HOUSE, In this city April 4. 5, and « day*.

Boy Wanted.

The Lewiston Journal says Mr. E. D. Green
leaf for several years ageut of the Webster
Woolen Mill, has resigned that position and is
to be succeeded by Jobu .8.
Bleakie of Hyde
Park. Mr. Greenleaf goes to Boston to enter a
firm of wool brokers.
The Journal says a few days since a gentleman driving towards Sabattus,
picked up a woman by the roadside so drunk that she
was unable to walk. The night was cold, and had
she lain there a few hours, the woman would
probably have been chilled to death.
Twelve new bouses are about being erected
on the Little Androscoggin Water Power Co.’s
property in Auburu
The Journal says a man residing in Lewiston
who, a few years since, had a good property,
which he has squandered by drink, has been
sent to Auburn jail for 60 days, for drunkenness
and disturbance.

WASHINGTON

MANNING.

The Great Lung, C«n>«amption, Cancer
and Humor Dacter.

COUNTY.

clothes.

AN IBATE GRANGER.

ISAAC

fe4sneodtf

Southern Democrat in bi3 normal condition

friendly

DIL

NOTICES.

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion

Sews and Other Items.

legislature of that

is not

SPECIAL

Managers of

The

that

Now Heaven forefend that we should be understood as deprecating political criticism o*
the most searching kind. We only demand
that it shall be kept within the limits of truth
and decorum. If the press is to exercise any
influence in the affairs of Government, it
must preserve its dignity and self respect, and
treat all questions with a degree of candor
and impartiality which shall entitle its views
to general confidence.

other American from the

the

The country is not ruined.”
North Carolina correspondent of the

thoughtlessly and without any adequate sense
of its gravity. But we feel it our duty to
make the exposition of it the text of an earnest remonstrance against the growing flippancy and disrespect with which our craft is
treating public men and public measures.

tion.

Attorney

says that

A

committed

was

who was

done.

just? Is it manly? Is it
decent? On the other hand, is it not calculated to bring reproach upon the editorial pro
fession, and subject newspaper criticism to
contempt? Here is a religious journal, a
teacher of morals, an educator of youth,
which ought to hold up the doctrine that “a
good name is better to be chosen than good
riches,” catching up a bit of floating scandal
—utterly incredible, and utterly groundless,—
and weaving out of it a mean and cowardly
insinuation against a man whose reputation
is precious to every American citizen.
We repeat that it is very likely the offense
against good manners and ethics to which we
attention

politicians

Did

Is this

called

for some

righted,

its sentence, and visits all its wrath upon the
slandered, having no word of rebuke for the

have

good thing

remember that the charges made against
the President that he appointed two justices
of the Supreme Court to reverse the decision
respecting the unconstilulionality of the legal tender act after that decisiou had beeu announced is false. Congressman E. R. Hoar

been

History repeats itself? Yet this ecclesiastical
guide entirely ignores the logical sequence of

slanderer.

It will be a
to

EASTMAN BROS.,
332
ap2

CONGRESS STREET.
****

sleep in the station.
Officers Rich and Gribben arrested Edward
McCann,Douglass Gillins and James McLaughlin

for open

shop

on

Sunday.

Officers Seth

Sterling and Lawton arrested James Holland
for the same offence.
Tiie Easter Ball.—This evening the eleventh annual ball of the Irish American Relief
Association comes off at City Hall. There will
be a grand concert for one hour previous to
and the mudancing by Chandler’s brass band,
sic for dancing will be by Chandler’s quadrille
to be a very tine
band. The affair promises
been elegantly
The order of dances has
one
embraces popular selections.
and
gotten up,
in reealia on tha
The members will “Pi*11'
furnishes the refreshSaunders
grand march.
is sufficient guaranty for their
ments, which
will be served in the Senate
excellence. They
chamber.

are

EASTER.
Obirrmncf* of tbe

*»■>•

scarcely congruThe weather yesterday
festival of Ihe year.
ous with the great floral
The sky was clear, but its blue was chilly as
The wind was raw,
that of Damascus steel.
and the clouds of dust which filled the streets
from sunrise to sunset were disagreeable in the
The day however was very generally
extreme.
observed and crowds of worshippers thronged
the churches. As the commemoration of an
occurrence which is the very foundation and
was

starting point of all modern thought aud history, the fulfilment of prophesy in the resur"
rectiou of Jesus, Easter Sunday seems worthy
of a more general aud devout observance than
any other day iu the Christian calendar. Now
that the rigid simplicity of the Puritan worship is no longer necessary as a standing protest against a State Church and liturgy the
whole Christian world can unite once more in
recognition of those days which tradition points
out as ever memorable in the great drama of
There is somethe redemption of mankind.

thing inexpiessibly pleasing

in

the

thought

that men and women all over the civilized
world were yesterday lifting up their hearts in
thankfulness to God for His manifestation
of the truth of the immortality of the soul by
the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
That the observance of Easter is growing
general becomes apparent with each succe. ding year.
Yesterday scarcely a churoh in

more

the city omitted a mention of the day. In the
Catholic and Episcopal churches the solemn
and impressive ceremonies of
the Koman
Catholic anu Aualicau liturgies were given.
The Liberal churches were profusely decorated with flowres. Easter carols aud anthems
were given, and the festival was mentioned in
At the Evangelical
serrnou
and
prayer.
churches the significance of the day was generally recognized, though no special services
were

held.

CATHEDRAL OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.

An immense congregation assembled in tbe
morning at the Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception to witness the celebration of the
resurrection of Christ as typified in the gorgThe
eous symbolism of the mother church.
altar was a blaze of light, and below the
figure of the Nazarene stretched upon the glorified cross was a beautiful gas jet forming the
word "Resurrexi." Purple, the color of mourning, which shrouded the altar and crucifix dur-

high

ing

removed, and
Passion,
candle burned before the

the days of the

was

the great paschal
pontifical chair. The ceremonies were joyous
and impressive. The organ pealed forth the
triumphant strains of the Gloria, clouds of incense floated up to Heaven like the prayers of
saints in their sorrow, and the priests, attired
in their sacerdotal robes, and surrounded by
the altar boys with tapers iu hand, intoned the
Easter service. Bishop Bacon, mitred and
croziered, officiated at high mass, and delivered
His theme
a discourse appropriate to the day.
was the Besurrection, and he drew therefrom
doctrinal lessons

and

practical applications.

significance of

the atonement was explained, and the merey of God as eviuced in
his plan of redemption for a fallen world
The Bishop besought
dwelt upou at length
his flock to take this opportunity to bring
their hearts to the newly risen Christ whom
they had crucified by their sins. Sin, he said,
was robbery, and as it is the duty of the robber
to make restitution before he can hope to bo
pardoned, so it is the duty of the sinner to give
back the heart which sin has stolen from God
before he can hope for absolution. At the conclusion of the discourse the elevation of the
Host took place, the vast audience kneeliDg in
The full

the Real Presence.
There were no floral decorations on chancel
or altar, but pyramids of white roses and great
a profusion
of
vases of callas, surrounded by
other flowers, adorned the shrines of the
Mother of God aud of St. Joseph. Long after
service groups of people were kneeling before
these shrines offering up
petitions to the
maid-mother and to the faithful man.
The music was of course fine and was in
main of a jubilant character as befitted the
day. It was all from one of Generalis Masses,
and consisted of the

CONGRESS SQUARE.

the Congress
The Easter decorations of
Sqare church were of the most elaborate aud

beautiful description and

were

very

prettily

ar-

The central feature was a beautiful
of green, callas, roses and colored flowers
seven feet high,which was placed ou a base four
feet in height, near the wall back of the altar.
Above the cross, and suspended from the point
of the arch was an elegant floral crown of white
The entire arch was spanned with
rose buds.
heavy evergreen dropping gracefully down to
the poor, while on the right and left outside of

ranged.

cross

the arch, in fiuely worked letters of green, was
the motto, “Because I live, ye shall live also.”
Directly under the words ou each side, was a
beautiful lyre of evergreen filled with rare flow
At each end of the platers of various colors.
form were two elegant vases containing magniOn each side of the desk
ficent cal la lilies.
on which was
was a small table
placed rich
boquets of flowers, from which smi'ax was dependent on all sides, also two wire stands filleu
with elegant flowers of the rarest description,
with running vines drooping therefrom, and
each stand surmounted by a white dove bearing a sprig of smilax. The altar seemed grounded and established iu hope—judging from the
sign of the large green anchor at its base—filled with erergreen and covered with white roses
heath, myrtle, geraniums and other delicate
and choice flowers. The communion table was
covered with .several memorial offerings which
were both elaborate and beautiful,loving hands

having sent tokens of affection in profusion.
The central emblem was an exquisite marble
cross in memory of two lately deceased leading
On the arms of the
members of the society.
cross were the words “Father “Mother,” at the
base, the family name, and on the lower base
“In Memoriam.”
was

placed

On euch

magnificent

a

arm

of

floral

the

cross

wreath, the

interwoven by trailing bands of smilax.
were
entire decorations
The
very fine
of brilliant
and
included many flowers
hues and flagrant perfume, impregnating the
very atmosphere with delicate exhalations. At
two

the close of the evening services, the flowers
and distributed
were made up into boquits
The music at
among the sick of the society.
both morning and evening service was beautiMr. Marston presided at the
fully rendered.
sustained
were ably
organ; the soprano parts
Mrs. Merrill and the alto by Miss King.

by

The
The sacred edifice was filled to repletion.
Rev. Win. E. Gibbs, pastor of the church, officiated, and at the morning service preached an
eloquent discourse having special reference to
the day. He selected for his text John, xiv. 11,
A new
“Because I live, ye shall live also.”
Easter autliem, composed by Marston, was
given with fine effect. Also the following Easter hymn, written by the late Mrs. E, M. Barstow.
anter I*ytmi.
BY

MRS.

E. M.

BARSTOW.

Lo! the dawn <>f Easter
morning
Ushers in this joyful day;
Every Christian heart Inviting
To the place where Jesus lay.
Not as when with saddened faces,
Women trod the tearful wav,
Asking each in tones desponding,
“Who shall roll the stone away?”

Ualleluia! songs triumphant!
Rise from Earth this gladsome day;
Death is conquered, Christ is risen,
Angels rolled the stone away.
weave the chaplet;
Roses ior the crown of thorns;
Purest, lilies, fragrance breathing,
Now the glorious Cross adorn.
Christ is risen! by this token
Let all sorrowing hearts rejoice;
All our loved in Jesus sleeping,
Rise at His exultant voice.

Christ, is risen!

Halleluia! Christ Is risen!
Raise from earth the cheerful lay; 1
Christ has burst the tomb’s dark portals;
An gels rolled the stone away.

The music

very fine and was rendered
With great expression. It embraced tbe Easter
anthem, Christ the Lord has risen to-day; the
hymn, “Again the Lori of life and Light,”
music by E. L. White; an organ response,
music by Kotzschmar; the hymn “Angels roll
the stone away,” music by Van Nordle; “Benwas

edicite Omnia opera Domini,” with music
from a Gregorian chant.
The pastor, Rev. Dr. Hill, preached from 1st
Corinthians, v, 7. “For even Christ our pasThe reference here
sover is sacrificed for us.”
is to the passover of the Jews, which came in
the spriug of the year. We also have our passover, the Christian festival of Easter, which
Comes a week later than the Hebrew feast.
It is the day that Christ arose from the dead,
a resurrection which is the pledge of our immortality. At this time of the year the bads

let

are

loose

dominick’s.
The services at this church were very impressive. The high altar was profusely desorated
aud the music was particularly flue, consisting
of Schmidt’s Mass in E flat, Credo from
Steam’s Mass in D, and Haec Dies by Kapp.
One of the Sisters of Mercy presided at the
organ. The pastor, Father Wallace, read for
the morning lesson part of the 16th chapter of
St. Mark, and took the subject of his discourse,
the resurrection of Christ, from that chapter.
st.

He pictured the darkness of

the crucifixion

day, and in contrast spoke of the brightness of
the day when Christ amse. To-day ail is joy
and gladness, because of that Savior who is
All nature partakes of that joy and the
hastens to usher in the day with a morning of splendor. We should rise with our Savior from the graves of our sins.
Dying, He
has thrown open the gates of Heaven.
For
every mortal sin w; commit we crucify Christ
again—not on the cross, but by offending his
love. His resurrection has given us a new
Christ. Seize then the fleeting moments as
they pass, and let them bear your virtues to
the throne of God. The pastor then enjoined
them to remember the lessons of Lent, and to
atone for past sins by confessing them, and by
attending confession during this paschal searisen

sun

son.
8T. STEPHEN 8.

The floral ofieriogs at this church were less
elaborate and profuse thau in several others,
but in excellent taste, and sufficient to symbolize the event which the day commemorated.
A floral cross on the memorial window of James
The musical ser
O, Brown was very elegant.
vices consisted of an Easter Carol,
Spring’s
Loving Sunshine.” music written by Mr. E. C.
chant in C
R. Thomas’
Gloria Patri: Kotzschmar’s Te Deum in F;
selections from Haydn; Gloria Tibi; hymn 61,
Haydn; hymn 69, Mozart; chant, “Gloria in

Wentworth, the organist; Lowe’s
major, “Christ onr Passover;” J.

Excelsis.”
The sermon by the rector, Rev. A. Dalton,
was an exposition and application of the
second Psalm to the triumph of Christ over all
his foes. The points were, That the very means
his enemies resorted to for his overthrow proved
the occasion of bis greatest victory.
His resurrection gave new life to the world, and was a
From this
greater event than the Creation.
day, the last enemy of man was destroyed,
the forgiveness of sins was preached in His
name, the spirit of adoption was imparted,and
the children of men became the Sons of God.
Christ became the true light of the world, and
His kingdom is destined to revolutionize and
fill the earth
In the afternoon the Easter anniversary of
the Snnday School was held. The floral emblems of the several classes were very beautiful
and the reports represented tl e school as in a
flouri-hing condition. The chief feature was
the singing of the Easter Carols, two of
which were written for the occasion with music
by the organist. One by Miss Mary F. Deer-

iug,

we

append:
The

Day of Promiae.

Let our joyful Easter song
Hail this Resurrection Day;
Oil of joy for mourning long,
Beauty now where ashes lay!

Dark'ning o’er Christ’s weary way
Lay the shadow of the Cross;
Wreath’d in flowers it stands to-day;
Christ hath su flered all our loss.
Daisies lie beneath the snow,
Leaves are waiting for the word,
Flowers are folded yet to bloom,
And the promise clear is heard.

Blessed promise of the day 1
Blessed promise of the Word 1
I, the life, the truth, the way,
Jesus Christ, thy risen Lord!
FIRST PARISH

CHURCH.

The decorations at this church were quite
The flowers were very rare and
elaborate.
choice. The arch in the rear of the pulpit was
framed of evergreens surmounted by a beautifully shaped cros. The gas brackets on either
The beautiful
side were trimmed with ivy.
custom of placing upon the communion table
wreaths and crossess in memory of the deceased of the parish, which has obtained so
extensively at this church in years past, was
observed quite as generally as usual yesterday,
and many floral tributes symbolic of the resurrection cumbered the space in front of the sacred desk. A magnificent garland of tea roses
reached across the pulpit at the top and bottom, and in the centre was suspended a beautiA
ful anchor-cross in memory of Dr. Davies.
basket of choice flowers hung from the pulpit

lamps. The communion table displayed two
splenaid crosses, one in memory of Mrs. W. H.
Clapp, composed of azaleas, tea roses and ca
in memory of Mr.and Mrs. John
P. Boyd.
In the centre was a vase of magni
ficent calla lilies in memory of Rev. Dr. Nichols.
Stretched across the table was a wreath

melias,and

8T.

attended many were unable to obtain
seats. The 10.30 a. m. service was rendered extremely interesting by the confirmation of
twenty persons by Bishop Neely. This service
occupied so much time that the Bishop omitted the regular sermon, making instead, a few
remarks appropriate to the day. The music

largely

was very good, though not so perfect as that of
last year, the organ being out of order, At the
afternoon service a number of children receivthe rites of baptism. The chief feature of the
evening service was the Easter anthem‘‘Now is
The floral
Christ Bisen” by Walter Goold.

decorations offthe church were very beautiful,
many of the flowers having been sent from
Boston.
The altar bore an exquisite wreath of white
rosebuds, while the reredot was decorated with
a dark background of evergreen,
from the
midst of which shone the golden cross, nearly
hidden beneath red rosebuds and azalias, and
surrounded by groups of lillies; the effect of
their dazzling white upon the sombre back-

ground being that of gleams of light radiating
from the cross, Over the pulpit was a large
cross of white roses, white carnations, lielio
trope, smilax and passion vine; this, together
with an exquisite one of white camelias, white
azalias and smilax placed upon the litany desk,
Mattie Davis. The
with
covered
was
front
ground-pine, smilax, Spanish moss, and a profusion of the choicest flowers, among which
Over the font
were a number of Easter lilies.
was an anchor composed of crimson and white
azalias, and white camelias placed there in
were

in

memory of Miss
of the
pulpit

memory of Miss A. C. Moulton.
The font, itself, was a mass of rare,
and beautiful flowers placed there in memory
of Mrs. Lucy Shepley.
The credence table was dressed in an elegant

appropriate manner, with evergreen, lilies,
white azalias and red oleander blossoms, which
were a tribute to the memory of Miss Gertrude
Barrett. The Chancel rail was heavily laden

and

profusion of choice flowers, set in a
mass of evergreen, giving a rich and pleasing
effect Depending from the organ, and directly over the Bishop’s chair was a large basket
with

one

of evergreen with calla lillies entwiued, giving
On either side of the communion
a fine effect.
table were arranged large numbers of small tables containing memorial wreaths and croses to
which were attached the names of Mrs. J. N.
Winslow, J. F. Miller and David Stillings, the
deceased sexton. There was also a beautiful
one furnished by Mrs. Fessenden in memory of
child. A large number of wreaths, crosses
In front
and baskets had no names attached.
of the table was a large English ivy trained into a cross and a large basket of choice flowers
and buds, to be presented to Mr. and Mrs. Phelan. Over the centre aisle was a wreath of evergreen suspended from the gallery. A large
and beautifully framed wreath of green was
twined around the front of the organ and

a

beautiful hand bouquets adorned each side of
the organists seat’s. In the centre ofjthe organ
was a finely arranged lyre composesed of flowIt was the crowning glory
ers of many colors.
of the decorations. The view on entering the
house was very fine.
In
afternoon a children’s service was
holden, the Sabbath schools of the First Palish
and Preble chapel uniting.
The exercises began by the reading of the service, “I am the
resurrection and the life,” by the pastor. Singing by the children of the Preble street chapel,
directed by Mr. Jordan, was followed by the
reading of scripture, and by prayer. An Easter
hymn was then sung, the singing being directed by Mrs. Wetherbee. A simple and appropriate discourse to the children on the life

beyond was delivered by the pastor. The yearly offering of the First Parish School was presented to Rev. Mr. Phelan by Dr. Hill. Mr.
Phelan responded very happily. The Easter
carol, music by Kotzschmar, was then sung by
the First Parish School. The singing was followed by the presentation of flowers to Rev.
Mr. Phelan,the Preble street pastor,and to Mr.

Jordan, the leader in singing. A little boy of
the Preble chapel school presented flowers to
Mr. Brown, the capable and efficient Superintendant. in behalf of the school. After this
bouquets from the First Parish Shool were
given to each member of the Preble street
school. The benediction was then pronounced
by Rev. Dr. Hill. In the evening Vesper services were held. The following was the music:
Gloria from Krauser, arranged by KotzHark! the song of Jubileee, arranged by Kotzschmar from Handel; The son
of men was delivered into the hands of sinful

a

filled with flowers and draped with the delicate
Spanish moss. The decorations of St. Luke’s
differed from the majority of the churches of
consisted
the city, in that they largely
of red and white flowers combined, which are

emblematical, the white of purity and the red
of the passion—these colors being thereby rendered more suitable than any others for Easter.
PARK STREET CHURCH.

The services at Park street church were more
connected with the Sunday School,
and the discourse was adapted for and directed
to the children. Mr. Buck gave them a clear
and graphic accountof the origin and meaning

particularly

of Easter observances, and the lessons of the
occasion from the text “If je then be risen
with Christ,seek those things which are above.”
(Col. 3. 1.) The music was furnished in part

by the children, who sang, among other things,
beautiful Easter hymB, by a young lady of
the Suuday School,set to music by Kotzschmar.
The music by the choir and Mrs. Blanchard,
organist, was very fine, consisting of Dudley
Buck’s “The Lord is King,” Barnard’s chant,
‘Tis Easter, bright Easter,” The
the hymns
spring, the gladsome spring,” and “God is
Love and God is Life.” closing with Mozart’s
a

“Lift your Glad Voices.”
The floral display was not extensive, but was
very elegant On each side and in front of th'e
pulpit, —which was festooned with smilax,—
On the stand in
was a handsome boaquet.

several elaborate baskets and boquets.
ST. PAUL’S CHURCH.
Appropriate services for the great festival of
Easter were held. The decorations were not
elaborate, but beautifully arranged. The altar
was gracefully wreathed with smilax; on the
super altar were bouquets of fresh flowers. A
large white cruss stood in the chancel,wreathed
with ivy and flowers. On the arms were the
words in evergreen letters. “Christ is risen.”
The font was adorned with bright flowers and
Easter lillies. There were several memorial
wreaths, crosses and bouquets. In memoriatn
of the late paster, (by several members of the
parish), was a cross of lovely white immortelles
Beneath the
wreathed with delicate fern.
cross hung a basket of Easter lilies filled with
heliotiope lying on a bed of white and scarlet
azalias—English daisies forming the base. The
whole was beautiful in contrast and elegant in
appearance.
The rector gave an excellent sermon on the
Goold’s anthem and
resurrection of Christ.
English quadruple chant “Te Deum,” Gloria
Tibi in D, Kyrie Eleisou in B 6, were well ren-

St.

Peter,

music

by J.

Choral, Jesus my Redeemer lives,
leter; Te Deum. Laudamus, music
-'Iar<i'. Chant, Lord’s Prayer; Hymn,
^
Ye V'-'er
faithful souls who Jesus
know, mus e, Old
iomSt.

Hundred.

STATE STREET
CHURCH

The pastor, Rev. E. Y. Hi
neks, preached i n
the morning from Matt.xviii.ls, 10 and
17. His
subject was the late council at Brooklyn and its
work. He thought the results of that council
marked a new era in Congregationalism. The
churches of Revs. Buddington aud Storrs were
Two important
sustained in their position.

principles were decided, namely,first
member

cannot

a

Congre-

withdraw

gational church
from the church as he can from a club; but
that church membership makes a firm boud
which cannot be severed except by a method
Second
similar to that described in the text.
the

fellowship of Congregational

affirmed.

churches was

While each and every church is
clothed with the power of self government all
the churches of the land are bound together by
a bond
offellowship aud have certain powers
of vi hich they cannot be
deprived. He thought
the council and its decision gave Congregationalism a new lease of life.

happy thought

—

■

The Color Guard.—The last rehearsal of
the Military Drama of the Color Guard will
take place to night and the first public presentation will take plaee at City Hall Tuesday evening, when it is expected that a large audience
will assure the members of Post Boswortb that
their attempts to please the public are appreciated. We are informed that the company
has so industriously worked up the play that it
will be performed even better than last fall.
Mr. Collins, who sustains the leading part, has
been engaged in that character all wiDter.
Those who saw the play in November will recall his inimitable personation of the Dutch
recruit.
The sale of reserved seats will begin to day
at Stockbridge’s for the floor and at S. E. Sturgis & Co.’s, junction of Congress and Free
street for tbe gallery.
We again bespeak for the boys a good house
Personal.—Madame Demurest is visiting
her daughter, Miss Vienna Demorest, in Deer-

ing.
Geo. E. B. Jackson, Esq
and wife, G. A.
and family of this city, Capt. Robert McManus, Mrs. E. E. Thompson, and Simon Whitmore of Brunswick,
sailed in the
Circassian Saturday.
Mr. Gunn has arrived and is drilling the Busworth Post, for the Color Guard.

Susskraut,

Movements.—The Allan mail
steamer Circassian, Capt. Ritchie, sailed Saturday for Liverpool, with 32 cabin and 23 steerSteamer

passengers.
Tbe mail steamer Prussian, Capt. Dutton, arrived from Liverpool, Saturday morning, with
43 cabin and 268 steerage passengers. She had
a very rough passage.
The purser has our
thanks for late files of English papers.
age

Bridge Burned.—About Dine o’clock last
evening Martin’s Point Bridge, from the Marine Hospital to Falmouth Foreside, was discovered to '>6 on fire, aud in a short time it
was totallv consumed.
This bridge has been
built but

a

short ti me and the loss is

a

heavy

one.

dered.

______________

FREE STREET.

At the FreeSt. Church the only floral decoration
large boquet on the desk, and this was
rather a compliment to the pastor than a compliance with the custom of the day. Froe
Street had a grief of its own, for it was generally understood that Rev. Dr. Small, who
during bis pastorate of six years has endeared
himself to his people by those qualities of head
was a

and heart which have won respect wherever he
is known, would take farewell of his congregation. The house was crowded during the day
and evening.
The morning service opened with the Easter
morning hymn, “Christ, the Lord, is tisen to-

niRCELLANEUDS

NOTICES.

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlos
circle. The number for the ensuing week har
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall and D. Wentworth, 337 Congress, corner of Oak street.
The verdict of the ladies is in favor of Eureka Silk.
All our best prints 10 cents; best American
ginghams 12Jc, and a good sheeting slightly
damaged selling very cheap
P. M. Frost.
aplleod 3t

day.”

Dr. Bennett is at the Falmouth for a limited time—School of Philosophy every even
mch21tf.
ing.

pastoral relations.

For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq
Press office.
jel4-dtf

The pastor preached a suggestive practical sermon trora 2d Corinthians, v-14, “For
the love of Christ constraineth us.” But a passing allusion was made to the dissolution of
In the afternoon a number of persons were
received into the cbnrch by letter. Among the
number were two Swedes from New Sweden,
whose credentials were in their native tongue.
No sermon was preached, the pastor contenting himself with an exposition of the covenant.
In the evening the farewell discourse was
preached. Dr. Small spoke of the pleasant relations which had existed between himself and
his people, and said that nothing bat a convlc
tion of duty induced him to sunder them. He
never felt their kindness more strongly than on
this occasion of leaving. He had been asked
by maDy of his congregation what they could
do for him. The greatest favor which they
could confer upon him would be to extend the
same strong support to his successor that they
had vouchsafed to him.
The parting words
were simple and brief, but the audience were
deeply affected.
CHESTNUT STREET.

At Chestnut Street Church the decorations
A beautiful
were fine, though not elaborate.
of white flowers was placed in the centre
of the pulpit front, and the pulpit was adorned
with bouquets and trimmed with evergreen.
There were several memorial offeri ngs. Above
the cross was a star of white flowers in memory of Ernest M. Ross. On the right was a
beautiful bouquet, entirely of white flowers, a
memorial of Hiss Lizzie Nichols. To the left
was a bouquet, similar iu character, in memory
cross

of Mrs. Granville M. Gross.
The pastor, Rev. Mr. Jones, preached a
strong and suggestive sermon, appropriate to
the day, from Mark xvi, 9, “Now wneu Jesus
was risen early the first day of the week,
He
appeared first to Mary Magdalene, out of
whom he had cast seven devils.” The preacher
dwelt upon the significance of the appearance
first to woman, through whose fault the fall of
man came about.

schmar; Hymn.

from Oratorio of
men^I aine;
K.

Goldsmith Centennial.—It was a I
They set forth that the passage and approval
: of any ac' to increase the issue of irredeemable
ou the part of the gentlemen inpaper money would be a deliberate violation of
terested, to observe the hundredth anniversary a sacred pledge.
of the decease of the poet Goldsmith, on SatThat the refusal of Congress to apply the
urday evening last. The object was to take ad- surplus revenues of the past few years to “the
redemption of the United States notes in coin”
vantage of the occasion to awaken a recollec- has
converted one of the most dangerous weaption of one of the purest and sweetest of Enons of war into an instrument of injustice and
glish poets. Reception hall presented a new oppression in a time of profound peace.
That it has continued and aggravated the
the
appearance, the rostrum being placed on
evils of uncertainty aud wide flunctions in valMyrtle street side, aud the settees arranged in ues which an irredeemable currency always
semi-circular form
an
arrangement which brings and has led directly to the financial ills
which it is now sought to cure by fresh issues
worked admirably, aud will make that hall
of the currency which caused them.
much more conveuient for similar gatherings,
That tuese members of Congress who have
Hon. Charles W. Goddard presided with his
voted for the pending currency measures have
the
of
thereby assai led the credit and the good name
usual grace. After stating the object
of the
country, cast new dishonor upon its
meeting, an appropriate prayer was offered by unredeemed
promises and inflicted a gnevious
Rev. Hr. Shailer. Judge Goddard then gave
wrong upon the people.
as PaPer
some general biographical remarks on the pomoney sustained only by an
et’s life and works, and concluded by introduc- indefinite promise is the speculators and not
the people's currency aud the evils of a new ising Edward H. Elwell, Esq., of the Transcript, sue will fall chiefly upon the producing secwho certainly entertained the audience very tions while its delusive and
temporaty advantages will be siezed by the great commercial
agreeably in a review of the career and writ- cities
and centres of free capital, and re|»el in
ings of the poet, delivered in a couversational the name of Boston and New
England the inmauner, aud imbued with a just and kindly sinuation that our hostility in the pending
spirit. He spoke with enthusiasm of Gold- measures by which we can profit at the expense
of ethers, arises from self interest.
smith’s apartments in Temple Bar—that green
That as inflation always raises wages, any
old
of
stone
and
of
brick
oasis in the desert
further issue of currency would specially inchurch
spire every man and womau dependent upon a
London, and to his grave in Temple
the citizens of Boston confiyard, and the monument in Westminster Ab- salary, aud that
dently appeal to President Grant to veto any
bey, all of which he has visited.
aud every bill which violates the pledge which
John Neal, Esq., was next introduced, aud he made it his first official act to approve.
The resolutions also provide for committee to
gave some just observations ou poetry in genera memorial to the President embracing
al, and the character of that of Goldsmith in prepare
the sentiment of the meeting.
particular, which he characterized as possessSpeeches were made by several gentlemen,
ing the true poetical expression and permanent including H. P. Kidder, Esq., Hon. P. A. Collins, Henry Lee, Esq., E. B. Haskell of the
interest and value. He stated incidentally that
Boston Herald.
he is now over eighty years of age, and had
Edward Atkinson, Esq., said there was one
enjoyed the acquaintance of many literary simple way to solve the difficulty. It needs
only for Congress to make the legal tender
men of the past two generations, both in Eunotes convertible at the will of the holder into
giand and America, including Jeremy Ben- a bond bearing interest and then to enact that
tham, our own Washington Irving, the genial they shall not be a legal tender for any contract
biograDher of Oliver Goldsthitb, and others. A entered into after a certain date in the not very
distant future. Then the only obstacle to spe
thorough criticism of the “Vicar of Wakefield” cie
resumption on the part of the people would
was given, a work which he pronounced one of
be removed.
the very best in the English language.
He alThe resolutions were passed by acclamation
and the meeting adjourned.
so gave some brief recitations of choice pasThe Senatorial Question.
sages in GoMsmith’s poems, evincing a power
Boston, April 4.—Ti.e tenth ballot for Unitof memory truly wonderful for a man of bis
ed States Senator as follows;
Whole number
The beautiful poem entitled “The
years.
of votes, 250; necessary for a choice, 128;
M.
E.
Hermit” was then read by Mrs.
Roberts, Dawes, 88; Hoar, 75; Curtis, 64; Adams, 13;
Banks, 5; Pierce, 2; Whittier, Phillips aud Exin her usual happy style, and met as it deservMayor Gaston, 1 each. The convention aded, the hearty approval of the audieDce. It journed
until Monday.
in former
was mentioned that she had kuown
The Nutter Eulogy.
of
years a niece of the poet, a lady
talent, poApril 29th has been fixed upon for the eulogy
etic force and many accomplishments, who upon Charles Sumner by Senator Schurz in
Music Hall. Mayor Cobb will preside. Wendied in New York.
dell
will introduce the orator and a
EdgarS. Brown, Esq., and Mr. Thwing poemPhillips
by O. W. Holmes will be read.
delivered the epilogue “She stoops to conquer”
Pence.
in a pleasing manner. A choice extract from
The contract settling all business difficulties
“The Traveller” was given by Miss Annie between the Boston & Maine and Eastern
Willey of the Portland High School. Avery railroads, upon a satisfactory basis, was signed
beautiful poem from “London Society,” rela- to-day.
Secretary Richardson to ifesign.
t’ve to the last days and death of Goldsmith,
The Boston Evening Journal of Saturday
read by Mr. J. J. W. Reeves, fittingly consays: “It is currently reported that Secretary
cluded the pleasant evening’s entertainment.
Biehardson has secured his
passage for Europe
in a
leaving about the middle of May.
Altogether the occasion was mest enjoyable, It is steamer
also stated that he proposes connecting
and profitable, and worthy of pleasant memohimself with a foreign banking house."
The following despatch is called forth by sevry. It was notably successful, gotten up js it
eral published statements to the effect that
was hastily amid the distracting engagements
Judge Hoar is an enemy of the late Senator
of Easter eve.
Sumner’s civil rights bill;
The

LUKE'S CATHEDRAL.

The handsome floral decorations of this
church, and the imposing and interesting services of the day, attracted large numbers of
people, beside the regular congregation; the
10.30 a. m. and the 7 p. m. services being so

front was a beautifully arranged basket containing forget-me-nots, heliotropes, double geraniums, roses, mignonette and ivy, in memory
of Arthur Howard Brown, a memorial vase to
Willie King, a vase of lilies of the valley, and

Greater love hath no man known.
Greater vict’ry ne’er was won;
Love that hallowed Christmas Day,
Victory hall’wing Easter Morn.

Glrria, Alleluia, Credo, Haec Dies, Sanctus,
Benedictus, Agnus Dei, Deo GratiusT and the
closing Voluntary
In the evening another very large congrega-

Voluntary.

the streams

all.
The preacher then proceeded to give a simple
recital of the incidents attending the passion
and the resurrection of Jesus. He closed by
exhorting his hearers to look forward joyfully
to the resurrection from the death of the body,
and to the life that is everlasting.

opening Voluntary, Kyrie

tion was in attendance at the celebration of the
Pontifical Vespers. The services were grand
and impressive. The music consisted of a
Voluntary by Verling, Domine Dixit, Laudate,
Puero, Laudate Domine, Haec Dies, Magnificat from Mozart’s 12th Mass, Regina Coeli,
Silutoris, Tantum ergo, Laudate, and a closing

bursting forth,

from their icy fetters and go coursing to the
sea.
We are all familiar with these signs of
spring, yet each of them is as great a miracle
Neither can
as that the dead shall rise again.
be explained, yet both are true. The resurrection of Jesus is the seal of his authority, and
the great central point of our religion. As a
commemoration of that resurrection, Easter
must ever he a festival of great interest to

NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH.

On account of the vacation of the pastor,
Rev. Mr, Hayden, just come to an end, the
New Jerusalem Church was not decorated with
floral offerings. The sacrament of the communion was observed, and a communion serpreached by the pastor.

mon

CONGRESS STREET M. E. CHURCH.

Congress street M. E. church was handsomely though not extensively decorated with lilies

and other flowers, and the desk was trimmed
with evergreen.
The pastor, Rev, Mr. Pitblado, intended to preach an Easter sermon, but
was so ill as to be unable to conduct the service.
A social meeting was held in the morning.
Street
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Portland Water
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BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
Postal Changes.
have been ordered for Maine:
Postmasters appointed—
Wirkworth S. Allen, S. Cormia Centre, Penobscot county; Eben Lancaster, E. Bcwdoinham,
The

following pystal changes

Tilton A.

Elliot, Monroe
Centre, Waldo county; Josiah Gould, Mouticella, Aroostook county.
Sagadahoc county;

MASSACHUSETTS.
Anti-Inflation.
Large

and Enthusiastic

in Boston.

meeting

Boston, April 4.—The anti-iofiation mass
meetirg in Faneuil Hall, which is still draped
in mourning for Charles Sumner, this evening,
drew together an audience which filled the
"old cradle of liberty
almost to sverflowing,
composed of all classes of business men from
tbe merchant to the mechanic, aud numbering
some 3000 persons.
The meeting was enthusiastic and unanimous in sentiment aud is the
protest of tbe busiuess community of New
Englaud against any further issue of irredeemable paper money.
Hon. Wm. Gray, a prominent merchant and
capitalist, presided, and a list of vice presidents
was read, chiefly
composed of such men as
Charles Francis Adams, Beuj. R. Curtis, Robert C. Winthrop, Geo. Tyler Bigelow, Wm.
Amory, J. Wiley Edmunds, E. R. Mudge, Geo.
O. Hovey, Franklin Haven and John Quincy
Adams.
E. W. Kingsley, esq., called the meeting to
order, read the list of officers and made some
eulogistic remarks about the chairmau, which
was well received.
Hon. Wm. Gray said they had met to take
council together upon the observance of the
public faith. He adverted to the first legal
tender act and the subsequent action of Massa
chusetts and Congress down to March 1809,
when the United States solemnly pledged "its
faith to make provision at the earliest practicable period for the redemption of U. S. notes
in coin.” More than five years have since
elapsed and Congress has lamentably failed to
uphold the public faith. Now it is proposed to
increase the legal temder Issues to 8400,000,000.
The legal tender acts could bo sustained only
as war measures to preserve he
government,
but by the proposed legislation Congress would
assume the power to enlarge the amount of
currency at any time and to any extent.
A sound currency is tbe great demand of the
labor of the couutry upon the government, and
it is the great office of the government to place
its stamp upon the coin of the country attesting its worth for commercial purposes, and it
should never issue oue dollar of paper money.—
So long as government paper is dishonored and
unpaid there can be no return to specie payments, and we appeal to the President to uphold the public faith.
Vicksburg is not and
will not be forgotten, and he who led our troops
to victory can protect us from defeat, aud we
confidently rely upon him to exercise bis constitutional veto to preserve us from the threatened calamity of an unlimited issue of irredeemable paper money.
We appeal to the people of the country who
hold in their own band, in a large measure its
future destiuy. We appeal alike to the North
aud South, to tbe East aud the West to keep
inviolate the public faith. We will write up"The
ou our banners, never to be erased off,
public fai.b, it must aud shall be preserved.”
George B. Blake, Jr., of the banking house of
Blake Bros., after a short speech, presented the
resolutions.

J1!?1.

Washington, April 1, 1874.
To Joshua E. Smith, esq., Boston.
Before Mr. Sumner’s death he told me that
Judge Hoar agreed with him in favor of the
civil rights bill. Judge Hear told me the same
in conversation to-day and confirms it. I hope
we may have him in the
Senate to complete
Sumner’s work.
John M. S. Williams.
Raised Collaterals.
At the second meeting of the creditors of
James A. Coe, held to day, additional claims
were published amounting to $80,000, all secured by “raised” collaterals. A third meeting will be shortly held.
Easier.
Boston, April 5.—At many of the churches
to-day, Easter Sunday was observed by appropriate services, elaborate floral decorations and
the best of vocal and instrumental music.
These attractions and the clear bright sunshine
drew large audiences.
NEW YORK.
An Important Decision.
New York, April 4.—The Telegram sa.vs it
is reported that the forthcoming decision of the
Court of Commou Pleas in relation to the Police Justice auestion, has been agreed upon,
and on Wednesday the old justices will be reinstated in their old positions, in accordance
with the law. This is highly important, as all
the couvictions uuder the new regime must be
decided illegal. Hence all the prisoners at
present in durance who were convicted before
the justices must be released.

Pugnacious Senators.
An exciting scene occurred in the Senate legislature yesterday, when Senator Gross of New
York charged Senator Jacobs of Brooklyn, another Democrat, with being at the bottom qf
the local jobs before the Senate. Jacobs demanded an apology or be should bold his assailant to a personal accountability. Gross rejoined that he should take back nothing. A
personal encounter i° anticipated.
Tweed is not Trea-ed as a Prisoner.
At a meeting of the Commissioners of Charities yesterday, the report that Tweed was ireated otherwise thau as a prssoner at Blackwell
Islaud received full confirmation.
Commissioner Laimber submitted a communication, In
which he says that on visiting the upper part of
the prison edifice last Monday, “1 saw Mr.
Tweed comiug from the room furnished aud
occupied by him, through the sew ng room of
the women, and going .y the hospital. Inquiring of Warden Liscombe I found that Tweed
has a room od the second floor of ti e centre
building, luxuriously furnished, which be occupies and in which he receives visilors. I went
to the room,found Wm. Dewey and Tweed’s son
This is not as it should lie. Without a keeper,
witbiu fifty fettof the frontdoor of the principal entrance, any man could have gone out of
a door unlocked without a possibility of detec
The warden has gone beyond his duty
tiou.
in having the room so near the frout door,
furnished, without the order of this board.
Commissioner Stern stated in the presence of
the warden that he instructed the warden to do
as he has done in this respect,
and I, therefore must protest against any Commissioner
taking any such resposibility as would implicate this board if any escepe should take place.
Mr. Laimber offered a resolution that in the
future no such provisions should be made for
prisoners without an order of the board or a
majority of the members, and that the room at
present occupied by Tweed be abolished and
the warden instructed to remove the furniture
The resolution with the com
from it once.
munication, on motion of Conimissionern Stern,
was laid ou the
table, Commissioner Laimber
voting in the negative and Commissioners Stern
and Bowen in the affirmative.
Commissioner Laimber also offered resolutions of inquiry whether Tweed’s was a proper
case for hospital treatment and by whose order
the warden permitted him to have the room referred to, both of which were negatived by a
similar vote. The subject will come up again
to-morrow.
Various flatten.
Twenty-six members were dropped from the
rolls of Plymouth church last evening.
The discharged strikers of the oil works in
East Brooklyn continue together in gangs
about the buildings, tbreatming the new employes, who keep together in going and comiug
from work to repel an attack. Tne employed
from New York are conveyed to and from in a
steamer chartered for the purpose.

Robbery.
Utica, April 5.—The drug and grocery store
of Comstocks Bros, was eutered by burglars
this morning. The vault and safe inside were
broken open and $150 in money aud $20,800 in railroad, telegraph, bank and Utica Park
Association bonds taken.

j Fortj -Third

Congress—First Session.
HOUSE.

Washington. April 4.
Mr Butler of Mass., asked leave to
report

from the Judiciary Committee a bill to prevent
maladministration in the civil service of the
United States by officers against whom impeachments has been presented.
The bill provides that whoever being a civil
officer of the United States, except the President or Vice President, shall be impeached for
high crimes and misdemeanors by the House of
Representatives, shall theieupon be suspended
from all functions and authority vested in him
by virtue of bis office, until he shall be discharged from such impeachment by a judgment
by the Senate or by the withdrawal of such impeachment by the House of Representatives.
The second section provides that tht duties, jurisdiction and powers of every suspended officer
during the term of such suspension shall he exercised by any other officer authorizea by law,
to exercise the functions of the office. On the
resignation, death or inability of such civil officer, or in case no provision is made bylaw.it
authorizes the President to appoint an officer to
perform the duties of such suspended officer,
and to receive the salary and emoluments belonging to the office.
Mr. G. F. Hoar of Mass., asked whether the
bill included Judges of the Supreme Court.
Mr. Butler replied that it did, aud it was reported in view of certain judges. The Judicia
ry Committee had now before it charges against
three judges, involving their houesty, the integrity of their judicial administration and
It was a great
their fitness of character.
scandal that an impeached officer should continue to exercise the functions of the office.
Mr. G. F. Hoar suggests that the bill should
be set down lor some time in the future. It
presen is a very grave aud constitutional question iudeed.
Mr. Butler had no objection to that, and suggested that day fortnight,
Mr Morey of Louisiana, objected to the bill

being reported.

Mr. Butler to Mr. Morey—That will not save
Durell.
Mr. Morey—If you want to impeach Durell,
do it directly, not indirectly.
Mr. Butler—I do not want to do it indirect-

lyObjection being made, the bill
ported to the House.

Treasury

Balance*.

following are the Treasury balances toCurrency, $4,066,124; special deposit of

day
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit, $52,160,000; coin, $87,360,160, iucluding
Coin certificates $37,177,100; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.
Internal revenue receipts to-dav, $524,197; for
the mouth, $1,301,131; for the fiscal year to
National hank circulation
date, $74,718,681.
outstanding $349,071,057.
American Tract Society.
The Washington annual meeting of the

friends of tbe American Tract Society, was
held in the First Presbyterian Church this evening. Associate Justice Strong of the United
States Supreme Court, Piesident, presided.
John E. Vassar, Gen. Gordon of Ga., aud Dr.
Rankin delivered addresses.
The receipts for the year were $566,629; expenditures $564,710. The donations and legacies were $116,873.
The Inflation!*!* Despondent.
New York, April 4.—A Washington special
says the leading inflationists in the Senate admit they have lost ground during the past four
days, and will not be able to obtain all the inflation they demand.
No Veto.
Washington despatches to Wall stree t say
that prominent Senators assert that the President will not interpose his veto on either Senate or House bill recommending $400,000,000
legal teuder notes and the same amount of national bank notes.
miraculous Escape.
San Francisco, April 5,—Mons. Barbier’s
balloon “Leo Ecours,” made an ascension yesterday afternoon from Woodward’s Gardens,
When nearly over the town of San Ledro, 600
feet in air, the balloon collapsed, sank and
struck the ground with great force. The car
containing lour men and two ladies, was dragged 300 yards. No lives were lost. All were
injured more or less, but none seriously.

Tbe bark director of St. John, N. B., arrived
Gloucester, Mass., Saturday, having the
crew of the Nova Scotia
ship Burmah which
was
Tbe captain of tbe
abandaned at sea.
Burmah reports passing Feb. 3d a vessel bottom up.
She had a single bottom painted
black aud had the appearance of a vessel of 300
at

or

400 tons.

re-

Judiciary Committee.
ane c/ommiuee

rose at 3

o clock

ami

forty private bills, more than half of
were pension bills, which were passed.

ed

reportwhich

The House then resumed the consideration of
the currency bill aud was addressed by Mr.
Kelly of Pennsylvania iu opposition to the bill
and iu favor of 3.65 bonds, the bill introduced
by him. He regarded the pending bill as
frought with greatdanger to the country. Its
title was delusive. It was represented in the
title as proposing to establish free banking.
He was in favor of free banking and therefore
he was opposed to this bill which sought to extend the monopoly of the banking system,
which already bad become so odious to the
country. Tbe bill was delusive in promising
free banking and in promising to increase the
The
volumeof circulation by making it free.
South and West were In no condition to buy
bonds in a speculative market, as they would
have to do in order to establish banks.
If
this bill passed they were in no better condition to do so now than they had been for tbe
last four years, and if new banks were established under this bill in tbe South and West it
would be by capitalists and capital now East
of the Hudson, they would represent absenteisrn which would be as fatal to the industry
and prosperity of those sections as the English
bondholders in Ireland had Deen fatal to the
prosperity of that nnhappy island.
Passing on to the question of bank curreney
be argued that the power to issue money was
iu tbe altitude of national sovereignty and
could not be delegated without danger to tbe
government and to tbe people, especially to the
current trade aud commerce of the country.
He maintained that the proposition that the
paper omitted by the government should be
based upon tbe taxable oroperty and taxable
power of the couutry and that a government
issue promising to pay specie would be frought
with the same delusive snares that the bank
promises to do impossible things were frought

with-

Mr. Kelley’s positions were criticised by
Messrs. Burcbard, aud Merrimon, tbe latter
urging that tbe banks stood ready to-day to
take $150,000,000 of the 3.65 bonds and that if
a panic came on they would send them to the
Treasury for redemption and thus swamp tbe
government io insolvency.
Mr. Butler of Massachusetts replied to Mr.
Merriam’s objections and sustained the 3 65
bond proposition. He proposed that the American greenback should be as productive as
the averag. gold dollar of the world, as its
holder aud he could always get 3.65 per cent,
interest for it when he could get uo more.
That was how he tested tbe value of money.
He hail heard a good deal of talk about redeemable currency but there was as much
sense iu talking about a redeemable yard stick
or quart pot.
Mr. Willard asked, why should the paper
dollar he made a legal tender between individuals?
Butler—Because that has always been the
office of money truni the time when among the
Romans sheep were a legal lender whence the
Mr. Maynard suggested that another explanation was that the hgure of a sheep was
stamped on Romau gold coin.
Mr. Burleigh of Maine asked Mr Butler
about the effect of adding $44,000,000 to currency.
Mr. Butler replied that he had not examined
the question but that the iucrease was only
one torty-second part of the whole issue aud he
thought no man would cousider his whiskey
mucbdiluted if be had only oue forty secoud
The fallacy of all
part of water added to it
the talk about an irredeemable paper currrncy
was illustrated in the experiences of late
panics, when all the railroad and telegrapuic
stock, of the country depreciated thirty or
forty per cent., while this depreciated paper
currency crept up to within live per cent, of
gold aud the people hugged it and kept it anu
would eveu have kept bank rags because they
we.e redeemable in greenbacks.
After further colloquy between Messrs. Burleigh and Butler, the House adjourned.
Ae Old

Farmer Killed with

a

Billiard

Cue.

Cincinnati, April 5.—A
despatch from
Blufftowu, Ind., says that last night PbilliD
Jones, an old farmer, tried to make peace between a party of roughs who were quarreling

over a game of billiards in tbe drinking saloon
that has not yielded to the women’s movement.
One of the rowdies, Benj. Field, struck Jones
ou the head with a
billiard cue, crushing his
skull, He kicked him iu the face when .down,
and then fled. Joues died soon alter. The excitement over tbe affair is intense.
Fxcit-meat at ill. Veraon, O.
At Ml. Vernon, O., the Mayor attempted to
enforce an ordnauce, ana ordered the crusaders
removed from the front of a grocery. A crowd
of men and women interfered, and prevented
the removal of the box. The affair occasioned
excitement, aud fears are entertained of serious
disturbance.

Indian Allairs.
H. Smith, one of
tbe Indian Comirissioners reached here to-day
from the Red Cloud Agency. The other three
commissioners have returned to the Spotted
Tail agency, Mr. Smith says the actual number of whites killed siuce Jau. 1st by Indians is
six. Tbe troops at both ageucies have been unmolested, and at tbe Spotted Tail ageucy especially friendly relations with ludiaus exist.
The Commissioners held several councils at
both agencies with hopeful results.
About
6000 Ogallalla, Sioux,
and CheArrapaboes,
yennes have registered and remain at Ked
Cloud agency, and about 4000 Frul-Brul Sioux
are at Spotted Tail agency and expected to register ucxt week. The Commissioners say tbe
situation has been critical, but the published

Chevenne, April 4.-F.

were exaggerated.
Reports from other sources say the Commissioners have seen nothing but old ratiou-eaters.

statements

aud that as soou as g
will resume hostilities.

grows, the Indians

ass
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PROBABILITIES FOR

The

not

On motion of Mr. Wilson in the House tothat
the Speaker's
day, it was ordered
warrant be issued to the Sergeant-at-Arms,
commanding him to attach the person of G. H.
Patrick of Montgomery, Ala., aud bring him
before the House lor contempt, in omitting and
refusing to obey a subpoena to appear before the

WASHINGTON.
Our Indian Ward*.
Washington,
April 4.—The Ipdian agent at
Bed Cloud agency reports there are 4000 Sioux
and 63
Arrapahoes enrolled at that plaoe, and
that Black Lewis, a Nosbite Ogallala, desires
peace. Red Cloud has apologized for his hostile speech on Christmas, and made atonement
therefor.

was

THE NEXT
HOURS

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal *
>
Officer, Washington, I). C.,
April 4, S.00 (P. V.))
For New Euglaud
weather will prevail with
on Monday,
cloudy
rain aud suow and fresh to brisk winds veering
west.
and
the
south
to

IT o _K h: 1 C4 n
More Favorable

Report*.

Calcutta, April A—Reports fpjiu the famine districts show continued improvement in
the general situation. The authorities are now
in condition to hope that the difficulties are
over, except in the north-eastern portion o?
Tirpoot, where over 500;000 persons are yet
dependent upon the government for food.
The spring crop has yielded well except in

Tirpoot.

The War in Spain.
Bayonne, April 4.—Active operations have
been resumed in front of Bilboa, with the bombardment of Abanto, on toe 3d inst., by the republican forces. Previous to that date there
Marshal
had been no fighting since March 8.
Serrauo is reorganizing Ins forces and the Carlists are doing everything to strengthen their
positions. Gen. Tristamy is reported to have
of GOO resurprised and captured a detachmeut Barcelona
publicans near Callao, 145 miles from
The surprise was so complete that the republicans surrendered without fighting.
Cuban New*.

Havana, April5.—Arcnbishop Llonente has
arrived at Cieufuegos. The Vose says he was
ordered to this ;ity. The papal adherents continue to manifest opposition to the Archbishop.
Several bauks refuse to receive American
gold at 5 per cent, prein. as ordered by the govThe refusal will keep specie away
ernment.
from the Island and increase the depreciation
of the currency momentarily arrested by heavy
arrivals of American gold.
The Cuban

War.

New York, April 4.—Havaua advices represent the recent engagement near Puerto Principe as the severest during the insurrection,
and the insurgents are believed to have gamed
the advantage, though both sides claim the
v’etory. The Spaniards had 3000 meu engaged
aud are reported to have lost 40 officers iu killed and wouuded alone. Tue M sctiete used by
the Cubans proved very destructive.
The insurgent leader, Maceo, with 800 men, has
burned Manibon, and is now threatening the
valleys of Guantauao and the sugar estates in
the neighborhood.
British Claim*.
Henry Howard, late agent of Her Majesty’s
government aud British Mixed Cemmission will

disburse the money awarded
by it to the British claimauts, a little less than a million dolwhich
sum
is to be paid
lars,
by the United
States to the British government
by the aitli of
neat September. The amount thus to
be disbursed is included in the estimates of the Department of State. The husiuew of the commission was closed to the entire
satisfaction of
all its members.
miWOR TtCLKORAlB.
A dwelling house was burned in
Belmont,N
H., Friday night, owned by David Sawyer and
occupied by tenants. Loss $5000; uninsured.
Fifty mule spinuers at the Dwight mill in
Springfield, have struck for the wages paid
them nefore the panic.
The report ot the committee of 100 to investigate the management of the city government
of Newark, N. J., asserts that gross frauds and
irregularities have been committed in giving
contracts and in various other ways, and recommends
calling a people’s convention to secure a new administration of affaire
It is stated that the sale at auction of the
Mount Clair Railroad will not affect the validity of the first aud second mortgage bonds.
The postal agreement between the United
States and Japan has been ratified by Japan.
George Brown of Halifax will probably accept the challenge of Coulter of Toronto, to row
hve miles at the latter
place in June. Auother
match is arrauged between Brown and Fultou
0
*'°“n *n Halifax some time in June.
ov1'
Timothy Topping, who mutdered his wife
and four children at
Woodstock, Cauada, has
been convicted of murder in the first
Two daughters of Dr. B. A. Gould degree.
of Boston,
were drowned Feb 8th in
Cordova, Argentine
Kepubl.c, where Dr. G. is employed by the government.
Patrick Harmon was found dead in a stable
in Providence, R. 1., where he was
employed,
with wounds about his bead. Rum aud vio
lence is the cause.
The twenty mile race in San Francisco, betweeu Mattie Howard aud John Stuart was
won by
the latter in 89 minutes, 33seconds.
The race was very close.
Heavy snow was reported last night in Canada and rain in New York.
A band of praying women began a crusade in
Buffalo, Saturday. They visited a number of
places. There are 1,G30 liceused shops iu the
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<)U,et >nd „nchM)f.

Clover

4eoda 5 ,0.

Receipt*—1,000

bbl*

1,000 bush

bush corn,

door, 4,000 bu»b

oats.

t'OitliflEKCUL

Partland Wholesale ITIarkeu
Saturday, April 4.—Tbe markets continue quiet
and unchanged. Tne business transactions have been
very good and the prospects continue good for a large
business this month, especially in groceries and dry
goods. The flour market, though without change in
price, is evidently a little stronger than it was last
week. The grain market is vtry firm and the
sugar
market is steady.
Iron is firm as it is believed the
lowest prices have been touched. Produce is steady;
potatoes 75c by the car load and 85c in small lots;
eggs 18 @ 2(Jc. Provisions are very firm for pork, on
which the tendency seems to be upward.
Receipt* by Railroads and Hieamlnal*
Grand Trunk Railroad—7 cars sundries, 1 do
laths, 2 do nour, 3 do wood, 1 do slabs, 6 do iron, 6 do
piles, 30 do lumber, 4 do for St John, NB, 11 do for
ilallax, NS, 27 do for Liverpool.

Foreign Exports.
Steamship Circassian—13,-

LIVERPOOL. ENG.

750 bush corn. 2370 do wheat, 10,604 do
peas, 3100 bids
flour, 84 do exiract bark, 176 do apples, 204.400 tt>s
potash, 22,800 do bams, 31.200 do beef, 13,500 do p rk,
1983 do tongues, 204 076 do bacon. 39,970 do cheese,
1430 do leather, 348.300 do laid, 20,400 do tobacco,
4039 do giease. 5 kegs sausage skins, 1600 ft lumber, 1
case potatoes, 57 sewing machines, 30
pkgs merchandise.

ST. JOHN, NB. Brig Ellen F—1522
bags oats, 10 tons feed.

bbls

flour,

397

■foreign Import*.
TERNAMBUCO. Schr Herbert J Olive (Br)—7000
bag? sugar to John Porteous.
LIVERPOOL. ENQ.
Steamship Prussian—508
steel rails, 140 bdls fish plates, 7 cases steel. 3 cases
and 2 pkgs merchandise, co John Porteous; 65
pkgs
merchandise, 15 bbls bottled beer, to J E Prindle;
10 cases merchandise to Canadian Ex Co; 20 kegs of
paint to Burgess, Fobes & Co; 50 iron tubes, 2u cases
oranges, 689 boxes tin plate, to order; 1 case trees to
H & A Allan; 70 plates ir.n to S Waddell & Co; 5
pkgs seeds to H& A Allan; 1 box merchandise to
Prof FT Unden.

Receipts ef Flonr.
GRAND TRUNK

gba.vd belavge OF PUB !

Entertainment toy

Arcana Lodge,

ARCANa HAI.Li,
(WttlUatas
Block, Congress St.,)

Monday Evening, April «, 1874.

*3SrSS!fiiSSu& V,\\ t,ebTeJ
bJ

T«o
Inent Talent from ever, l-i of the

Violin Solo-in B

flat.WeSnaisJkl

Gallop—“Over Sticks and Stones”.0*tiirh*<
Medley—To Ben Butler.Cock-Eye

Violin Solo—“bark bays of Horror” Infant Ostriches
Grand. Astounding,and Bewildering Performance
His Royal Highness, The Fakir of Vinbuu,
Illustrating the Power or Magic, and showing that
some bing- can be done as well as others.
Part Second.—Vocal Duett—‘*Le heur trist tin de
pard”—Seims Beeves, Prof. Weis; Piano Solo— Wocso.ofocuniurob—Aroballa Gctidar l; Quartet t—Operatic. Selecti-u; Madam Ruderstlorf, Carl Reives,
Prof Formes, vtnd “Another Feller." 'Jo concin e
with the laughoble Burlesque, Mister Gilnare in
a Fix.
Tickets of Admission, 50 Cents, Including

by

Clam

Chowder,

served

alter

clock.__ap

I.

The

A.

It.

Consionees.

Dodge,

No.

cars.

corn.1

By water conveyance
W True & Co.

Irish American Belief Association
TAKE PLACE AT

WILL

CITY

HA.LL

Easter Monday Evening, April 6th.
GRAND
for

CONCERT

hour previous tc Dancing by

The made for dancing will be by
Chandler's
D. H.

Double

Ruud,

Quadrille

CHANDLER, Prompter.

P. J. CONNELLAN.Floor Direeter.
AIDS.Gold Star and Tassel

(^"’Clothing checked free.
Members are requested to appear in Regalia at the
Grand March.
Fir-t class Refreshments will be served by Sannders in the Senate Cbamoer.
The Concert will commence at 7.30,
Tickets, admitting Gent and Ladles, $ 1.00; Ladies
Gallery tickets, 25 cents; Gents’Gallery tickets, 50
cents. Will be for sale at the following places:—
J. Conneilan A Bro., (.‘has. McCarthy, La agari A
Co.. Cbas. Mullen, Edw. Cuuncen. John Dunphv,
Mitchell Bros., Wm. McAleney, M. J. O’Connell,
Wni. H. Dyer, Jas. McGlincliy,
Hugh Carney, Tbos.
McGinnets, Thos. Gill, B. Wren, and at the door.
Members can procure their tickets at Mitchell
Bros., 115 Federal Street.
mb. 0d7t

GRAND

Vocal & Instrumental
CONCERT
AT

—

—

CHESTNUT ST. CHURCH
Wednesday Evening, April 8th,
by the following

well known

talent:

MRU. X. IV. WBTHERRKg, Mwprwno,
MBS. L. A. fiOVDY, tlrsi. Mwprwww,
FIMILh, Tean,
MR. J. B. CO VLB, Jr., Bum,
MINS II. C. NICHOLS, Piawi.t,
MBS. J. N. THOMPSON, Piawi.t
MBS. J. B. COV LB, Accwwpwwi.t.
MB. GEO. P. LANK. Orgaai.l.

No.

car

Doors open •: 1, Concert to commence at 8.
Tickets 39 cents, for sale at the Mus'c stores, sevplaces on Congress and Middle streets,

eral other

api_it

1,000 bush cornmeal to Geo

Sates at Auction.
York Manufacturing
Laconia Manufacturing
Eastern Railroad
.68$ to

Company.1777$
Co.477I

6*4

Bates Manufacturing Co.954 to 96
Ea^eru Kaiiroad...
Maine State Sixes 1889,.J (a iou
Bath City Sixes,1891.
gg$
New York Stock mud

Money Mnrket.
York. April 4- Evenino.—The Stock market was dull and inactive this afternoon, with but
few transactions. Paiitic Mail was quite weak with
sales down to 47. Western Union has been
pressed
for sale at 79, and Lake Shore has sold at 79.
Tue heaviest operators are said to be willing to
close out at about present figures, and even though
there may be
upward fluctuations, ihe
sentiment and belief oi tbe sheet Is that a
ownward market will ensue. The shrewdest business men are considerably puzzled at tbe
present aspect of financial affairs, and business is very much
unsettled.
Gold is dull at 113$.
Money is 4 per cent. bid.
Tbe city htnk statement Is very unfavorable, and tbe
reserves show a decrease of $4,500,000. It now looks
as if Money would be more active at higher
prices.
N »• w

Bosworlh Post No. 2,
G. A. R.,
WILL

Tbe lotto*mg were tne q*ioi*uons 01 ooveinment
securities:
United States coupouti’s, 1881,. 121$
United States 5-20’s 1862.117
United States 5-20’s 1864..... HP
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 12.
United States 5-20’s 1865,newex-int
119
United States 5-20’s 1867,. 12u
United States 5-20’s 1868,..
United States 5’s, new.
115
United States 10-40’s.,ex-interest.
.,..114

HALL,

APRIL 7 th, 8th, 9th, 10th & 11th.
The

“

splendid Military Drama,

THE COLOR GUARD !

This beautiful War

Allegory

Market*.
New York, April 4—5 P. M.—Ashes quiet and
steady at 6 75 for pots. Cotton is quiet and nominally unchanged; Middling uplands 17c. Receipts of
fllour 24,639 bbls; Flour firm with fair demand for
export and home trade; shipping extras scarce; sales
10,200 bbls at 5 60 @ 6 15 for superfine Western and
Si ate; 6 25 @ 6 50 for co umon to good extra do; 6 55
@ 6 75 for good to choice do; 6 75 to 7 10 for common
to choice white Wheat Western extra; 630 to 7 50
for common to good extra Ohio; 6 40 @11 uO for
common to choice extra St. Louis; market closing
steady; Southern Flour unchanged: sales 1150 bbls at
6 40 to 7 25 for common to fair extra; 7 30 @ 11 00 for
good to choice. Rye Flour is firm and thirty active;
sales 850 bbls at 4 75 to 5 75. Corn Meal is steady;
sales 500 bbls at 3 75 to * 75 for Western: 4 44 @ 4 50
for Brandywine.
Grain—receipts of Wheat 140,140
bush, W heal market steady with moderate demand;
room
of
checks export; sales 91,000
freight
scarcity
bush at 1 52 to I 35 tor No 2 Chicago; 1 57 to 1 38 for
No 2 Milwaukee; 1 4" to 1 58 for ungraded Iowa and
Minnesota Spring; 1 6U (g l 62 for No 1 Spring; 1 74$
for White Genessee in store. Rye is quiet at 97c to
1 03. Barley dull and heavy. Barley Malt quiet and
unchanged. Corn—receipts 208,000 bush; Corn opened with a firm, active inquiry and closed scarcely so
firm; sales 107,00 bush at 83 @ 88c lor new Weeieru
Mixed ; 87$ to 9Uc for old Western Mixed; 86 to 89c
for White Western: 89 @ 8')c$ for White Southern;
89c for Yellow do.
Oats—receipts 51,575 bush; sales
52,000 bush at 59 @ 624c for Mixed Western: 62 to' 64c
for White Western. Hay is steady at 1 00 @ 115 tor
shipping. Hops unchanged at 15 to 25c for low to fair:
30 @ 35c for good to choice. Coffee quiet. Sugar is
unchanged. Molasses is quiet with limited sales. Rice
steady; sales at 3$c G Id Ptroleum firmer; crude
held at/$ to 7|c on soot; refined at 15$c fur spot.
Tallow is firm and in fair .emand; sales 95,000 lbs at
Rosin quiet at 2 50 for strained. Naval
7| to 7}c.
Stores—Spirits Turpentine quiet at 17c. Eggs are
firm at 17c for State and Penrsyvania; 15 to He for
Western Coal uochangedat 5 00 to 6 00 for Anthraton F cargo. Leather isteady; Hemlock sole,
cite
Buenos Ayres ana Rio Grande light middle and heavy
weights at 27$ @ 30c; California 26 to 28c; Orinoco do
25$ to 27$c. Wool is quiet; Domestic fleece at 40 to
65c; pulled 25 to 30; unwashed *8 to 32; Texas 15 to
Provisions—Pork is firmer and active; sales425
36c
bbls; new mess at 16 75 to 16 90. Beef is quiet and
steady. Beef Hams quiet. Tierce beef is quiet and
unchanged Cut quiet. Lard active; sales 2000 tes;
prime steam 10 to 10$c. Butter heavy at 25 to 37c
for Western; 34 to 42c tor State- Cheese unchanged
at 11 to 16)c for common toprime. Linseed is quiet
steady. Whiskey lower at 97c.
Freiguts to Liverpool are firm; Wheat per sail 8$d;
do per steam 9$d.
(jnn'AOi), April 4.—Flour is steady; extra Spring
at 5 50 @ « 25. Wheat in fair demand and lower ; 1 27
for No 1 Spring regular; No 2 t 2l)j regular on spot
and seller April; 125 seller May; No3 do 1 171 ®
1 18; rejected 1 08 ® 1 09. Corn In fair demand and
lower; No2 Mixed at 61jc on spot or seller April;
65c for seller May: new No 2 Mixed 584c; re-jected
old 59}c; do new 57 ® 57Jc. Oats dull; No 2 at 42c on
spot; 46Jc seller for May; rejected 4ljc. Rye steady
at 90 ® 92c for No 2 lresh. Barley quiet; No 3
Spring
at 1 31 ® 1 34.
Provisions—Pork Is active and higher; sales aggregated over 24,000 bbls, being the largest ever reported on’Change; cash and seller April
sold at 16 40; 16 50 seller May.
Lard in fair demand
and higher at 9 3J cash; 9 50 seller May. Bulk Meats
are steady and unchanged;
shoulders at 6c; short
rib middles at 8Je, both loose. Bacon steady and unchaugeu. Whiskey is steady at 93c.
Receipts—13,000 bbls dour, 50,000 bush wheat, 107,000 bush corn, 50,000 bush oats, 6,0o0 bush rye, 4,000
bush barley.
Shipments -8,000 bbls flour, 9,000 hush wheat, 30,000onsb corn, 36,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 0,000
bush barley.

MtLWAtTKEE.April4.—Flour nominally at 5 70 ®
6 25 for extra Spring. Wheat is quiei and weak; No
1 Spring at 1 30; No2 Mixed at 1 23J; seller May
1 27]; seller June 1 26. Oats are firm and in fair demand ; No 2 Mixed at 44c cash. Corn is Arm and in
fair demand; No 2 Mixed fresh at 62Jc. Rye steady;
Not at 89c fresh.
Barley Is dull and nominally at
tor No 3 Spring fresh; No 3 Spring 1 40. Provi-lonr—
Pork firm at 15 25® 15 50. Hams in pickle firm at
10 ® lOjc. Lard held Armly; kettle 91c; steam 9jc.
Receipts—8,000 bbls flour, 7,000 bush# wheat. 0,000

hogs.

combines in

a

”

wen-

dertui manner, :be Tiagb and C*mlf Incidents ot
Army Lite—including Camp Sce»es, Army Songs and
Jokes, The Soldier’s Loves and Hates. March, Bivouac, Skirmish, Battle, Capture E cape, Rescue,
Prisou Life, Siaivatiou. Death !
Treason ano Patrio ism—Defeat and Victory, intersperses with beautiful Tableaux
lilunic by ( haodler’a VtauH.
THE

CELEBRATED

COMEDIAN

CHARLES

COLLINS,
In his Unriv.illed Character of Peter Hyoley,
troducing Dutch Eccentricities and Songs.

In-

Admission 35 cents, Kes rveil Seats 50 cents, for
sale on and after Monday. April 6th, at Stockbridge’s,
156 Exchange St., for Floor; J. E. Sturgis Ac Co.'s.
Junction Fiee A Congress Sts for Galler... me 3 ltd

GRAND

Promenade Concert.
—

on

—

Fast Night, April 16,1874,
-BY-

117

uesiealic

PRODUCE 111

CITY

temporary

Currency 6’s..

one

a

CHANDLER’S BRAS* BAND.

[Second Call.
Manufacturing Co.— to 480
Railroad.— to 68J

Sresent

Annnal

Eleventh

MB. A. B.

■Beaten smelt List.
(.Sales at the Bioker’s Board. April 1.1
Boston & Maine Railroad.10<4
Eastern Railroad.
Laconia
Eastern

A.

—or THE—

Ac.

Consignees.

6-lt

BALL

GRAND TRUNK R. R.

A

Entertainment.

the

Tickets for sale at the Door, and by members of the
Lodge. Doors open at 7. Performance at 7 1-2 o'-

R. R

Grain,

E“‘*

PROGRAMME—Part Rr»t.’
fh tn Wm. Tell, Eaq ,.Bj .11 the
Ctrlchu,

Overture

Total.400
ot

*

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Consionees.
Lbls. Constances.
Bbls
N Blake..100
Josselyn & Co_hi 200
David Keazer.100 Ontario Bank.100

Receipt*

®

•'*

wheat
al* 2 010

Isrspsas Market*.
London, April 4—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 92
92\ for monev and 92$ @ M for account.
Americau securities—U. S. new 5s 104f. Erie Railw»y 354.

There will be
4%i>

«Afi
**S«

Shipments—1,000 bbls hour, 4,000 bush wh*at
000 hush corn, 0,000 bush oats.

Assembly and

IIVAAMAL

r*

1
“niJ *l

Kook d
gMd

<

93c.

city.

Charles Ernest Beale, member of the French
a c.assical scholar of
note, is
dead.
The peach trees of Delaware aud
Maryland
so far Lave escaped
damage from frost and
though yet in some danger, bid fair to yield
very large crops,
Jas. B. Lyon & Co., glass manufacturers of
Pittsburg, Pa., have been obliged to suspend
payment and ask for an extension from their
creditors.
Several seizures of “crooked” whiskey have
been made at a St. lx)uis during the past few
days and developments of irregularities in tne
manufacture of high wines there and at other
points in the West are expected soou.
Six inches of snow fell at Chicago Sunday.

lt

slI"Sol WHf lM;
Si
Amb?"iLS,
*orn is steady at 70c.
Oats in

PORTLAND MECHANIC BLUES !

city'hall.
Nluwie by Chandler’s Baud.
Band Concert from 8 to 9 o'clock.
Tickets 75 cents, admitting Gent and
single tickets 25 cents.

Lady Ladles
ap3eodld

AUCTION SALES.
Schooner at Auction.

if}.

Jjf* |\

Schooner JEKUSHA BAKER will be
sold at public auction cn THURSDAY,
April 9th, 1874, at 2* o’clock P. M. Said

schooner is 82 tons Old Measurement,
—and is in good order. She would make
Freighter or a g od Brick vessel. Said
lying at WI lger>'s W’harf. For furti er
particular* apply to CHAS. SAWYER, No. 128 Commercial Stieer.
■*. O. BAILEY Ac CO.« Auctioneers,
mar 26
14t

a good Fish
vest-. I is now

Administrator’s Sale ol Real Estate.
license from Hon. John A. WaProbate tor the County at
Cumberland, 1 shall sell at puo'ic auction on Saturthe
2nd
of
day
May, at 3 o’clock in the afterday
noon on the premises first below described, the folto

a

PURSUANT
terman, Judge ol

lowing real estate, which which wns of Edward A.
BrniitJll, lat> of I'eering, in said County, deceased,
viz: Lots Nos. 43 and 44 on a plan of Thomas 8. Files
property recorded in Cumbeiland County Registry
of Deeds, Plan Book No. 3,
Page 23, situated la
Deerlug aforesaid, i,n the northerly side cf Clark St.,
about two hundred
shall feet northwessixly-Bveand
terly from the County itoad. Said real estate bafnf
eighty feet«n said street ond holding the ante width
extruding back eighty-eight feet.
All buildings
erected on the same to be |ilaced at least twelve feet
distant from the front lire. The same will be aoM
subject to a mo tgage to Thomas S. Files, for (367.(1
and accrued interest.
Also a certain piece of land for a road, situated an
the easterly side of ibe Town House Road, containing about niuety-seven square rods. The right reserved to David H. Watson, to pass and ripen an
said road; more particularly described In the deed
from said Watson to said deceased dated June

h,

Also one aere of land in the southerly comer of
the lot of .and c nveyed by said deceased to Jamas
Lelgliton dated May 16.1671. teoorded in said Registry, Book 386, Pa.e 257. reserved in said deed and
particularly described therein.
HENRY C. PEABODY, Adm’r of the
mc30d3w
Estate of Edward A Burnell, dec’d.

Curtain

Cornices !

I have exclusive sale of Nome
very choice patterns of Curtain
Cornices, just exhibited for the
flisl time, and 1 invite parties
about to furnish, to caJI »ud ex*

amine them.

H
NO. 2

A

C

*’

K

FREE STREET,

Street.
Corner Cross

mc26_._____
Piciou Mining Company.
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE
Pictoo Mining Company,

Bangor, Maine, March 31et, 1874.
mai ln.g of the atockholdeia of this
fjllIE annual for
tbeclection of
X Company

directors and lor tba

7,000 bbls flour. 26.000 bush wheat.
[ transaction I.f such oilier business as shall properly
i-orae before them, will be held at the offlee of
ha
April 4.—Flour is quiet and unchanged
Wheat steady: No 1 White Michigan t 33; extra
Company in Brun'wiuk on the Brat TUESDAY of
next, at nine o’clock, a. nt.
White d.)l®3; Amoer Michigan I 45J
May
I3y
1 «»•
JOHN l„ HOD DON, Secretary.
aprl l-6-'3
seller last half April; No 1 Red I 52; No2do
Shipments

—

ml *110.

Corn is tlrm and in fair demand; Wirb M

P

For Sale Cheap.
nict ExpreshWa^on, or exchange for a her so
Alao on* nice Hack buitable for one or two
horaea. Enquire or address
D F. KNIGHTS,
<1 Oxlerd St., Portland
mo20*lm

MsXr,^ w^eaL 16,000 ONE
wheat, 21,h^hlpmenfs’^LOOOWthTflour,29,000bush
I
0,000 bush
bush

000 bush com,

oats*

__

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

POETRY.

Bakers.

Ships.
BY

MBS.

H. K.

COBB, No*. 98 and 30Poarl Street.
direct rente between New Cmtnm
House and Pont OfBce, near the Market.

W. C
On

child, T plHved besHc the
Across the far horizon line

A

SlS'"d

Street.

,

urine.

dreams of what
A|inrJdrMrmij>sVietla.itud*
8,
Wlieo out of tropic
come

Street.

to me.

still unsatisfied,
T film''*''* the cliffs and gazed
h
if
wi
eigh ed every ship
My
Tuat c t.ed acro.-s the harbor
A

might be,

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room II, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & NUACKFOBD, No. 35 Plain

woman

Confectionery.

afar;

and

Near by, upon the rugged rocks,
A bright-faced workman toiled and sang,
And loudly, over wave and beL-h,
The stroke of axe and hammer rang.

I watched him,

as

Hair Hoods and Toilet Articles.

Term of this Institution will

YOUNG Ac CO.. No. 104 Fore St.

Jewelry and Fine Watches*

Augustin’s School for Boys,

45 Danlorth Street, Portland, He.
O. L.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
oclOtf
Billings Priucipal. Send for Circular.

of the members of tbe Port-

meeting
land Dispensary
ill be held at 122 Federal St.,
THE
at 5 o’clock P. M.
MONDAY,
w

CHARLES E.

WEBSTER,

ap3d3t_for the Sec’y.
Portlands Waldoboro Steamboat

Company.
adjourned annual meeting of the Stockholder of the above named Company will be held at
Office 179Commercial St., Portland, on TUESDAY,

Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car at-

Carpet-Bags.

The 1.30 train from Portland

3 o’clock P. M., lor tbe choice cf Directors, and the transaction of any other business
that may legally come before them.
WILLIAM ROSS, Clerk.
Portland. March 31, 1874.
mc31dtd
at

Shades, and

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. BARBOUR, 450 Fore Street, Cer* si
Cross. Portland.

AHEAD

Photographers.

WHICH

MAY BE DONE WITH

USUAL EXPENSE

ONE-FOUBTH

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN.

Stair Builder.
IiIKltV, Lo. 454 Fore (Street, cor.
Cross 8t., in Orleno’s Mill.
G. Id. HOOPEB, Cor. York Ac Maple

simply laying them. Tbe Slate is F RETROOK aeainst sparks of flying embers, as may be
tea4ed^bv
easily
any one, and appears from the fact
oi

_Passenger trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun-

^wSaays

excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.15 A.
rn
BHbivM., t9.10 a. M., 113.15 P. M., t6.00P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at H8.00 A. M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at+7.30,
08.30A. M. tl2.30, 13.15, *8.00 P. M.
Leave Bouton for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 118.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at tlO.OO, nl0.35
A. M.; ||2.55 P. M., t5.40 P.M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland and
Angusta at t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.
MCDUFFEE,

J. TV. A H. 11.
Ac V n ion 8fs.

Cor.

Middl

that Insurance Co.’s make the

Same Tariff as for Mated Roofs.
For tin and iron it has no equal, as it expands by
heat, contracts by co d, ami never cracks or scales.
For Cemetery fences it is particu arly adapted, as it
will not corrode in the most exposed places.
covered vitb Tar Shewing Felt can be made
tight at a small expense.
This Slate Paint is

Roofs

wa.er-

Extremely Cheap!
gallons will cover a hundred square feet of Shingle roof, or over four hundred oi Tin or Iron Price
ready for use is $1.00 per gallon. with a liberal discount to ike trade. We furnish and apply the material for $2.75 per 100 square feet in Portland and vicinity.
No Tar is used in this Composition
therefore it does not aflect the w ater from tbe roof, f
turned off from the cistern for the first one or two
two

rains.
The Paint ha« a very heavy body, but is easily
applied with a 4 or 6 inch paste brush.
O decayed shingles it fills up tLe holes and pores,
hardens them and gives a new substantial root that
will la«t fur years. Curled or warped shingles, it
brings to their place and keeps them there. It tills
up all holes in Tin or Felt roofs, and stops tne leaks,
one coal being equal to five ol ord narv paint.
The color of the Slate when first applied is dark
pnrple. changing in about a month to a light uniform
slate c lor and is

To all Intents and

Although

the least

ne

Purposed Mate

a slow dryer, rain wit not affect it in
hour after applying.

Packages sent to any part of the Country by Express, C. O. L>., at the following prices:
If less tha 5 gallons, or if ordered to be sent as
freight the moaey must accrmpany the order.
10 lbs. Cement
1
2
5

gal. and Can,

fo: large holes and cracks, $1.25.
$1.50. 10 gal. and Keg, $10.50.
2.55. 15
6.00. 20
1 Barrel $35.

14.75.
18.00.

(i barrel)

examined, estimates given when required,
Orders
will be thoroughly repaired and warranted.
respectfully solicited.
Roof

HENRY F. EMERY, Agent,
d&wlw

mc31

CITY of PORTLAND.
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

Assessors of the Gity of Portland hereby
give notice to all persons liable to taxation in
said city, that they will be in session every secular
day from the first to he fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from ten to
1.05 P. M.
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
Leave Portland lor Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullo’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
man Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 12.15 a. m.
in
said city.
lists of the polls and estates taxable
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.20 P. M.
And all sceh persons are hereby notified to make
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
and bring to said Assessors true and perlect lists of
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at t8,00 A. M., reall their polls and estates, real and personal, or held
turning at 5.15 P. M
by them a- guardian, executor, admiuistrator, trustee
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
or otherwise, on the first day of April. 1874, and be
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
make close connections to New York by one or
And when estates of persons deceased have been
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketdivided during the past year, or have changed hands
ed through by either route.
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
such change; and in default of such notice will be
Line
at 11.10 A. M. The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
held under the law to pay the tax assessed, although I Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to connect with the
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
over.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
And any person who neglects to comply with this
Stonington aud Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
notice will be doomed in a lax according to the laws
arrives iu Boston in season to connect with trains
of the State, and be barred of the right to make apfor New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
plication to the Countj Commissioners for any abateThe 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
ment of his taxes, unless h^ shows that he was unaconnect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and
ble to offer such lists within the time hereby apConway Railroad.
The 7.20 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portpointed.
§3f~In no case will the possession of Government
land in season for passengers to take the cars of the
bonds be allowed as a plea in mitigation of a doom.
P. & O. Railroad.
S. B.
The 8.30 A. M. train fro^i Boston connects with
Assessors.
WM. O. FOX,
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
S.B. HASKELL.)
all Darts of Canada East.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the room
Through tickets are sold in Portland and
of the Assessors.
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, HalPortland, March 28,1874.d3w
ilax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
•Pullman sleeping oar express tram. N. B. This
I
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

THE

THE PORTLAND

Kerosene Oil Company
Would Inform the public, th&t they continue to
Manufacture

BECKETT,)
}

FOR REED ORGANS

a

Fahrenheit, and often teaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

iFast Express.

HOME !

ment. Nothing that is not ol the very best quality
has been allowed in the book, which has more than
200 attractive pieces, compactly printed on large
pages. Nothing difficult. Everything nicely fitted
to the popular taste.

Reed Organs 1

New Method for

By WM. H. CLARKE.
thorough Method, containing not only abundant

A
directions and exexcises, but a large quantity of the
best Reed Organ Music, arranged and fitted with Mr.
Clarke’s well-known exxuisite taste and skill, Sells

immensely.

Clarke’s

those who Deed

short and easy course.
post-paid, on receipt ol retail price.
a

Boston.

SEEDS!

CO.,

C. H. DITSON & CO.
711 B’dway, New York,

Old Age, not Disease, should end

our

Days

LIEBIG’S

LIQUID

EXTRACT OF BEEF 1

BOSTON

2000 Bags
lOOO
“
“

500

500
400

“
«
“

200

150
25
COO
200
200

“
*•

><

Herds.

“
Pen Vine
A I,ike
“
While Dutch
Millet
Hungarian Grain

«
“
“
■*

“

Orchard

»•

Alao, I irae nmortnaent Vegetable
Flawer tom.
For Bale at the loweat caah price.

KENDALL &

and

RA^IILEtCXAD

Agricultural Warchouse'and

TONICS.

Recommended, by the faculty in all cases ot weakness, Dyspepsia, and nervous maladies.
Especially
recoin ended for Ladies.
See that you get the
LIQUID Extract. For Sale by Druggist, Grocers,
aud Wine Merchants. Wholesale
Depot 32 Broadway New York City.
dc3dGm_G. GORDON & CO.

Store,
tele

PORTLAND,

*

ME.

tf

Gentlemen’s Garments Cleansed
—

OR

AT FOSTER'S DVE HOCKE,
Cnion Street.

mc28eod?ptl_24

A

Tor Sale.
GOOD EXPRESS WAGON. Er.<)nireof

C. D. SMALL,
19 Green S reef.

ap3dlw*

ARTIFICIAL LEGS.

_

Stamp

and 10

C. H. RAKO *

cents

io
toA'/

cts

CO„B0I1889(B^0r

Me-

FSXj

“

4Ue,,yon Farmers

Passenger Trains leave Port>land for Bostoa I6.15, 19.10 A. M.
*3.10 (Parlor Cars), *6 P. M.
Retarding, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Cars)
A. M., 112.30, 13.30, *6.00 P. M.
Trains from Boston are dne at Portland
at *12.30 15,00, 18.10, *9.55 P. M.
For Manchester and Concord, N. Hvia
€ .Sc P. R. B. Junction, 16.15 A, M., *3.10 P.
M.
For Lowell—All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains for Loweh.
For Manchester and Concord via Lawrence
19.10 A. M.

•3 10 P. M.
For Old Orchard Beach, Saco and Biddeford 111.25 A. M.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 111.20 A. M.
Fo- 8carboro, Old Orchard, Maco, Biddeford and Kennebnnk 12.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kennebnuk t7.30 A. M.

For Sew York, Albany,

Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington,

Notice.
Superintending School Committee of Deering

[

Deering, April 2,1874.

Deering.

ap3dtd

Ilsard Pine Timber

The tC.15 A. M. train arrive* in Boston at 10.45 A.
M., connecting with train for New York via Nbere
Line at 11.10 A. 51.
The t9.10 A. 51. train arrives in Poston in s ssod
to connect with the 3.00 P. 5i .train for New York via
Springfield; also with 5.3J P. 51. (steamboat) trains
for New York via

River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines
Fall

The *3.10 P. 5f. train arrives in Boston at 7.10 P
M., countering with trains lor New York via Spring,
51., and Shore Line at 9.30 P...,.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through
by either route.
All Trains stop 10 minutes at Exeter lor refreshments at First Class DhJng Rooms.
Passenger Station in Boston, Haymarket Square
Passenger Station in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdanaburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensburg R R
Freight Station, West Commercial street, until 5 p!
51.
Family package Tickets between Portland and
Boaton for sale at 2o per cent,
Freight station in Boston,
•

AMD

STEP BOARD..

of

E Street

Refrigerators.

fhe three points ot excellence which I claim are
1st; constant and thorough circulation of puie alr:
2nd; rvness, no dampness nu.nM nor taint; 3i d do
nteim'r.ghng of odors; purity and active air ’the
elements of Its success. Call, or sen,i for circulars
Manufactured and ior sale by J. K. Merrill between Cross and Cotton sts. near Leavitt Burnham
Me

ACo.S

Toe House. Portland.

Gen. Supt., Boston

B^org^.T«C^R'Gen-' A^‘

^rtiand

Diroc rail route to Wiscaaset, New
Ilamm sootta,
Waldoboro,
*mwrw'
'teyt^warren and Rockland.
No
of cars between Portland
change
,,
and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal
Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. M., and 1.00

Smf^KaCnslIe,
—~

corner

ten._mv3podiv

Sanford’s Improved

discount.
Causeway street

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

FOR SALE BT STETSON & POPE.
Wharf and Dock,
First,
No.
State street. Bos

Accommodation.

•Fast Express.
JAS. T. FURBER,

Flooring

jnne

tender

t

COAL.
very best for family use will be hept ccn
and ior sale by
stantly
3 on hand
S. L. HARRIS,
at Union Wharf, Yarmouth, Me.
ap2dlw*

supply

fall

a

of the best

P.

M.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitefield, Mondavi
3
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waldoboro’ for North Waldoboro*, Washington
8
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid,
dally.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at »ow rates
Jv29dtf
C. A. COOMBS, Sup’t.

Japans.

WILLIAM W.

coos,

THE
debts due the firm ot Charles

Sawyer A Co. must be
the subscriber.
CHARLES SAWYER.
March
mhlDdtf
Portland,
18,1874.

paid to

CLIFFORD & CLIFFORD.

HENRY

ja30_

3m

Fancy Goods.
March 18, 1874.

1. P. JOHNSON.
mhi'Odlm

JOHN LUCAS & CO’s
PAINT !

Porter &

DIRECTI

SWISS
Lightest? and

ONE TRIPPER WEEK.
The Steamship FALMOUTH,
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave
Portland every Saturday at 5.30
P. M., for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the Intercolonial Kail way, for Windsor, Truro. New Glasgow and Ptctou, and steamers foi Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s
Stages for Cape Breton.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESat LOO P. M.

For freight and other information apply to J. B.
COYLE. Jr., Franklin Wharf, o»oct28dtfJOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

PORTLAND, BANGOR & MACH1AS

Co., Boston, Steamboat Company,

Agents for

Sole

N. E.

INSIDE

Portland and Bt. Desert, Machias
and Bangor.

Market,

The Steamer LEWISTON,
Chas. Deering, will
leave Railroad Wharf every

Capt.

Light and medium Imperial French Green.

They have no Equal
properties,

>.

«.

Thursday JEveiling,

and dur-

ability.
man-

lO o’c.dck.

For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
West Harbor (Mt. Desert), Millbridge,
Machiasport, as the ice will permit.
Returning, will leave Machiasport
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the

J. PORTER &
35 INDIA ST..

CO.,

FOR BOSTON.

Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Sore
etc.

as a

remedy for Hoarseness and Irritation of the Throat.
Hon. George B. Loring, President of Massachusetts Senate, writes: “I have found them
very useful
in keeping the throat free from irritation during
long
public speaking.”
Rev. Samuel C. Blake, Pastor of East CLnreh
Salem, having used various kinds of
desires, without solicitation, “tj testify to the rare
virtues of Nolcini’s Cough Lozenges, as a relief for
Sore Throat, resulting from a cold or the strain ol

“Troches,”

public speaking.

“Worthy the attention of all persons afflicted with
Cough or any Irritation of the Throat and Lanes
6
—George Upton.
Jr*

DAILY, (StJHDAYS EXCEPTED)

UNDER CONTRACT FOR THE CARRYINO

CO.,
TS&Tlm

LUMBER.
Having erected a Steam Saw Mill at Frost’s Woods
so called), East
Deering, we are prepared to furnish
Pine and Hemlock Dimension Lumber,
Pine Shipping Boards, Deck Plank, &c,
at short notice and at
very low prices, delivered at
any place in the vicinity or Deering or Portland.
Any orders left at our office, i72 Commercial Street,
Portland,
may be found a large assortment of
all kinds of Building and Finishing Lumber,) or with
JAMES LUCAS, at the mill, will be promptly attended to.

(where

EDWIN CLEMENT & CO.,
979 Commercial Street.

telDdtf

W ood W orking Mach’y
Mill

Engines, Etc.,

HILL, CLARKE & C0t<
milk St. (Corner of Oliver),

Special Agent? of

Bo.ton,

Circassian, Capt. Wylie,

ALSO DEALERS lit

Purchasers’ testimonials from all parte ol the U. S.

Passage Rates: Cabin $100,
Steerage $50. These rates in-

elude

SLEEPING ACCOMODATIONS,
AND MEALS THEREBY AVOIDING
ANY EXTRA CHARGES.

New and elegant Iron Steamers with magnificent
passenges accommodal ions Take this route to San
Francisco and avoid the snow and cold of the overland Route. For Freight and Passage and full information apply at the Company’s Office, New York,
C. I-. BARTor to the New England Agents.
LETT & Co., 16 Broad St., Boston. Rufus
Hatch, Vice Pres, and Managing Director. Agents
n Portland,

W. D. LITTLE & CO..

Maine Steamship Co
NEW ARRAN CEMENT.

Prices Low for the

WORKING

CLASSKM

ployment

at bone, day or evening; no capital; instructions & valuable package ot goods sent free by
mail. Address, with six cent stamp, M. YOUNG &
mhl7t4w
CO., 173 Greenwich St., New York.

144 School Teachers Wanted to engage during the Spring and Summer in a
business paying $150 per mouth in their own
counties. Address ZIEGLER & McCURDY, Springfield, Mass.
mhl7t4w

LINK.

_

P. M.
The Franconia, leaving hear every Thursday, is
fitted up witli nne accommodations for passengers,
making tliistne most convenient and comfortable
route for travelers between New York and Maine
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine Shippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers aa
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Portland Franklin Wharf,
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

_oc21dtf

Removal.

the

BITTER f ON, N. H.
Thayers Hotel, 11. E. 1 hayer. Proprietor.

apl7

Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Mtoddnrd, Prop.
71ECHANIC FALLS.
Union Hotel, P- K’t obb, Proprietor.

ly

i^. Hoi/r &
& 33 Haverill

29,,31

co.,

NORTH WINDHA.7I.
Nrmaskrt Honse, W. W. Mtanley, Propri-

St., Boston,

Mass.

etor.

NORWAY.
Beal’s Hotel, O. U. Green, Prop.
Elm House, Maia Mt. W. W. W bitmarsh

Proprietor.

NAPLES'
House, Nathan Church A Sons, Prsprietors.

Elm

NOKKIDGEWOCK.
Dantorlh House, D. Danforth. Proprietor
NORTH ANMON.
Momersel Hotel. Brown A Hilton, Proprietors.

OI.D ORCHARD BEACH.

Oeenn Honse. B. Menry, I'roprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. ."tuples. Proprietor.

NORTH STRATIORD N. 11.
House, C s. Bailey A Co. Proprietors.

Willard

Manufactured & Dealers in Portable & Stationary

Steam

PARIS HIEE.
Hubbard Hotel, 11. Hubbard, Proprieto

Engines & Boilers,

P1TTSFIEED.
Ennry Hoose- Fincher A Gale, Proprie-

Lalhr s, Planers, Cprisht
Drills, aail all kinds ot Wood
& Iron

tors.

Working Machinery
Barden

We also Lave for sale, one 2nd hand “Chase” Lever
Set Circular Saw Mill, with 30 horse power Portable
Engine,Shading, Belting, Saw and lixtures com pit te
and in perfect order.
One surface Planer with
Matcher, one excelsior Planer, ond Kollstnne Planer,
and a large stock of second-hand Shafting,
Hangers,
Pulleys, Belting, &c., <£e.
tuc23d3m

An

E.

Propricloi.

Albion House, 117 Federal Mt.J.G Perry*
Proprietor.
American House, India Mt. J. H.
Dodge,
Proprietor.
Utty Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Tlnrtin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wherlrr, Proprietor.

Preble House, Congress Mt. Gibson A Co.,

Proprietors.

Mt. Julian

Hotel, Cor. .Middle and Plnm
"t*. G. E. Ward. Proprietor.
U. M. H otr I-Junction of Congress and Federal Ml*. E. Cram A Co.,
Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Ho.ton Depot, Geo.
Rridgham .«»., Proprietor.
Commercial Houee-L, «. Sanborn A Co.,
Propt ietors.

YORK.

or the

late

BY

PEAK’* ISLAND.
Union Honsr—W. T. Jonrs. Proprietor.

—

C. K. TODD, M.

D„

NACCARAPPA.
Central Honsr-Alein Allen,
Proprieto

Tremont

Street,
BOSTOJST.

MK OWII E G AN.
Tnrnrr Honse, W. G. beselton, Propri.

ct«r.
Elm Hoaae, III. H. Vlil

Directions accompany each bottle.

Nos. 87 & 89 Park Place,
NEW

original formula

t4w

PRICE

ONE

Robbiason,

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple Nt.Charlrs Adamo

JOHN D. BI1ZZBLL

374

Also, Dealers in Grocers’ Sundries.
mcl8

the

PHILLIPS.
Itonsc, Adams A

Proprietors

“BESIIRGAM,”
Invigorating,. Strengthening

—

Celebrated

“B. & L.” BRAND.

on,

Proprieto

WILTON.
Wilton IIoH«f, IN. II. <*reen* Proprietor.

DOLLAR,

F. SWEETSIER, Wholesale Agcfit
for Maine,
For sale

by all respectable Druggists.
3m*

ing Compnny,
13 ^University

Place, Mew York,
a few days

Will issue in

MEW BRIT AIM

THE LIFE AND PUBLIC SERVICES
—

OP

—

Charles Sumner.
—

BY —

By C. EDWARDS LESTER.
This work has been loDg in preparation and is now
completed, with an account of his lamented death;

the tributes of the nation at his grave, and the universal sorrow of the friends of humanity throughout
the world.
The volume will embrace about 600 pages, 8 vo.,
with a portrait on steel of the late Senator, and numerous illustrations.
It will prove a book of absorbing interest and command a ready and extended
sale.
Canvassing Agents will remember that this is
a strictly subscription book, and will be ready for
in April. Send $1.50 for Prospectus,
delivery
Certificate of Territory and Outfit.
apldflw

early

PURE WHITE LEAD
ample experience in practical use, this
lead is now conceded to be all that is claimed
for it, and is guaranteed fully equal to
any in the
market.
It is strictly pure,
but fine
containing
nothing
white lead and the best refined linseed oil.
It is unexcelled in body.
It is unsurpassed in purity of color.
It is of extraordinary fineness.
State Assayer’s Office, \
20 State St., Boston.
J
Gentlemen:—I have analyzed and examined the
White Lead manufactured by 'I he New Britain White
Lead Company, with results as follows:—This white
lead is entirely free from adulterations or make
weigh)sol any kind and is ground in pure linseed
oil. It is fine, very dense, has good covering i»ower,
and is in every rerpeci of standard quality.
S. DANA HAYES,
Respectfully,
State Assayer aud Chemist, Mass.

AFTER

DR. FLINT’S

QUAKER BITTERS

These celebrated Bitters are composed of choice Boots, Herbs, and
Barks, among which are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Dandelion, Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal qualities.
They invariably cure or
greatly relieve the folloieiny com-

Trustees Hartford, Providence & Fishkill R. R. Re-

pair Shops.

•
Hartford. Conn., Feb. 18,1873.
New Britain White Lead Co.:
Gentlemen—We have given your white lead a very
thorough trial, and are satisfied that it is equal to
Your Trulv,
any now manufactured.

V. D.

Master

Humors from the worst Scrofula to
Blotch or Pimple. From two to
six bottles are warranted to cure Salt Rheum

plaints : Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Liver Complaint. Loss of Appetite, Headache, Bilious Attacks,

PERRY,

Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Apuc,Cold Chills, Rheumatism, Summer Complaints, Piles.
Kidney Diseases, Female Ditliculties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact,
everything caused by an impure
state of the Blood or derauyetl
condition of Stomach, Liver, or
Kidneys. The. ayed pud in the
Quaker Bitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their
declining years. Ko one can remain tony unwell (unless afflicted
with an incurable disease)
after
takinya few bottles of the Quaker
Bitters.

Car Builder, H. P. & F. R. B.

WHIPPLE & CO.,

cures

Sole Agent*, 31 market Square,

a common

Tetter, Pimples on Face, Roils, Carbuncles, Erysipelas and Eivcr Cora-

or

Six to twelve bottles, warranted to cure
te
Scrofulous Swellings and Sores
Pal us in Bones and Sore Throat caused
by Poison in Blood or mercurial treatment.
By its wonderful Pectoral properties it will

le23

PORTLAND,

lit.
worst

Rial
cure

the most severe recent
in half the time

Cough

or

the worst lingering
bv any other

required

medicine and is perfectly safe, loosening cough,
soothing irritation, and relieving soreness. Sold
by all Druggists. R. V. PIERCE, HE dL
World’s Dispensary, Buffalo, N. Y.

For

COUGHS, COLHS, HOARSENESS,
ASD ALL THROAT

DISEASES,

Use

W ells’

Carbolic

Tablets.

ATRIEDAND SURE REMEDY.
Sold bv Druggists.
apltlw

Assessors’

TU

book on the art of
Writing by Sound; a complete system of Phonetic
Short-Hand, the shortest, most simple, easy, and
EDEOGKAPHY’’ A

new

comprehensive, enabling anyone in a sl ort time to
report trials? speeches, sermons,
The Lord’s
Prayer is written with 49 strokes of the pen, and
140 words per mtnnte. The unemployed should
learn this art. Price by mail 30 cents.
Agents
Address T.
Phtla., Pa.

W. EVANS & CO., 139 S.
aplt4w

Nason,—full, complete and authentic,—a fine opporB. B. RUStunity for wide-a-wake canvassers.
aplf4w
SEL, Publisher, Boston.

eodly

Notice.

NOTICE

Prepared by Dr. H. S. Flint & Co.
At their Great Medical Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.l.
FOB SALE E VERY WHERE.
DK. BROWN'S COMPOUND

BLOOD
(Copy right

Is Board of Health, March 13,18’4.
that until otherwise directed, we do
hereby designate the dump at the foot of Hanstreet (City stable lot) and the dump at the foot
and Smith streets as the places lor de-

ORDERED,

over

ot Franklin
saw dost,
nosit of rubbish, such as dirt, shavings,
rvafer or
ashes, cinders, scot, hair, ahreds, manure,kind
any
(extobster shells, or any other matteiiof
removed from any
be
which
may
animals)
rent
within the city
house, cellar, yard, cr other place

Seid

PARKER, City Marshal.

mill!__ll3m
PERSONAL.
desires to make
GENTLEMAN of iutegraty
widow ladv of refinement
ti,e acquaintance of a
between the

confidential.
me81*lw

April 30, 1872.)

Kidnry«r I.ivrr romplnim., NicU
arhr. Frmnlr
Minor nnd
Ibronic

Khruninti.m

Mciotulou* Affection*.

nnd

"to th>" State hv L. HARTv’i°T b,i',Dg hrtrod1fr1
t>v the Doctor.
Li
.["“r "*11 recommended
1
Vsitatlon in
h?Te
mvla*thnltatJii|Te
*°bctl,e **“ b,'ml
eve^lin thU S.ateVU
r

«

no

v

J. W. PKRKI AM A CO.,
Wholesale Ago.

Approved April 21. 1873.

the -'City Ordinances”
I hereby give notice ilia*
ot rubbish in any Street,
relating to the deposit
Public Place or unoccuLane Alley, Court, Square,
the lols desigpied lot within the city limits, except
order, will be strictly enforced,
nated inthe
m (lie loregolug
toregm

*w

PURIFIER.
seen red

—FOB—

CITY OF PORTLAND.

WOMAN to the RESCUE.
STORY OF THE “NEW CRU8 4DE.”
4 ptfllip’a late8t an<1 greatest book,
• Or A1 tultl
Won the most remarkable
modern times.
A fitting sequel to his
of
uprising
‘Man-Trap* and ‘Ten Nights,* will arouse the
a
like
trumpet blast, and sell like wiidflre.
people
Published 'At a low price to insure rapid sales and
immense circulation. Friends of temperance, help
to circulate it. Choice territory awarded. Complete
agent’s outfits mailed on receipt of $1.
m.
CO Pub’s, Philadelphia. aplt4w
STODDARD

ME.

To the Inhabitants of the Totm <lf Caps Elizabeth,
and all persons Liable to be Assessed 1 herein:
will
is hereby given that the subscribers
be iu sees'on at trie Town office in saul Town,
10
ou the Gtb, 7tb aud 8th days of April inst., from
o’clock in the forenoon, till 5 o'cloik in the afternoon,
for the purpose of receiving true and perfect lists of
the Polls and all the estates, real ami personal, not
such persons
hy law exempted Horn taxation, which Elizabeth
ot Capo
on
were possessed ot in said town
the 1st dav of April inst., which lists they are rebe
ir.und
to
and
prepared
make
quired to
bring
make oath to the truth of the same.
to
with
w
ho
this
comply
anv
neglects
And
person
notice will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissior era for any abatement of his taxes uule.-s be shows that he war nnahle to otter such lists within the time hereby apTHOS. B. HASKELL,)
Assessors
pointed.
p
ELISHAS. JORDAN,}
of
FRED’K HATCH,
) Cape Elizabeth.
m)i31dA wtd
Cape Elizabeth, March 28, ls74.

A

wanted.

dtf

prietor.

71A CHI AM.

DR.

LYLES,

Nlellen

El 71 ERICK.
Eimrrick Honse, Joseph G. Harmon, Pro-

W11VO &. SOU,

Prepared from

A. SPECIALTY.
Importers of

LEWISTON.
Honse, Waterhouse A

Proprietors.

wanted for unoccupied territory In localities where agencies are not yet established, until such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send f
circular to

A OF NT It to sell the Life of
A
ROSS, Treasurer of the Portland,
(& Christian prefer*!)
WANTED
WILLIAM
CRARLFM MI TINI H, by Rev. Elias
Bangor and Maebias Steamboat Co.,has
in view to matrimony.
bis Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad

ed
Wharf at the landing of the Co’s Steamer,

HI RATI.
Nit. Cutler House,—Hiram Basina, Pros

Quality.

FOB LADIES EXCLUSIVE LV,

MEAD

Jeffords, Pro-

prietor.

Superfluous Hair SS2°JKgru5:
nihl7t4w

O^T

P. 71.

HART I, ANID.
Park Honse—R. L. Williams, Prop.
Hartland Honse—I. R. I.iltleticld. Prop.

A
If HI A CURED ! For Circulars and price,
■A ^ A AC ill JA.address S. C. Upham, Pliil’a, Pa.

IRISH

Exchauge.

GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Falls Hotel, ©. A. Front, Proprietor

E nsine

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.

Steamers Chesapeake and Franconia will, until furthernotice,run
as follows:
Leave east side of Franklin
Wharf
MONDAY and
every
THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. K„
New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4

mania

j

On Manhood, Womanhood aud their MuInter-Relations; Eove, its Lawn,
Power, etc. Agents are selling from 15 to 25
a
copies day. Send lor spei imen pages and terms to
Agents, and see whv it sells faster than any other
book. Address, NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
mlil7t4w
Philadelphia, Pa.

4» 1-9 EXCHAUCE STREET.

Mav 3-d tf

FOACBOFT.
Eoxeroft
prietor.

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS

W. W.

in Freight and Pnmge
Lower than by any
other Route, t on fort, Safety
and Economy combined.

8EMI-WKKKLY

“Independent”

tual

remov-

d8w

Form the

CALIFORNIA.

Great Redaction
Rate always

Jal0d3m

be’lore that your Piano is in
most magniticeut instrument.”

“The American Plano bas deservedly become
very popular iustrimeut.”

Pacific Mail Steamship Company

i__

a

WANTED FOR

Steerage Pas-age inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, apply to
•
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
no!9dlt
Portland. Nov. 19, 1873.

_

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—M. Jordan A Mon, Prop
City Hotel.—N. 11. Higgins A Mens, Props.

conscientiously

Prof. FOWLER’S GREAT WORK

7tb St,

BOILERS, P»mPS, IRON WORKING
TOOLS, BBUTlINCr A SUPPLIUH.

“I

every respect

wanting

For

Kelley,

and other leading Rakers.

mc9

on

NATCROAV. April 4th,
Immediately atter the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).SJO to SSO
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Catin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.

II. Ball A Co., Richards, London
A

Prom Mr. Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Piauis

~s.

tPHE GREAT AMERICAN COFFEE
.1 POT distills Coffee as clear as amber; extracts
all its strength; retains all its nutritious aroma.
The best thing ever oftered, price $2, sent to any address. Call and see it in operation or send for illustrated circular. Territorial rights tor sale DE WITT
C. BROWN & CO.. 078 Broadway, N. Y. mhl7t4w

Pro-

prietor.

IMPORTANT S-'wSKLS? ZX

OF THE

Passengers booked to Londonderry ana Liverpool.
Return Ti Gleets
granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

TO

DIXFIEED.

^■••Toseoggln Honse, J. Jackson,

417 Broome St., New York

LINE.

Will leave this port for Liverpool

Numerous County Fairs.

We«k to Agents. Fastest selling,
tip 4 O articles out Three valuable samples for
ten cents. J. BRIDE, 767 Broadway, N. Y. mcllt4w

same

days at 5 P. M. Fare
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced iates.
Freight taken at low rates.
J. B. COYIjE JR., General Agent.rach30t

ALLANS

DtlU'II.LK JUNCTION,
Clark’* Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, 71. W. Clark. Proprietor.

Responsible Agents

permanent bnsine
Special attention Is
called to ‘*A Har jr At as of the World,”
now completed, v1 .ch has taken three years of
time and at a great expeuse. containing Twenty-four large & beautiful Maps of all tbe grand
divisions of tbe Glohe, 1J. 8. Teritories,
Canada, and infoimation of vast importance.
This oft rs a business chance seldom met with, aud
should be improved by all
business
sure to make large pay, for it is just what
the people need an will buy. Best of Commission, exclusive Territory and full description bv addressing D. L GUERNSEY, Pubmhl7t4w
lishers, Concord. N. H.

Mimpson,

CA7IDE7I.

DrWitt

A

D.

Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

mcllf4w

AGENTS

Hotel,

Bay View House, K. U. Itrmoth, Prop.

vigor to tbe debilitated,
removes vesicle obstructions
tbe Liver and Splten.
Price $1
KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New

The United States Publish-

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,

HARRIS & WEBSTER, Sole Proprietors,
267 Essex Street, Salem, Hass.

WHOLESALE AGENTS,

Q.

CALAIS.
W.

International

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.

For sale by all Druggists.
R. HOYT, Proprietor, New York.
For Sale by JEWETT & PERKINS.
mcllt4w

SUPERIOR SEA CO
IKTC STEAMERS

-A.T 7 O’CLOCK P. M.

PUBLIC SPEAKERS

t^-FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

JOHN

on

CAMPHORINE t
CAMPHORINE !

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

CLERGYMEN,

of fifteen years,

directly

CAMPHORINE!

Canadiau and United State. Mail*.

and SINGERS

.

forces, exhaustion of the

of vital
restores

CAMPHORINE!

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

PORTLAND.

decay

BOGLE &

BROOKS AND FOREST CITE,

JOHN

Cough Lozenges.

Unsurpassed for Cure of

mcl9

and acts
a bottle.
York.

1874.

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving]

eod6m

W. F. PHILLIPS &

Highest Medical

m.

THE

35 India St., Boston, Mass.

test

EXTERMINATOR.
By the use of this valuable preparation, every household intested with Moth, Roaches.
Spiders, Crickets and other destructive insects, will
save many times its cost, and in some cases perhaps
many hundreds of dollars. It will not only repel
these insects, but will absolutely d* stroy them
and their eggs. Esf>ecially adapted to the protection
of Carpets. PRICE 25 CENTS.
Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
Prepared by P. X. G BANT & CO..
250 Fore Street, Portland.
mh9-3ra

MHTT4
lvA Vf A XX

CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.

Kerosene and Lubricating Oils.

J. PORTER &

uni

Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landings, arriving in Portland at

BOSTON,

Ship Paints, Colors,

Boston, Masn.
deowly

ASK YOUR; GROCER FOR IT.

27,

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Oernn House—J. P.Chamberlain,Propri-

Proprietor.

1st.
For

Portland,

The American Piano.
CIKST PHBMlUM8.i

ham, Philadelphia, Pa.

o’clock, commencing Wednesday evening, April

Maroh

Dining
Proprietor.

CO.,

The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. C. Kilby, will leave Railroad Wharf every Monday
Wednesday and Friday Evenings, at JO

CO.,

Tarnishes and Japans,

a

every Monday
above named

landings.

5 o’clock p.

RRFNSWICK. TIE.
Rooms, W. H. Field,

**• *’ K.

WORK, Agent,

H.

permit.

and so great has been the demand, that they hare
twice been compelled to enlarge their Works.
Dealers and consumers will have no other alter once using
this make.
For sale by dealers generally and at wholesale by
the sole Agents for New England.

recommend them after

Sedgwick, So
Jonesport and

Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, BucKsport.
Winterport and. Hampden, or as far as the ice will

Unfading Greens,

Throat,

at

color, covering

nencss

It is only after years of experiments that the
ufacturers have succeeded in producing these

Nolcini’s

lines

’BETWEEN

GREEN,

most Brilliant in the

For brilliancy

TO

With connections to Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.

DAYS,

CELEBRATED

HOEMTEB RILLS.
Hancock Haase,—71. Hancock, Prop.

USE

Halifax Nova Scotia,

JOHNSON A CLARK,
No. 7 Clapp’s Block, Congress Street.
MISS E. D. CLARK becomes a partner with me
nnder above name .rom this date, in Millinerv and

Sat’d’y*

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Lang Wharf, Barton.
Jn23-ly

THE

TOOL

44 Broad street,

sailing vessels.

LINK

Proprietor.

system,
cleanses vitiated blood,

&

llonae. Trenton! St. Bingham
A Co. Proprietor..

BETHEI,
Chandler Hone, F. S. Chandler A Co.
Proprietor*.
Chapman Koum,—Andrew. A Record,

PIANOS!

Providence, R. I.

It arrests

p.m’

MAIL

(ior.

etor.

PROVIDENCE

JURUBEBA

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf, Pnila
delphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

undersigned have formed a copartnership
under the above style for the practice of law. gg

SON’S

Work! nr;

Wharfage.

DYER,

BOSTON.
Parker nou«e. School St. H. D. Parker A
Co., Proprietor..
Revere Hou.e. Rowiloin Square,Bullinrh,
Bingham. Wri.ley A Co.. Proprietor.
St. Junto Hotel— J. P.M. Stet.ou, Propri

uasiest

Holds
Firmest*

*

B^TH.

Portland, me,

&

Oni.k.

Projh

Nngndnhoc Hou.e, Joho *. Nlilliken, Pro
prielor.
Hath Hotel, C. HI. Plummer, Proprietor

Successors to DOA SR. WING & CUSHING.)

Authorities of
Europe say the- strongest Tonic, Purifier and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is

PHILADELPHIA

lo

Franklin Hou.e, Harlow St., n
with .H O .tlcl.anjihliu A sim,

Double
Spinal

The

—AND—

Wed’s’j

BANGOR
Hnrriman Hou.e, j.t!. Hnr»i„„„
riotanACo.

T;™»l
» ri.ley

ROLLS,

nervous

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership between Charles Sawyer and
Orlando Nickerson is hereby dissolved. All

J.

4

BOSTON

ap2dtf

GREEN

days of sailing until

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

Leave each port every

Ilnrri.on B.k
C.ny H.".r, «. A. A H.
Cony. Pr#pri.

& WOOL OILS.

WING

Most
Durable;

JT.

herst.

ou

ACGI'RTA.

IN

......

Curved

at Eastport lor St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John lor Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Am-

mc4dtf

DEALER

CLAMP,

Connections made

*• * A- v,nn«'

r"‘-l- St.

Monlton

ARRANGEMENTS.

{£|?~Freight received
o’clock P. M.

**•w-

^Adjustable

days.

Hr K*t

Pioprir'or.

Providence Wringer.

& CO„ Gen’l Managers,
Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

ALFRED.
Edmund Warrea, ProprieA I'

MANUFACTURER OF VARNISHES AND JAPANS

Providence
every WED-

■

same

tor.

mar2-6m

of Steamers !

Philadelphia

bounty lloune,

a\

aks.

ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING

Steamship Line.

field at 9 00 P.

On hand and sawed to dlmenulUn8.

Hard Pine Plank, hard

hand

a

SOUTH AND WEST.

So.

CHARLES F. ROUNDS,

1873. Winter Arrangements. 1873.

d6t

will be m session at the School H *use, W<muords Corner, on WEDNESDAY, April 8th, at 1 < *clock P. M. for the purpose of examination and employment of teachers.
No certificates will be issued to any teacher and
no teacher will be
employed who is not present at
this meeting.
D. W. HAWKES.)
S. S.
E. P. PAYSON,
Committee of
A. HAWES,
)

wiahiug to mi,.*,
will address
THE
Farmers
Ii. D ^m8,™n.^P,,ollll,
mar19-wtll2
8 & 10
Ma.ket Si

until

on
THURSDAY, the 30th day
removing about lno cubic yards of
April. 1874,
sunken ledge, in Sudivan Falls, Maine.
Persons desiring to make proposals for this work
are
requested to apply to the undersigned at
his Office, No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress Street.
Portland. Me., or at No. 2 Bultinch Street, Boston,
Mass., for printed forms, specifications and further
information concerning the same.
GEO. THOM,
U. .■>. Engineer Office, )
> Lieut. Col. of Engineers,
Portland, Me.,
March 31, 1874. ) Bvt. Brig. Gen. U. S. A.

Qfijce.

**. F. PIN GREK, Micnnfnelarer, 33 Ternpie t.. Portia ml. Me.
State location of
amputation and send for Circulars*
w3ml2

$100;;rth

10 o’clock, A. M.
PROPOSALS
for

—

Dyed Brown. Black, Bine-Black
and Blue, and Pressed Ready
lor wt‘itr- Carpets Cleansed

OT CARS.

AND ALL POjNTS

ol

THE

Seed

on

felT

PAUL

and

®i,s.

CLYDE,

WHARF,

COAL AND WOOD.

VIA
Old Orchard Beach. Saco, Biddeford,
Kennfbnnk*
Well*.
Dover,
Great Falls, Exeter. Haver-;
hill and Lawrence.

W ool

AND

On and after Monday March 9th
the Steamer City of Portland,
Capt. S. H. Pike, and the Steamer
►New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Win'Chester, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ol State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

grades of

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

*3.19 P. M.

Composed of

mc31

WHITNEY’S

MAINE

For Milton and Union Tillage 6.15 A. M.,

will be received at this Office

“

Mifhisaa Clover "teeda.
(Vo. Mew York Clover deeds.
«
Ohio

intend to keep

and

BACHELDER,

&

Varnishes

of

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE

PROPOSALS.
Herd. GraM
Red Top

on

ROGERS,

HEAD OF UNION

Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.

GEO.

For Rochester and Alton Bay 16.15, A. M.,

A SUPERIOR CORDIAL

BEEF BRANDY

J. PRESCOTT,

■

d&w2w

me 26

safe for illuminating purposes, be shall pay a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments

GRASS

Instructor,
Organs.

excellent and attractive instruction book for

Sent,

carrying

No. 160 Commercial Street,

General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.
de8
i

for

Dollar
Reed

An

We

sen20dtf

JOHN T.

Supt. Eastern Railroad,
l L. LINCOLN,

Priee in bda, $2.50. Cloth; $3. Gilt; $4*

chapter being “Inspection

therefor.
Portland. Me.. April 21 1873.

t Accommodation train

This admirable collection of music for Reed Organs
should be at Home wherever there is a Reed Instru-

OLIVER DITSON &

quote from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said
and sale ol Manufactured
Articles.”
Sect. 31. Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid
shall cause every cask or orbei vessel thereof to be
so inspected and marked, by a sworn inspector, And
if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not ho inspected and marked in this State,
or that lias not been so inspected and marked as un-

morning.

THE

PRICE $2,50

large quantity ot inferior and
clangorous oils in the market, at a eh-ap price—many
of which are little better than Naptha itself—and the
existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil. renders iGa matter of justice to ouiselves, as well as safety to consnmers, hat some no
tice should be taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard o our Oils. The Refined
Petroleum, the f re test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the tire test of which is 125 degrees
PThe prevalence of

for the

and have taken the stand formerly occupied by

Baggage

Portland Kerosene Oil.

copartnership

Coal and Wood Dealers

|

ORGAN AT

WO. 75 YORK STREET, Portland.

a

the business of

COMMENCING DEC. 8, 1873.

(Streets.

Oiic-tiiiril the Cost of Re-shingling.
The cxi»en*e of slating new shingles is onlv about

formed

EDW.

B. F.

nnd

direct communication
to ana
Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Turongli rates are given to
Philadelphia and ail points reacted jy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R's., and to all
toe principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Full imformation given bv WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,

SPRING

EASTERN & MAINE CEN- toBOlMIDDLE STREET,®
PORTLAND, ME.
TRAL RAILROAD.
CHARLES
CLIFFORD.
WM.
CLFIFORD.

LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.

A

20 to 25 years. Old roofs can be patched and coattd,
lokiug much better and lasting longer than new shingles without the slate, for

dlv

JaHly

Street.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER

root may be covered with a very cheap shingle,
and by application of tbi* slate be made to last from

Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exand W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILE INS.
D. S. BABCOCK.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.

Shellac

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

change St.,

Sign and Awning Hanging.
ore

Tuesday,

checked through.
Tickets procuied at depots of Bcston & Maine and

McCOY A CO., 48 8prin„ Street.

S. YOUNO. No. 103 t

the cost

and with the elegevery
New York always in advance of all other lines. Baggage

popular
Stonington
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in

Street.

Glines’ Patent Slate Roofing Paint

OTHERS.

Wednesday and Friday,
Monday,
ant and
Steamer

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

J. N.

ROUNDS & DYER

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every

Plumbers.

Roofers.

USING

BY

ALL

Xliis is the only inside route Avoid'
ing Point Judith.

A. S. DAVIS A CO.. No. SO Middle Street.
JT. H. LANSON, 153 Middle St.,eer. Cross.

THE

OF

Neats Foot

rom

NEW YORK,

FOR

and

Eastport, Calais and St. John, Digby
Windsor and Halifax.

48 Market 8t.

LINE!

Whale,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Copartnership Notice.

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent,
aug30ti
Portland, Get. 18, 1873.

STONINGTON

l oom, Harness

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives

WM. P.
janll ly 12

COPARTNERSHIP.

Kerosene,

Office 80S Fore Street,

Clyde’s Iron Line

Jr., Portland.

depart.

JAMES MlT.UER.No.91 Federal Street.

ProtectYourBuildings

and

m.

m.

Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland
at 7.45.10.45 and 4.25 p. m.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth daily.
fe9dtl
J. PRESCOTT. Superintendent.

and 8.16 from North

Conway will have the iollowing Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton.
At Fryeourg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. R. B. arrive and

LOTHROP,D£ VENS A CO.,61 Exhnnge
Sreet and

Upper

a.

tached.

DUON, 333 1-3 Congress 8t.

Paper Hangings, Window
Carpel lugs.

(Sundays excepted,)

at 6.1j

Polishing,

AND

and

Passeuger trains leave Portland
If“!?§■*???££?rc'Sfor PortMmoulh and Dover daily,

Furniture,

SAMPSON, Agent.

PORTLAND

Embradug the leading Hotel.- in the State, at which,
Daily Puess may always t>e found.

the

Sperm,

53 Central Wharf, Boston.

Running between

Upper Bartlett for

J. R. DURAN A CO., 171 Middle aad
110 Federal (Streets.

THE

Apiil 7th

Portland for

Masons and Builders.

Dispensary.

April 6tb,

M. and 1.30 P.M.

A. KEITH.

UanufiKturers of Trunks, Valises and

N E. RE

North Conway at 7.45 A.

■

_

9, 1874.

Feb.

Coach,

noke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
by the Rail. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and U
places West.rates
Through
given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger aeeommoeations.
Fare moulding Berth and Meal., to Norfolk
»12'50.
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $ 14, time 05 hours!
For further information apply to

june2tf

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

t^ard,

machinery,

■

E.

HOTELS.

ESTABLISHED 1832.

Line.

Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, Boston
Benil-Weekiv, for NORFOLK and
■BALTIMORE.
Steamships:—
William Laurence,'• Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
“Ueorae Appo’.d," Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone,” Capt. Oeo.H. Hallett.
“John Hopkins," Capt. W. A. Hallett
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Va. & Tenn.
Air ta'.lo ail points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Ueorgia; and over the Seaboard and Roa-

PHILADELPHIA.

__

5-“-“-3.15 p.

__MISCELLANEOUS.

—

Commencing Monday,

have

as follows:
^^p^^^leave,
Portland for

J. A. .’IEKKIIJ: & CO., 139 Middle St.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

TIME.

AND

Steamship

—

PORTSMOUTH & DOVER R. R.

On and after Monday, Oct. 20, 1873,
until further notice trains will

__

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
J. A. MERR1

—

QGDENSBURG R. R.

k

CHANGE OF

ABNER LOUELL, 155 Middle Street.
Aaents Tor Howard Waicb Company*

WEDNESDAY, April 8lh,

annual

PORTLAND

11. C.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
oc6tc

EASTERN RAILROAD

H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
Portland Sept. 12, 1873.

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
Dour in the best possible manner by 8.

com-

with a fhll $nd effloent corps of Instructors.
For mfo mation or circulars rpply to
H. F. HARDING, Sec’y.
mc25eot!3w

on

trains.
li. ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice if given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director,

J. F. (SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’* Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

mence on

FURNIVAL Agt.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is In uplendil
condition, Is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of anv route from Portland to the West.
lyPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through

order.

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Pedernl St.
All kinds of IJpholtrcring and Repairing
done to order.

Hallowell Classical School.

Portland

to

|

points in the

J C.

done

daily.

Northwest, West and ‘Southwest

Furniture and Upholstering.

EDUCATIONAL.

St.

and all

EATON, Old Foil Once,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Up-

Shall crowd with sails the empty east,
Where mistily they passed before,
Shall bring me back, from over seas,
More treasure than I gave of yore.”

hicago, Jlilwnn-

HI, Louis, Omaha,
St Paul, Halt Lake City,
Denver, (Han Frnnciaeo,

eral Street*.

holstering

Mills daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Parsonsteld

tiuginnvr,

HOOPER &

But this I know, that when my hands
Are weary, ami mv hair is grey,
Wnen l sit lale on the strand,
The ships that 1 have seut away

C

kce. Cincinnati,

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
REN J. ADAMS, eor. Exchange and Fed-

Laden with comfort and content.
To wishful hearts be-ide the sea,
1 know not if, across the bri.ie,
A ship pails now, to gladden me;

Canada, Detroit,

To

IS Free Street.
GFOF.GK A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholtateriug of nil kind,
done to order.

Year after year, 1 send them forth.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton,* Bonny
T Eagle
^
and Limington .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Comer and Dam’s

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

WALTER COKEY & CO., Arcade, Nn.

smiled: “My ship, j ou say?
My Rhips are sailing south and north.
My ships are those I build and luuncli;

Limington, daily.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Furniture—W holesale and Retail.

The workman

boston,
Winnipiseogee

AHD

—

FOSTER’S Dye H»n»,M Union Street.*

length I sought his side, and asked,
“Why toil from dawn to set of day?
Come watch with uie: ere many hours,
Your ship may anchor in the hay.”

trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

Passenger

""at 7.30

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

Dye-House.

At

THE SPRING

ARRANGEMENT.

and after Monday, Sept. 15th,
Trains will run as follows:
Mall train for Gorham and accommodation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. vBtopping at all stations*^
Island Pou'd.) connecting with night mail train tor
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train tor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains w ill arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.60 a. m. Tnrough mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. in.

Carpenters and Builders.

he hewed and joined—

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Norfolk and Baltimore and Mash ini, ton

FALL ABBAN&EMKyT.

On

WHITNK1 A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park._____

>lowiy, day by day he wrought
Tli** strong pro|K>rtions of a 9hip
(Such as bad lived within mv thought.)
As

J. PERKINS nmunfncinrer of plain
fancy Caudien, HH7 Cougrenn alI,
Portland Me.

L.

bar.

STEAMERS.

TRAINS.

OF

ALTERATION

WINTER

ilOYT, FOGG fk BREKI>,No.«l Middle

sea

none were

should
My ladeu ship

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

HUDSON.

Booksellers and Stationers.

RAILROADS,

RAILROADS.

age of 35 and *8,

All communications
strictly
Please address
1C. H. BOND, Post Office.

bv F. Sweetser, 17 Market
Retal'^I
Square; C. L
14 Market Square; It. H. Hav.
fitlwn.
Middle St :
( oe Tor ,ot Cnnjrcss
eml Temple.
del3*5tu

Sar*.n-

1 ereby given, that
thesubacribet has
N°™’e,i,i
been duly ap,iointed and taken
upon biui-ilf
me

of Administrator of the estate of
1 HOMAS
LEONARD, late of

trust

Peering

Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. A il
persons having dem :t n« Is
apon tneestateof said deceased are required to
exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate
are called upon to make puvment to
WM. H KESSENDEM, of Portland, Adm*r.
Deering, March 17,1874.
mh23dlaw3w*M

